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Abstract
The multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO) technique, applying several transmit and receive
antennas in wireless communications, has emerged as one of the most prominent technical
breakthroughs of the last decade. Wideband MIMO parameter estimation and its applications to the
MIMO orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO–OFDM) channel estimation and mobile
positioning are studied in this thesis.
Two practical MIMO channel models, i.e., correlated-receive independent-transmit channel and
correlated-transmit-receive channel, and associated space-time parameter estimation algorithms are
considered. Thanks to the specified structure of the proposed training signals for multiple transmit
antennas, the iterative quadrature maximum likelihood (IQML) algorithm is applied to estimate the
time delay and spatial signature for the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels. For
the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channels, the spatial signature matrix corresponding to a time
delay can be further decomposed in such a way that the angle of arrival (AOA) and the angle of
departure (AOD) can be estimated simultaneously by the 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm. Therefore,
the combination of the IQML algorithm and the 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm provides a novel
solution to jointly estimate the time delay, the AOA and the AOD for the correlated-transmit-receive
MIMO channels. It is demonstrated from the numerical examples that the proposed algorithms can
obtain good performance at a reasonable cost.
Considering the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels, channel coefficient
estimation for the MIMO–OFDM system is studied. Based on the parameters of the correlatedreceive independent-transmit MIMO channels, the channel statistics in terms of the correlation matrix
are developed. By virtue of the derived channel statistics, a joint spatial-temporal (JST) filtering
based MMSE channel estimator is proposed which takes full advantage of the channel correlation
properties. The mean square error (MSE) of the proposed channel estimator is analyzed, and its
performance is also demonstrated by Monte Carlo computer simulations. It is shown that the
proposed JST minimum mean square error (MMSE) channel estimator outperforms the more
conventional temporal MMSE channel estimator in terms of the MSE when the signals in the receive
antenna array elements are significantly correlated. The closed form bit error probability of the spacetime block coded OFDM system with correlation at the receiver is also developed by taking the
channel estimation errors and channel statistics, i.e., correlation at the receiver, into account.
Mobile positioning in the non-line of sight (NLOS) scenarios is studied. With the knowledge of
the time delay, the AOA and the AOD associated with each NLOS propagation path, a novel
geometric approach is proposed to calculate the MS's position by only exploiting two NLOS paths.
On top of this, the least squares and the maximum likelihood (ML) algorithms are developed to utilize
multiple NLOS paths to improve the positioning accuracy. Moreover, the ML algorithm is able to
estimate the scatterers' positions as well as those of the MSs. The Cramer-Rao lower bound related to
the position estimation in the NLOS scenarios is derived. It is shown both analytically and through
computer simulations that the proposed algorithms are able to estimate the mobile position only by
employing the NLOS paths.

Keywords: channel estimation, MIMO–OFDM, mobile positioning, NLOS, parameter
estimation
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zeros for the others
estimation error vector of hMMSE,i [n, l]
eigenvector matrix of the noise subspace
eigenvector matrix of the signal subspace
matrix consisting of the left L columns of the K–point FFT
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overall pulse shaping ﬁlter
transmit pulse shaping ﬁlter
receive pulse shaping ﬁlter
the lth vector tap of the vector CIR corresponding to the ith
transmit antenna at time n
channel frequency response at time n
ML based CIR estimates of the lth tap related to the ith transmit antenna during all the pilot symbol durations in the receive
processing window
JST MMSE based estimate of the lth tap of the CIR from the
i transmit antenna at time n
CIR matrix related to the ith transmit antenna (L × NR ) at
time n
concatenation CIR matrix of all the transmit antennas (NT L×
NR ) at time n
CFR matrix to the ith transmit antenna (K × NR ) at time n
concatenate CFR matrix of all the transmit antennas (NT K ×
NR ) at time n
ML based CIR matrix estimate related to the ith transmit
antenna at time n
L–dimensional identity matrix
FIM parameterized by ρ
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p(t)
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q[k]
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R[n]
RTX
RRX
s(t)
si (t)
s(t)
si
si (τi,j )
S(τ )
S i (τ i )
S(τ )

slope of the ith possible region
wave vector
number of carriers in an OFDM symbol
number of paths in the ith cluster
number of paths in the space–time domain
likelihood function
length of the CIR at the oversampling rate
number of antennas of the subarray used in the ESPRIT algorithm
number of samples of the training signal
number of data symbols within a transmit burst
number of FSs
number of rays from a cluster with approximately same time
delays
number of pilot symbols within a transmit burst
number of receive antennas
number of transmit antennas
objective function of the ML based position estimation
number of data symbols before and after the training symbol
part exploited for the channel estimation in the observation
window
position vector of MS
average power of the lth path
decision statistic vector obtained by the MRC for the transmitted symbol vector of the Alamonti codes at the kth sub–carrier
distance from the scatterer to the FS
received symbol matrix at time n (K × NR )
transmit correlation matrix
receive correlation matrix
continuous time transmitted signal
continuous time training signal from the ith transmit antenna
continuous time transmitted signal, (NT × 1)
discrete time training signal vector from the ith transmit antenna
training signal of the ith transmit antenna with delay τi,j
training signal matrix consisting of all the delayed training
signals (M × NT d)
training signal matrix whose columns correspond to the diﬀerent delays
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training signal matrix whose columns correspond to the training signals of all the transmit antennas with the same delay τi
(M × NT )
index set of the OFDM symbols during the receive processing
window
index set of pilot symbols in the receive processing window
index set of the data symbols in the receive processing window
time domain correlation matrix due to the Doppler spectrum,
(NP × NP )
time duration of a transmission burst during which the channel
is assumed to be constant
time duration of the cyclic preﬁx
sample duration of the training signal
sample duration within an OFDM symbol
time duration for one OFDM symbol
continuous time noise vector at the receive antenna array
noise matrix in the received signal (NR × N )
noise matrix in the received signal during the n block (M ×NR )
Wiener ﬁltering matrix for the lth tap of the CIR of the ith
transmit antenna at time n, (NP NR × NP NR )
coordinates of the MS
LS based MS’s position estimate
coordinates of the FS
coordinates of the scatterer
continuous time received signal vector, (NR × 1)
position vector of the ith transmit antenna
position vector of the jth receive antenna
received signal matrix (NR × N )
received signal matrix during the nth block (M × NR )
weight factor of the semiblind channel estimator
patial signature at the receive antenna array
spatial signature vector of the jth cluster related to the ith
transmit antenna
SNR of the received signal
SNR of the received pilot symbols
SNR of the received data symbols
complex gain of the lth path
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ψ
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transform matrix mapping the range of S(τ ) to that of S(τ )
Dirac’s delta function
receive antenna spacing in terms of wavelength
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time diﬀerence between neighbor taps
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to the ith transmitter
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due to the AOA θR,i,j
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azimuth of the wave
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angle of arrival
angle of departure
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wavelength of the propagation wave
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modulation symbol alphabet
matrix with the reverse order of the rows of I N
temporal correlation function
vector of the actual coordinates of the MS and the scatterers
variance of the noise element
angular spread of the jth cluster related to the ith transmitter
average estimation error variance for each tap
auto–correlation matrix of the vector a
cross covariance matrix of two random vector a and b
time delay of the lth path
time delay vector of the transmitted signal from the ith transmit antenna
time delay vector associated with all the transmit antennas
estimated time delay vector
the second element of the transmit antenna array response
vector due to the AOD θT,i,j
diagonal matrix constructing from φi,j
vector of the actual coordinates of the MS
vector of the actual coordinates of the scatterers
carrier frequency
matrix representation of a blind estimation method
Fourier transform of the argument
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∗
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diag(.)
Im(.)
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AMSE
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AOD
BEP
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DDCIR
DFT
DML
EM
ESPRIT
FCC
FFT
FIM
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GML
GPS
IFFT

estimate of the argument
pseudo–inverse of the matrix (.)
complex conjugate of the matrix (.)
the transpose of the matrix (.)
the angle of the vector argument (.)
the determinant of the matrix A
Kronecker product
Hadamard product
column–wise Kronecker product
the gradient operator
convolutional operator
complex Gaussian distribution
normal distribution
diagonal matrix with the argument vector on main diagonal
imaginary part of the argument
real part of the argument
the vector stacking all the columns of the argument matrix
analytical mean square error
angle of arrival
angle of departure
bit error probability
bit error rate
channel frequency response
channel impulse response
cyclic preﬁx
Cramér–Rao lower bound
channel state information
double directional channel impulse response
discrete Fourier transform
deterministic ML
expectation maximization
estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques
Federal Communication Commission
fast Fourier transform
Fisher information matrix
ﬁxed station
Gaussian maximum likelihood
Global Positioning System
inverse fast Fourier transform

i.i.d.
IPC
IQML
LDC
LS
LOS
MIMO
ML
MMSE
MODE
MRC
MS
MSE
MUSIC
NLLS
NLOS
NMSE
OFDM
PDF
PDU
QOS
QPSK
RMSE
RNC
RSS
RP
SAGE
SIJADE
SIMO
SISO
SNR
STBC
STC
STTC
TDD
FDD
TDMA
TDOA
TOA
ULA

independent and identically distributed
information processing centre
iterative quadrature maximum likelihood
linear dispersion code
least squares
line of sight
multiple-input multiple-output
maximum likelihood
minimum mean square error
method of direction-of-arrival estimation
maximum ratio combiner
mobile station
mean square error
multiple signal classiﬁcation
non-linear least square
non-line of sight
normalized mean square error
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
probability density function
protocol data unit
quality of service
quadrature phase shift keying
root mean square error
radio network controller
received signal strength
reference point
space-alternating generalized expected maximization
shift-invariance joint angle and delay estimation
single-input multiple-output
single-input single-output
signal-to-noise ratio
space-time block code
space-time code
space-time trellis code
time division duplex
frequency division duplex
time division multiple access
time diﬀerence of arrival
time of arrival
uniform linear array

UWB
V–BLAST
WiMAX
WLAN
WMAN
WSF

ultra wideband
Vertical Bell Labs Layered Space-Time
worldwide interoperability for microwave access
wireless local area network
wireless metropolitan area network
weighted subspace ﬁtting
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1 Introduction
The next generation of wireless networks is expected to provide subscribers with
wireless multimedia services such as high speed Internet access, hand-held television and mobile computing etc. The rapidly growing demand for these services is
driving communication technology towards higher data rates with even mobility,
and higher quality of services (QOS). Mobile positioning in a wireless network is
also growing when emergency call services become mandatory as well as with the
advent of more advanced location–aware based services and mobile gaming.
The multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO) technique, applying several transmit and receive antennas, has emerged as one of the most prominent technical
breakthroughs in the last decade, and has been considered as a signiﬁcant technical advance for resolving the bottleneck of traﬃc capacity in the future Internetintensive wireless network. The key advantages furnished by MIMO techniques
include the improvements of the spectrum eﬃciency (data rate) and QOS, like
bit error rate (BER), which can be realized by so called spatial multiplexing and
space-time coding techniques, respectively. However, all these performance gains
could be achieved only if the channel state information is available at the receive
side or both ends of the communication link. As such, channel estimation for a
MIMO system is crucial to facilitate potential succeeding processing steps, e.g.,
equalization and symbol detection etc. The practical MIMO systems demonstrate
the signiﬁcant correlation at the both ends of the link, and the correlations of the
MIMO channels depend on the unknown parameters of the underlying propagation channels. Consequently these channel parameters should be capitalized to
enhance the channel estimator. In addition, the estimated channel parameters can
be utilized to determine the mobile’s position.
This thesis focuses on the MIMO channel parameter estimation, and its utilization in enhanced channel coeﬃcient estimation for the MIMO orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (MIMO–OFDM) system and mobile positioning in the nonline of sight scenario. In Section 1.1, a brief introduction to the MIMO–OFDM
system is given. Section 1.2 brieﬂy overviews the mobile positioning techniques.
The aims and outline of the thesis are described in Section 1.3. Section 1.5 addresses the author’s contributions to the original publications.
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Fig. 1. A MIMO system.

1.1 MIMO–OFDM Systems
The MIMO system refers to a wireless communication system for which the transmitting end as well as the receive end is equipped with multiple antenna elements.
The typical setup of the MIMO system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The core idea in
MIMO systems [1] is space-time signal processing where the signals in the time
domain and spatial domain inherent from the multiple spatially distributed antennas are jointly processed. As a consequence, MIMO systems can be viewed as
an extension of the traditional smart antennas, where multiple antenna elements
are employed at only the transmitter or the receiver. Beamforming and spatial
diversity are the major powerful techniques of smart antenna systems. The beamforming enables the increase of the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) through
focusing the energy into desired directions, in either the transmitter or the receiver. In particular, given the responses of each element to the desired signal
and interference signals, it can maximize the average desired signal level and/or
minimize the inference signal level. Due to the fact that the probability of losing
the signal vanishes exponentially with the number of the uncorrelated antennas
being used, i.e., diversity order, the spatial diversity furnished by the smart antennas can improve the link reliability or coverage range versus quality tradeoﬀ [2].
Obviously, the MIMO system inherits all the beneﬁts of the conventional smart
antennas. More detailed treatments of smart antenna and MIMO techniques can
be found in the books by Paulraj et al. [3], Bolcskei et al. [4] and Kaiser et al. [5].
Due to the nature of MIMO channels, i.e., a matrix channel rather than a vector
channel in smart antennas, the advantage of the MIMO system is far beyond just
the diversity gain or array gain. Eﬀectively taking advantage of random fading,
MIMO has the ability to increase the channel capacity signiﬁcantly [6, 7]. According to Gesbert et al . [1], the ﬁrst results hinting at the capacity gains of MIMO were
given by Winters [8], and an earlier version of MIMO capacity gain was attributed
to Paulraj and Kailath [9]. In particular, the spatial multiplexing technique originally referred to as the vertical Bell Labs Layered Space-Time (V–BLAST) was
presented in [10, 11, 12]. It can simultaneously transmit independent min(NT , NR )
data streams over the MIMO system with NT transmit and NR receive antennas,
provided that the channel matrix is full rank. The separability of the MIMO channels depends on the presence of rich multipaths, therefore, MIMO techniques do
exploit multipaths rather than mitigating them like conventional smart antennas.
There are numerous research results on the MIMO channel capacity in the literature. With the assumption of the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels, the exact results
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were derived in [6, 13, 14, 15, 16] for the case of the channel known at both the
transmitter and the receiver, and in [6, 7] in the event of the channel known at
the only receiver, but unknown at the transmitter. Some limiting results for the
large system1 were proposed in [16, 17] for the known correlated Rayleigh fading
channels at the transmitter, and in [6, 18, 19] for the channels unknown at the
transmitter.
The information theoretic results published in the preceding literature only provide an upper bound on the performance realized by an algorithm or codes with
unlimited complexity or latency. It is also important to develop some practical
algorithms with a reasonable BER performance–complexity tradeoﬀ. The MIMO
transmission schemes typically fall into two categories: data rate maximization
or diversity maximization. Inspired by the delay diversity scheme of Wittneben
[20], the space-time codes (STCs) were ﬁrst developed in [21]. As the key development of the STC concept, the space-time trellis code (STTC) was originally
presented in [22]. In addition to the coding gain depending on the code complexity,
the STTCs also show a diversity gain equal to the number of transmit antennas.
To overcome the complexity of a multidimensional Viterbi algorithm required for
decoding STTCs, Alamouti [23] discovered a space-time block coding (STBC) employing two transmit antennas which was generalized to an arbitrary number of
antennas in [24]. By virtue of the orthogonality property, the maximum likelihood
(ML) based decoding of STBCs can be achieved by only linear processing at the
receiver. Due to the simplicity of the Alamouti code, it has been a part of both
the W-CDMA and CDMA-2000 standards. The pure spatial multiplexing, e.g.,
V–BLAST [10, 12], allows an increase in data rate; however, it gives limited diversity beneﬁt. On the other hand, STTCs and STBCs furnish the additional coding
and diversity gain, while the data rate remains at the same level. It is possible
to make various tradeoﬀs between multiplexing and diversity in [25] and [26]. In
particular, the linear dispersion codes (LDCs) proposed by Hassibi and Hochwald
[27], as well as Heath and Paulraj [28] unify the space-time block coding and the
spatial multiplexing into a joint framework. As a result, the LDCs perform well
in terms of both ergodic capacity and error probability.
All the preceding MIMO techniques have been restricted to a narrowband wireless system, i.e., a ﬂat fading channel. However, a channel equalizer has to be used
at the receiver with the space-time decoder for the broadband frequency selective
channels. Using classical equalization methods along with STCs is a diﬃcult problem. OFDM [29, 30, 31, 32] turns a frequency–selective MIMO channel into a set
of parallel frequency-ﬂat MIMO channels. This enables multi-channel equalization
to be particularly simple, so that for each OFDM tone only a constant matrix has
to be inverted [13, 33]. Therefore, the use of MIMO technology in combination
with OFDM, i.e., MIMO–OFDM [13, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] has gained considerable attention recently and seems to be a very promising approach for future
broadband wireless systems.
The capacity of the OFDM based MIMO system was studied in [33], and the
impact of the propagation environment on the performance of the MIMO–OFDM
1 The number of antennas grows proportionally at both the transmitter and the receiver, i.e.,
NT , NR → ∞ and NT /NR → c
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was presented in [42] where two types of MIMO–OFDM systems were detailed, i.e.,
spatial multiplexing based and space–frequency coded OFDM systems which are
illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Moreover, MIMO–OFDM is being
investigated as a core technology for the next generation wireless local area network
(WLAN) standard and mobile wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN) or
WiMAX, i.e., IEEE802.11n and IEEE802.16e [43].
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Fig. 2. MIMO-OFDM system.

1.2 Mobile positioning
Wireless positioning has received increasing attention over the past decade [44, 45,
46, 47, 48]. Due to the diﬀerent applications and the associated requirements on the
equipment, e.g., the physical dimension, power consumption, the location accuracy
and operating environment etc., three kinds of basic radio location systems are
commonly applied, i.e., satellite positioning systems like Global Positioning System
(GPS) and GALILEO, cellular and wireless local area network (WLAN) based
positioning systems, as well as sensor network based positioning systems, which
are often based on the ultra wideband (UWB) radio. Some applications need the
combination of the above positioning systems, e.g., the cooperation of the GPS
and a cellular network. The GPS system signiﬁcantly improves the eﬃciency of
ﬂeet management, taxi and delivery drivers and intelligent transportation systems
[49, 50]. Location technology in a cellular network can be employed to improve
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radio resource and mobility management [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. The Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) has released an order in the US that mandates
all wireless service providers to provide accurate subscriber location information
for Enhanced-911 (E-911) services [58]. Thanks to the high accuracy, low-power
and low-cost implementation, the UWB radio based positioning systems have been
applied to numerous applications such as logistics, medical applications, family
communications, search and rescue, control of home appliances and so on [59, 60].
The position of a mobile station (MS) can be estimated from passive measurements of the arrival times, direction of arrival, or Doppler shifts of propagation
waves received at various ﬁxed stations (FS) [61]. Sun et al. [62] investigated a
number of positioning techniques from a system point of view. The positioning
problems for cellular networks were considered in [63, 64]. The UWB radio based
localization problem was investigated in [65]. Radio location can be implemented
in one of two ways; either the MS transmits a signal which FSs use to determine
its location or the FSs transmit signals that the MSs use to calculate their own
positions, e.g., in the GPS.
There are several fundamental positioning approaches, i.e., the time-based scheme
which measures the time of arrival (TOA) or time diﬀerence of arrival (TDOA) [61,
66], the angle of arrival (AOA) based scheme [61, 67] and the hybrid TDOA/AOA
approach [68] which combines the TDOA measurements at the MS with the AOA
measurements at the FS. A review of mobile positioning literature will be presented in Chapter 2. An overview of diﬀerent positioning techniques can be found
in [69].

1.3 Aims and problem deﬁnition
In spite of the major research eﬀort invested in MIMO–OFDM channel estimation
and mobile positioning techniques, several practical as well as theoretical open
problems still exist in these ﬁelds. Some of them are considered in this thesis. The
general aim of the thesis is to develop novel MIMO–OFDM channel estimation
algorithms and mobile positioning techniques in NLOS scenarios, and to analyze
their performance. Due to the fact that the channel estimation and positioning
algorithm depend on the parameter estimation in nature, the MIMO channel parameter estimators are also studied in depth.
The thesis studies the MIMO channel parameter estimation and investigates the
application of channel parameters in the ﬁeld of MIMO-OFDM channel estimation
and mobile positioning. The channel models reported in the open literature, e.g.,
[70], demonstrate that the signiﬁcant correlations at the both ends of a MIMO system may appear in practical scenarios. Such correlations heavily depend on the
channel parameters characterizing the underlying propagation channels. Several
algorithms have been developed for the MIMO parameter estimation accordingly,
however, some open problems such as the identiﬁability of the MIMO parameters
and practical estimation methods for the joint time delay, angle of arrival (AOA)
and angle of departure (AOD) estimation still exist in this ﬁeld. Focusing on two
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kinds of typical MIMO channels, i.e., the correlated-receive independent-transmit
channel and the correlated-transmit-receive channel, identiﬁabilities of MIMO parameters are discussed and the practical parameter estimation algorithms are proposed in this thesis.
On top of the MIMO parameter estimates, the applications of these parameters
to the MIMO–OFDM channel estimation and mobile positioning are examined
as well. The general channel estimation schemes for MIMO and MIMO–OFDM
systems in the open literature only exploit the channel properties in the time
and the frequency domain. Hence, they do not take full advantage of the channel properties to improve the channel estimators. To make the discussion clearer
and simpler, the thesis only considers the correlated–receive independent–transmit
channel. Based on the TOA and spatial signature estimates, an enhanced joint
spatial–temporal (JST) minimum mean square error (MMSE) based channel estimator for the MIMO–OFDM system is developed. Moreover, the proposed algorithm can be easily extended to the correlated-transmit-receive channel. By virtue
of the channel parameters, various mobile positioning algorithms have been proposed, and some NLOS error mitigation techniques have also been documented in
the open literature. However, eﬃciently making use of NLOS paths has not been
well studied so far. With knowledge of the NLOS paths, i.e., the time delay, AOA
and AOD, the thesis introduces a novel positioning algorithm which beneﬁts from
the NLOS paths rather than cancelling them. The performance of the proposed
algorithms is also analyzed and the results are documented.

1.4 Outline of the thesis
Parts of the original contributions in Chapter 3–5 have been published earlier or
submitted for publication [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78]. The remainder of the
thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 contains the literature review which presents the background knowledge for the main contributions of the thesis. The notations and mathematical
models of MIMO–OFDM channel estimation and positioning algorithms utilized
in the later chapters are introduced. The relevant literature on MIMO channel
estimation as well as mobile positioning algorithms are reviewed.
Chapter 3, the results of which are in part included in [71, 73, 74, 76], considers
MIMO channel parameter estimation. An iterative quadrature maximum likelihood (IQML) based algorithm is proposed to jointly estimate the time delay and
spatial signature for the correlated MIMO channel. Moreover, by virtue of the
shift-invariant structure present in the spatial signature matrix, a 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm is developed to estimate the AOA and AOD simultaneously. The
mean squared error (MSE) of the proposed algorithms is analyzed and numerical
examples are presented.
Chapter 4, the results of which are in part included in [71, 72, 73, 74, 78],
considers MMSE channel estimation for the MIMO–OFDM system. In particular,
a JST ﬁltering based MMSE channel estimator is given for the MIMO–OFDM
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system with correlation at the receiver side. The bit error probability (BEP) of
the STBC–OFDM over the correlated MIMO channels is also studied to take the
eﬀects of channel estimation error and correlation of channels into account.
Chapter 5, the results of which are in part included in [75, 77], focuses on the
mobile positioning algorithms. A novel mobile positioning algorithm in the NLOS
environment is developed. With the assumption of knowledge about the time delay,
the AOA and the AOD associated with each NLOS path, the proposed algorithm is
capable of jointly estimating the positions of the MS and the scatterers. The root
mean square error (RMSE) and Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) of the position
estimates are also analyzed and compared by the computer simulations.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. The results and conclusions are summarized and
discussed. Furthermore, some open problems for future research are highlighted.

1.5 The author’s contribution to the publications
The thesis is in part based on eight original publications. The author has had
the main responsibility for performing the analysis and writing all the papers
[71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78]. The author has also implemented the software to
perform the numerical analysis and computer simulations.
In papers [71, 72, 73, 74, 78], the author generated the main ideas, developed the
analysis, and produced the examples. The second author provided help, ideas, and
criticism during the process. In papers [73, 74, 75, 76, 77], the author developed
the idea and the analysis, as well as produced the examples. The second and
third authors provided help, ideas and criticism during the process. In papers
[75, 77], the idea of utilizing both AOA and AOD for the positioning stems from
the discussion between the author and the second author. The author developed
the idea and the analysis, and produced the examples. The second and third
authors provided help, ideas and criticism during the process.

2 Review of the literature
Some preliminaries and deﬁnitions necessary for analysis in the following chapters
are presented in this chapter. To create a complete picture of the state of the
art, a comprehensive overview of the techniques and knowledge is presented. In
Section 2.1, a review of the MIMO channel models is presented. These are applied more speciﬁcally later when deﬁning the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO
channel model in Section 3.1.2. The earlier and parallel work regarding MIMO parameter and channel estimation is described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.
Therein the general channel models reviewed in Section 2.1 are also speciﬁed and
specialized by several particular forms according to the problems addressed. Again
a rather comprehensive review is presented to illustrate the overall picture of the
state of the art in the ﬁeld. The previous work about mobile positioning is reviewed
in Section 2.4.
Since this is a comprehensive overview of the state of the art, some materials in
this chapter may not seem to be in line with the main contribution of the thesis. To
sharpen the focus of the thesis, the implicit connections of these materials with the
main area of the thesis are expected. For instance, the correlated–transmit–receive
MIMO channel model developed in Section 3.1.2 validates the Kronecker structure
based MIMO channel model described in Section 2.1. However, the correlated–
transmit–receive MIMO channel model is mainly used as a typical MIMO channel
model on top of which the channel parameter estimation algorithm is developed.
Validating the Kronecker structure of the MIMO channel statistics by using the
correlated–transmit–receive MIMO channel model is not demonstrated in the thesis.

2.1 The MIMO channel model
Due to the fact that each channel coeﬃcient or parameter estimation algorithm
is based on a certain type of channel model, MIMO channel models that can accurately describe the propagation channels are of great importance. In addition,
to design a high-performance MIMO wireless system, it is necessary to compare
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the performance of diﬀerent MIMO techniques, modulation schemes, tune design
parameters, and to predict system performance in a fair and realistic way. As in
[79], two typical examples of MIMO channel models are reviewed in this section,
namely the Kronecker structure based MIMO channel model and a generic geometry based MIMO channel model with physical parameters on which all the channel
models exploited in the following chapters are based.
MIMO channel modeling techniques
To set the stage for the MIMO channel models, a general overview of diﬀerent
channel modeling techniques is given ﬁrst. Three main propagation eﬀects must be
characterized for modeling traditional wireless single-input single-output (SISO)
channels, i.e., the large scale path loss, the shadow fading, and the small scale
fading [80]. The path loss determines the average received power for a given
transmit-receive distance. The shadowing is most often modeled statistically by
a lognormal distribution, which explains the signiﬁcant variation of the path loss
from location to location for a ﬁxed transmit-receive distance. The amplitude of
the received signal can vary due to small scale movements of the transmitter, the
receiver or the surrounding environment; this is called small scale fading. Three
diﬀerent distributions are mainly used to describe the statistics of the real-valued
amplitude, i.e., the Rayleigh distribution for the NLOS scenarios, the Rice distribution for the LOS scenarios, and the Nakagami distribution with more degrees
of freedom to ﬁt the model to the measurement data. One of the most commonly
used channel models for wideband channels is the tapped-delay-line model
h(τ ) =

L


γl δ(τ − (l − 1)Δτ ),

(1)

l=1

where γl is the complex tap amplitude, L is the number of taps, δ(.) is the Dirac
delta function, τ is the time delay, and Δτ is the time spacing between neighboring
taps. The average power of each tap, E(γl γl∗ ), can be speciﬁed by the power
delay proﬁle of the channel. The absolute value of the tap amplitude, |γl |, is
modeled by the Rayleigh or lognormal distribution [81] and the root-mean-square
(RMS) delay spread is widely used to characterize the dispersion of the channel.
All the preceding models are called statistical channel models since they describe
the statistical properties of SISO wireless channels. Another type of model is
named deterministic channel models [81] which attempt to calculate the radio
propagation conditions according to the physical layout of the environment. To
lower the prohibitive computation complexity of the deterministic model, ray–
tracing algorithms have been proposed to serve as a simpliﬁed solution [81, 82].
MIMO channel modeling is more complicated due to the antenna array employed at the both ends of the link. Simply modeling each link, i.e., from one
transmit antenna to one receive antenna, as a SISO channel and assuming they
are independent and identically distributed (IID) is fairly common in many theoretical studies [7, 22]. However, this assumption is rarely true according to the
practical measurements [83, 84, 70]. The spatial correlation between diﬀerent links
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at both ends should be taken into account when modeling MIMO channels. One
kind of MIMO channel model is called the nonphysical MIMO channel model [85].
Since a complex Gaussian random vector is completely speciﬁed by its ﬁrst- and
second-order moments [86], it is easy to generate a MIMO channel with a speciﬁed correlation structure between the single links [87, 88]. The correlation matrix
is usually obtained from the measurement data, hence the nonphysical MIMO
channel model cannot separate the inﬂuence of the measurement setup from the
channel itself. In contrast to the nonphysical MIMO channel model, the physical
MIMO channel model [89] constructs a realistic geometric scattering environment
and calculates the MIMO channel matrix as a sum of the contributions from different rays. The distribution of the scatterers depends on some important physical
parameters such as AOA, AOD and time of arrival (TOA). Finding the correct
statistics of these parameters is a diﬃcult task, but the physical MIMO channel
model can separate the MIMO channels from the measurement setup. These two
kinds of the MIMO channel models are discussed in detail subsequently.
Statistical MIMO channel models
As mentioned previously, most statistical MIMO channel models can be categorized into nonphysical MIMO channel models and physical MIMO channel models.
Below, two typical MIMO channel models corresponding to these two classes of
MIMO channel models, the Kronecker structure based MIMO channel model and
a generic geometry based MIMO channel model, are brieﬂy reviewed.
For a wideband MIMO system with NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas, the continuous time baseband input–output relationship can be formulated
as
x(t) = H(t) ∗ s(t) + w(t),
(2)
where H(t) ∈ CNR ×NT is the wideband MIMO channel impulse response, x(t) ∈
CNR is the received signal vector, s(t) ∈ CNT is the transmitted signal vector,
w(t) ∈ CNR is the noise vector at the receiver side, and ∗ denotes the convolution.
Speciﬁcally,

H(t) ∗ s(t) =

H(τ )s(t − τ )dτ.

For a narrowband ﬂat fading MIMO system, (2) can be simpliﬁed as
x(t) = H(t)s(t) + w(t).

(3)

Moreover, the MIMO channel H(t) is assumed to be a block–fading channel, which
means that the channel is constant within a block period, and varies independently
from block to block. Within a block of K symbols, the nth received signal vector
can be written as
x[n] = Hs[n] + w[n], n = 1, . . . , K.
(4)
1. Kronecker structure based MIMO channel model.
The simplest nonphysical MIMO channel model is the IID MIMO channel
model, which assumes that the elements of H are IID zero mean complex Gaussian. The IID MIMO channel model does not consider the spatial correlation
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between MIMO channel links which has been demonstrated in many MIMO measurements.
To solve this problem, the MIMO channel correlation matrix RH =

E vec(H)vec(H)H ∈ CNT NR ×NT NR is introduced, where vec(.) denotes the column vector stacking all the columns of the matrix, and ()H deﬁnes complex conjugate transpose. The MIMO channel matrix H : vec(H) ∼ CN (0, RH ) can be
formed as
1/2
vec(H) = RH vec(G),
(5)
where CN (0, RH ) refers to the complex Gaussian distribution of zero mean and
covariance matrix RH , G ∈ CNR ×NT is a stochastic matrix with IID CN (0, 1)
1/2
1/2
elements, and (.)1/2 is any matrix square root such that RH = RH (RH )H .
The correlation between the elements of the MIMO channel matrix has been
widely investigated [85, 90, 91]. In scenarios with suﬃciently rich multipath scattering, it is reasonable to assume spatial stationarity1 such that the correlation
matrix of the signals as seen from the receive side will be the same no matter
which of the transmit antenna is used. The receive–side correlation matrix is
deﬁned as
1
E(HH H ).
(6)
RRX =
NT
Likewise, the transmit–side correlation matrix is deﬁned as
RTX =

1
E(H H H).
NR

(7)

It is conjectured in [85] that the MIMO channel correlation matrix RH is equal
to the Kronecker product of the correlation matrix RTX and RRX , i.e.,
RH = RTX ⊗ RRX .

(8)

To verify (8), indoor MIMO channel measurements were carried out by the
University of Bristol, within the European Union’s IST (Information Society Technology) Program, SATURN (Smart Antenna Technology in Universal bRoadband
wireless Networks) Project[88]. According to the results in [88], it is concluded that
for moderate array sizes and indoor NLOS scenarios, the MIMO channel correlation matrix can be well approximated by the Kronecker product of the correlation
matrices seen from both ends. For wideband MIMO channels, it has been found
in [88, 92] that the Kronecker structure can be extended to each channel tap, that
is,
(9)
RlH = RlTX ⊗ RlRX ,
where for the lth tap, the MIMO channel correlation matrix RlH , the transmit correlation matrix RlTX , and the receive correlation matrix RlRX are deﬁned similarly
as in the narrowband case.
Given that the elements of the MIMO channel matrix H are zero mean complex Gaussian and that the Kronecker structure of the MIMO channel correlation
1 The correlation between the fading signals received at two antenna elements only depends
on the element distance but not on the exact location.
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matrix (8) holds, the narrowband MIMO channel model (5) can be rewritten as
[85, 92]
H = (RRX )1/2 G(RTX )T /2 .
(10)
The wideband MIMO channel can be modeled by combining the Kronecker structure of the MIMO channel correlation matrix (9) with a SISO channel model (1).
The channel impulse response (CIR) matrix H(t) can be expressed as [88]
H(t) =

L

√

pl (RlRX )1/2 Gl (RlTX )T /2 δ (t − (l − 1)Δτ ) ,

(11)

l=1

where Gl is the random matrices with i.i.d. CN (0, 1) elements, pl is the average
power of the lth multipath component.
To reﬂect the underlying spatial structure of the radio environment from the
Kronecker based MIMO channel models, a virtual channel representation approach
has been proposed in [93]. It characterizes the MIMO channel by a virtual partitioning of the spatial domain. Combining the advantages oﬀering by the Kronecker
structure based MIMO channel model and virtual channel representation, Weichselberger et al. [94] recently presented a novel stochastic MIMO channel model
taking into account the joint correlation of both ends of the link.
2. A generic MIMO channel model.
Most of the physical MIMO channel models are proposed to match certain
scenarios or phenomena [85, 95, 90, 96]. However, they are not general enough to
include all diﬀerent propagation eﬀects. In [89], a generic MIMO channel model
has been proposed for outdoor macrocells and microcells. It takes into account a
wide variety of propagation eﬀects, such as a LOS component, single scattering,
double scattering, far clusters, waveguiding, roof-edge diﬀraction, and large-scale
variations.
Assuming there exist L(t) multipaths between the transmitter and the receiver,
the double–directional channel impulse response (DDCIR) h(t, τ, θT , θR ) can be
described as [89]
L(t)

h(t, τ, θT , θR ) =
hl (t, τl , θT,l , θR,l ),
(12)
l=1

where hl (.) is the contribution from the lth multipath component (MPC), τl , θT,l ,
and θR,l are the time delay, AOD and AOA associated with the lth MPC, respectively. Due to the movements of the scatterers, the transmitter, and the receiver,
the DDCIR is time varying. The DDCIR describes the physical channel between
the transmitter and the receiver.2 Assume that the antenna array at both the
transmitter and the receiver are small enough so that physical parameters of the
MPCs do not change with the array size. Given the antenna pattern being used
and the positions of the transmit and the receive arrays measured from a ﬁxed
reference point, the deterministic CIR between the ith transmit antenna and the
2 It does not depend on the system setup, e.g., the antenna patterns used at the both ends of
the link.
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jth receive antenna can be expressed as [89]


L(t)

Hi,j (t) =

→
−

→
−

→
−

→
−

aR (θR,l ) · hl (t, τl , θR,l , θT,l ) · aT (θT,l ) · ej k (θR,l )· x R,j  · ej k (θT,l )· x T,i  ,

l=1

(13)
where aT (.) and aR (.) are the antenna patterns at the transmitter and the receiver,
−
→
→
→
respectively. k (.) is the wave vector, −
x T,i and −
x R,j are the position vectors of
the ith transmit element and the jth receive element, respectively. Given the
wavelength λ, the azimuth θA , the elevation θE , the deﬁnition θ = (θA , θE ), and
→
−
→
−
the position vector −
x = (x, y, z), the operator k (θR ) · →
x deﬁnes
−
→
2π
→
x =
k (θR ) · −
(x cos θE cos θA + y cos θE sin θA + z sin θE ).
λ

(14)

The most important part of the DDCIR is to ﬁnd an appropriate description
of the properties of the MPCs hl (t, τl , θT,l , θR,l ). In [89], a wide range of propagation eﬀects have been considered to model hl (t, τl , θT,l , θR,l ). The generic MIMO
channel model gives a general framework of modeling macrocellular and microcellular MIMO channels and can be ﬁtted to a large range of measurements; however
the determination of the actual distribution of the model parameters may be a
formidable task, and establishing model accuracy and reliability can be exceedingly diﬃcult. Hence it needs to be further investigated.
In addition to the research about MIMO channel model described previously,
MIMO channel modeling has also been conducted within diﬀerent industrial standardization bodies. For example, MIMO channel models have been proposed by
the IEEE 802.11n [97] Working Group and the 3GPP/3GPP2 Technical Speciﬁcation Group [98], respectively.

2.2 MIMO channel parameter estimation
Based on the parametric channel model, i.e., the generic geometry based channel in
the previous section, the relevant background literature about the channel parameter estimation, namely the time delay, AOA and AOD estimation, is discussed in
this section. Such information is useful for understanding the propagation environment, and gives empirical evidence for theoretical propagation models. Moreover,
they can be applied to enhance the performance of the channel impulse response
estimator described in the following section, and useful for the localization of the
MS in NLOS scenarios. AOA estimation is ﬁrst reviewed in Section 2.2.1, it provides the fundamental methods to be used in the following sections. Section 2.2.2
considers the AOA and the time delay estimation for the single-input multipleoutput (SIMO) channels. Section 2.2.3 presents the major methods for the AOA,
the AOD and the time delay estimation of MIMO channels.
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2.2.1 Angle of arrival estimation
AOA estimation is a rather mature research area. However, many results in this
area can be easily extended to more complex cases, e.g., the joint time delay, the
AOA and the AOD estimation for the MIMO channels discussed later. The AOA
estimation problem is therefore ﬁrst brieﬂy reviewed in this section. Only the most
inﬂuential methods are outlined, more details are available in [99, 100, 101] and
the references therein.
To estimate the AOA of the received signal, antenna array must be exploited at
the receiver. Assume that the time delays across the diﬀerent antenna elements are
much smaller than the reciprocal of the signal bandwidth, the received signals at
diﬀerent antennas are diﬀerent phase shifted versions of the same signal. Let s(t)
be the complex baseband equivalent of the observed signal at a reference position.
The vector–valued received signal at the receive antenna array of NR elements can
be expressed as
x(t) =
a(θR ) =

a(θR )s(t) + w(t),
T

e−jωc τ1 (θR ) , e−jωc τ2 (θR ) , . . . , e−jωc τNR (θR ) ,

(15)

where a(θR ) is termed as the steering vector, or the array response vector, ωc is the
carrier frequency, τk (θR ), k = 1, . . . , NR denotes the time delay from the reference
position to the kth element and w(t) deﬁnes the noise vector at the receive antenna
array. Provided that the uniform linear array (ULA) is used, the ﬁrst element is
chosen as the reference point, and the AOA is measured with respect to the array
normal, a(θR ) can be expressed as
T

(16)
a(θR ) = 1, φ, . . . , φ(NR −1) ,
ωc ΔR sin θR

c
where φ = ej
, ΔR denotes the antenna separation, c is the speed of
the wave propagation. To uniquely determine θR , |∠φ| must satisfy |∠φ| ≤ π or
Δ ≤ λ/2 where λ is the wavelength. This is the well-known spatial sampling
theorem.
Given that NT diﬀerent sources transmit signals sk (t), k = 1, . . . , NT to the
receive antenna array simultaneously, the received signal can be formulated as

x(t) =

NT


a(θR,k )sk (t) + w(t),

(17)

k=1

equivalently
x(t) = A(θ R )s(t) + w(t),
NR ×NT

(18)
T

, s(t) = (s1 (t), . . . , sNT (t)) ∈
where A(θ R ) = (a(θR,1 ), . . . , a(θR,NT )) ∈ C
CNT , and w(t) ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I NR ). The classical AOA estimation problem is to determine the AOA parameters θRk , k = 1, . . . , NT given the measurements x(tn ), n =
1, . . . , N and the correlation matrix Rs = E(s(t)s(t)H ) of the NT -dimensional
complex Gaussian vector s(t). In matrix form, (18) becomes
X = A(θ R )S + W ,

(19)
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where X = x(t1 ), . . . , x(tN ) ∈ CNR ×N , S = s(t1 ), . . . , s(tN ) ∈ CNT ×N and


W = w(t1 ), . . . , w(tN ) ∈ CNR ×N . Most AOA estimation methods use the
spatial statistical covariance of the received signal


(20)
RX = E x(t)xH (t) = A(θ R )Rs AH (θ R ) + σ 2 I NR ,


and the sample covariance matrix as its approximation
R̂X =

1
XX H .
N

Beamforming techniques
The most fundamental AOA estimation method is to use conventional beamforming. The spatial spectral estimate of the received signal, referred to as conventional
beamforming, takes the form
PBF (θR )

=

N
1  |aH (θR )x(tn )|2
,
N n=1 aH (θR )a(θR )

(21)

=

aH (θR )R̂X a(θR )
.
aH (θR )a(θR )

(22)

The location θ̂R,k of the NT highest peaks of PBF (θR ) are taken as the beamforming
AOA estimates. The conventional beamforming method has limited resolution determined by the array conﬁguration. To improve the resolution of the conventional
beamformer, Capon [102] proposed using the Capon spectral estimate
PCAP (θR ) =

1
−1

aH (θR )R̂X a(θR )

.

(23)

In contrast to the conventional beamformer, the resolution of the Capon beamformer improves with the SNR. However, the Capon AOA estimates still fail to
take full advantage of data model (19) since the resolution does not improve with
increasing N .
Subspace based methods
In the late 1970’s, subspace based methods were introduced. They are based on
geometry properties of the array covariance matrix. Given that NR > NT and Rs
is full rank, the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of RX (20) can be partitioned
into a signal subspace and a noise subspace as
RX =

NR

k=1

H
H
λk ek eH
k = E S ΛS E S + E N ΛN E N ,

(24)
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where λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λNT > λNT +1 = · · · λNR = σ 2 , E S = e1 , . . . , eNT , E N =


eNT +1 , . . . , eNR , ΛS = diag(λ1 , . . . , λNT ), and ΛN = σ 2 I NR −NT . The eigenvectors in E S span the range space of A(θ R ), which is called the signal subspace. The
space spanned by the eigenvectors in E N are named the noise subspace, which is
orthogonal to the range space of A(θ R ), i.e., E N ⊥ A(θ R ). The fundamentals of
subspace methods are based on these relations.
The MUSIC (multiple signal classiﬁcation) algorithm [103, 104] exploits the
orthogonality relation aH (θR,k )E N = 0, k = 1, . . . , NT . The noise subspace is
estimated from R̂X
H
H
Ê X = Ê S Λ̂S Ê S + Ê N Λ̂N Ê N .
(25)
The MUSIC pseudospectrum is deﬁned as
PMU (θR ) =

aH (θR )a(θR )
H

aH (θR )Ê N Ê N a(θ R )

.

(26)

The MUSIC algorithm calculates the AOA estimates by computing PMU (θR ) at
a ﬁne grid, and locating NT largest local maxima. It exhibits higher resolution
than the beamforming methods. However, it requires a high SNR and/or large N .
Several approaches have been proposed to improve the resolution, including the
min-norm algorithm [105] and the root-MUSIC algorithm [106].
The ESPRIT algorithm [107] is related to the root-MUSIC algorithm, and is
computationally very eﬃcient. It assumes that the array is composed of two identical, spatially separated subarrays. For a ULA, a popular choice is to treat the
ﬁrst NR − 1 elements as the ﬁrst subarray, and the last NR − 1 elements as the
second. Let A1 be the array response matrix associated with the ﬁrst subarray;
similarly, A2 corresponds to the second subarray. It is easy to show that
A2 = A1 diag (φ1 , . . . , φNT ) .

(27)

As mentioned previously, E S spans the range space of A(θ R ) such that E S =
A(θ R )T for a full rank matrix T . Let E 1 and E 2 deﬁne the ﬁrst NR − 1 rows and
the last NR − 1 rows of E S , respectively. It follows that
E 2 = E 1 T diag (φ1 , . . . , φNT ) T −1 .

(28)

From (28), the ESPRIT algorithm estimates the AOAs by computing the eigenvalues of E 2 E †1 where E †1 deﬁnes the pseudoinverse of E 1 . A computationally
eﬃcient implementation of the ESPRIT algorithm using only real–valued operations is proposed in [108].
Nonlinear least squares methods
The subspace methods mentioned above require that the correlation matrix Rs of
source signals is full rank, and the performance degrades when Rs is nondiagonal.3
3 However, subspace methods like the method of direction-of-arrival estimation (MODE) [109]
and weighted subspace ﬁtting (WSF) [110] work well in situations where Rs is rank deﬁcient.
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Given the model (19), the straightforward approach is to use a nonlinear leastsquares (NLLS) ﬁt:
(θ̂R , Ŝ) = arg min ||X − A(θ R )S||2 .
θ R ,S

(29)

This is a separable problem, the optimal solution is


,
R̂
θˆR = argminTr Π⊥
X
A
θR
Ŝ
Π⊥
A

= (AH A)−1 AH X,
= I − A(AH A)−1 AH .

(30)

Indeed, the NLLS solution (30) coincides with the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate if the source signals are regarded as the deterministic parameters and the
noise is assumed to be Gaussian. However, (30) is a d-dimensional nonlinear optimization problem which is very complex. A practical approach at a reasonable
cost is to employ a relaxed optimization procedure, where AOA parameters are
adjusted one at a time. A few techniques [111, 112, 113, 114] have been proposed
to implement a relaxed optimization of NLLS–type criteria. The so called RELAX
procedure is due to [112], it is similar to the space-alternating generalized expectation maximization (SAGE) algorithm [111] and has a simpler interpretation. In
the RELAX algorithm, the ”cleaned” observation matrix is deﬁned as

a(θ̂R,k )ŝk ,
(31)
Xl = X −
k=l

and the relaxed criteria
Vl (θR,l , sl ) = ||X l − a(θR,l )sl ||2

(32)

||aH (θR )X l ||2
,
||a(θR )||2

(33)

is minimized by
θ̂R,l

=

ŝl

=

argmax
θR

aH (θ̂R,l )X l
||a(θ̂R,l )||2

.

(34)

The RELAX algorithm updates sequentially θR,l and sl for l = 1, . . . , NT . At the
ﬁrst iteration, let sk = 0, k > l. The iterations continue until no signiﬁcant change
of the AOA parameters is observed. Such a method is usually able to rapidly yield
preliminary estimates in the neighborhood of the true minimizers of the criterion
function. Once suﬃciently good initial estimates are available, it is preferable to
switch to a Newton type local optimization method [115].
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2.2.2 Single-input-multiple-output channel parameter
estimation
For the AOA estimation problem considered in the preceding section, the transmitted signals are assumed to be narrowband signals; as a consequence, the MPCs
can only be resolved in the space domain. When the wideband signal is transmitted, diﬀerent propagation paths can also be resolved in both the space and the
time domain. This section considers the simple case in which a single transmitter
and multiple receivers are used, i.e., SIMO channels. The parameter estimation
algorithm is based on the received signal stimulated by the known signal waveform, i.e., a training signal. Due to the signiﬁcant time spread of the channels, the
received signal is modeled by
x(t) =

d


γk a(θR,k )s(t − τk ) + w(t),

(35)

k=1

where γk and τk are the complex path gain and the time delay of the kth path,
respectively.
Given samples x(tn ), n = 1, . . . , N from (35), and the known shape of signal
s(t), the parameters to be estimated in the SIMO channels are θR,k , τk and γk .
(35) can be written in matrix form as
X=

d


γk a(θR,k )s(τk ) + W ,

(36)

k=1





where X = x(t1 ), . . . , x(tN ) ∈ CNR ×N , s(τk ) = s(t1 − τk ), . . . , s(tN − τk ) ∈


C1×N and W = w(t1 ), . . . , w(tN ) ∈ CNR ×N . If the noise is Gaussian and
spatially white, the optimal ML estimator employs the NLLS criteria
V (θ R , τ , γ) = ||X −

d


γk a(θR,k )s(τk )||2F .

(37)

k=1

For ﬁxed θ R and τ , (37) can be easily minimized with respect to γ. As such, γ can
be separately optimized from θ R and τ . A natural approach to solve this 2d-NLLS
problem is to apply the RELAX procedure presented in the preceding section. For
example, the SAGE algorithm [116] has been applied to scenarios where also the
Doppler-shifts were taken into account. In high resolution scenarios, several iterations are needed in general. The RELAX-like algorithm implies a high computational complexity. Subspace based alternatives with reduced complexities have
been proposed in [117] where a computationally eﬃcient 2D ESPRIT algorithm
is exploited to determine the signal parameters based on the Fourier transform of
the CIR estimate when the ULA is equipped.
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2.2.3 MIMO channel parameter estimation
As discussed in Section 2.1, the MIMO transmission opens up an interesting new
possibility. Besides the AOAs of the incoming rays, it is also possible to ﬁnd the
AOD of these rays [89]. Considering the simpliﬁed DDCIR model in Section 2.1,
the received signal is now modeled as
x(t) =

d


γk aR (θR,k )aT
T (θT,k )s(t − τk ) + w(t),

(38)

k=1

where γk , θR,k , θT,k , and τk deﬁne the complex gain, the AOA, the AOD and the
time delay of the kth path, respectively. aR (θR,k ) ∈ CNR and aT (θT,k ) ∈ CNT
deﬁne the array response vector of the receive and the transmit antenna arrays,

T
respectively.4 s(t) = s1 (t), . . . , sNT (t) ∈ CNT denotes the transmitted signal.5
Given x(tn ), n = 1, . . . , N and the known waveform of s(t), the task of the MIMO
channel parameter estimation is to determine the unknown parameters γk , θR,k ,
θT,k and τk .
The NLLS criterion in the matrix form becomes
V (γ, θ R , θ T , τ ) = ||X −

d


2
γk aR (θR,k )aT
T (θT,k )S(τk )||F ,

(39)

k=1




where X = x(t1 ), . . . , x(tN ) ∈ CNR ×N and S(τk ) = s(t1 − τk ), . . . , s(tN −

τk ) ∈ CNT ×N . As mentioned in the last section, γ can be optimized separately
from the other parameters. (39) is a 3D estimation problem. The RELAX approach applied to (39) results in the following steps. First, the clean observed
matrix is calculated as

γk aR (θR,k )aT
(40)
Xl = X −
T (θT,k )s(t − τk ).
k=l

Then, the relaxed criterion is
Vl (θR,l , θT,l , τl ) =

H
∗
2
|aH
R (θR,l )X l S (τl )aT (θT,l )|
.
H
2
∗
2
||aH
R (θR,l )|| ||S (τl )aT (θT,l )||

(41)

Once the optimum solution (θ̂R,l , θ̂T,l , τ̂l ) has been obtained from a 3D optimization
procedure, the complex path gain can be estimated as
γ̂l =
4 (38)

H
∗
aH
R (θ̂R,l )X l S (τ̂l )aT (θ̂T,l )

H
2
∗
2
||aH
R (θ̂R,l )|| ||S (τ̂l )aT (θ̂T,l )||

.

(42)

uses the vector representation of the MIMO channels deﬁned in (13).
deﬁnition of s(t) is diﬀerent from that in Section 2.2.2. Due to the focus of the thesis,
if not speciﬁed, the deﬁnition in Section 2.2.3 would be used in the sequel.
5 The
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An approximate solution to (39) can be found by running the above steps for
l = 1, . . . , d and iterating until convergence. It is obvious that the complexity of
the RELAX method is very high.
Given the MIMO CIR H(t) which comes either from a separate estimation
step or directly from the measurement data as in the channel sounder, several
suboptimal methods have been proposed to reduce the complexity of the RELAXlike algorithms. The simpliﬁed DDCIR model can be written as
H(t) =

d


γk aR (θR,k )aT
T (θT,k )δ(t − τk ),

(43)

k=1

and the Fourier transform of (43) can be expressed as
H̃(ωk ) =

d


−jωk τl
γl aR (θR,l )aT
, k = 1, . . . , M,
T (θT,l )e

(44)

l=1

where M is the length of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In [118], the delays
are ﬁrst determined using the 1D ESPRIT technique, then a 2D RELAX–like approach is applied to the so called channel sample Ĥ(τ̂l ). Assuming the knowledge
ˆ
of H̃(ω
), a 3D subspace method is proposed in [119]. A novel approach which
k

employs the IQML algorithm for the time delay estimation, and the 2D unitary
ESPRIT algorithm for the joint AOA and AOD estimation will be presented in
Chapter 3.

2.3 MIMO channel estimation
As stated before, all the performance gains furnished by the MIMO system are
based on the assumption that all channels between the transmit antennas and the
receive antennas are known. Due to complexity constraints, virtually all of today’s digital wireless communication systems apply the principle of synchronized
detection [120, Section 4.3.1]. This means that a channel estimate is formed and
subsequently used for detection and decoding as if it were the true known channel.
Channel estimation is known to be a challenging task in a wireless communication
system in general, and with signiﬁcant mobility in particular. Channel estimation
is an extensive topic, this section only reviews several major MIMO channel estimation techniques proposed in the open literature. For a wideband MIMO system,
the time dispersive or frequency selectivity due to multipath propagation is important, hence all the channels considered in this section are frequency-selective
fading channels. Section 2.3.1 focuses on the single-carrier MIMO system. The
MIMO–OFDM system, an important example of multicarrier MIMO system, is
discussed in Section 2.3.2.
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Fig. 3. Training and data symbols in a data packet.

2.3.1 Channel estimation for the single-carrier MIMO
system
This section brieﬂy reviews several important channel estimation techniques for
the single-carrier MIMO system; more details are reported in [121] and references
therein. In practice, the known training symbols are embedded in a data stream to
facilitate the channel estimation and synchronization. As such, the training based
channel estimation methods are mainly discussed. The training based channel
estimation can be further improved by taking the surrounding unknown data into
account, which leads to the so called enhanced training based channel estimation.
The semiblind method combining the training method and pure blind methods are
also brieﬂy mentioned.
For a MIMO system with NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas, the
discrete time received signal sampling at the symbol rate of (2) can be modeled as
x[n] =

L


H[l]s[n − l] + w[n],

(45)

l=0

where x[n] ∈ CNR is the received signal, s[n] ∈ CNT denotes the transmitted
signal, H[l] deﬁnes the MIMO channel matrix of order L, and w[n] is assumed
to be zero-mean white Gaussian noise. Let h[l] = vec(H[l]), l = 0, . . . , L deﬁne
the column vector of stacking all the columns of H[l]. As in [121], the simpliﬁed
version of the training symbol allocation method used in [122], in which the training
symbol sequence of equal length are periodically distributed within a data packet,
is exploited. The placements of the training symbols within a data packet are
the same for diﬀerent transmit antennas. The MIMO channels are assumed to be
constant during the whole data packet. We assume that the data packet consists
of N symbols, in the form of K symbol blocks, where each block contains a NP
training symbol vector, surrounded at each side by ND /2 unknown data symbol
vectors, i.e., N = K(NP + ND ). Fig. 3 illustrates the placement of the training
symbols in a data packet, and P is the number of data symbols, before and after
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the training symbol part, which are exploited for the channel estimation in the
observation window. Let nk = k(NP + ND ) + ND /2 deﬁne the index of the ﬁrst
training symbol in the kth symbol block, and 0 ≤ P ≤ ND /2. sk and xk in Fig. 3
are deﬁned as

T
sk =
sT [nk − P ], . . . , sT [nk + NP + P − 1] ,
(46)

T
xk =
xT [nk − P + L], . . . , xT [nk + NP + P − 1] ,
(47)
xk
H

= Hsk + wk ,
⎛
H[L] · · ·
⎜
..
= ⎝
.

⎞

H[0]

⎟
N (N +2P −L)×NT (NP +2P )
.
⎠ ∈C R P

..

H[L]

.
···

(48)

H[0]
(49)

Deﬁne the training part of sk as

T
sP,k = sT [nk ], . . . , sT [nk + NP − 1] ,

(50)

and the unknown data part as

T
sD,k = sT [nk − P ], . . . , sT [nk − 1], sT [nk + NP ], . . . , sT [nk + NP + P − 1] . (51)
(48) can be split into
xk = HP sP,k + HD sD,k + wk ,

(52)

where HP ∈ CNR (NP +2P −L)×NT NP is obtained by collecting the NP block columns
of H, and HD ∈ CNR (NP +2P −L)×2NT P is obtained by collecting P left block
columns and P right block columns of H.
Similarly, the received signal xk can be written as a linear combination of the

T
channel coeﬃcient vector h = hT [0], . . . , hT [L] ∈ CNT NR L . It reads
xk = (S k ⊗ I NR )h + wk ,

(53)

where
⎛
⎜
Sk = ⎝
T

sT [nk − P + L]
..
.

s [nk + NP + P − 1]

⎞
···
sT [nk − P ]
⎟
..
..
⎠.
.
.
T
· · · s [nk + NP + P − L − 1]

(54)

As in (52), (53) can also be split into a training and an unknown data part as
xk = (S P,k ⊗ I NR )h + (S D,k ⊗ I NR )h + wk ,

(55)

where S P,k and S D,k are obtained by setting the unknown data vectors sD,k and
the training symbol vectors sP,k to zero in S k , respectively.
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Training based channel estimation
Conventional training based channel estimation methods use only those received
samples that solely depend on the training symbols. Given P = 0, (55) results in
the training based signal model
xk = (S P,k ⊗ I NR )h + wk .

(56)

The most typical channel estimation algorithm is the ML channel estimation algorithm which exhibits good performance at a reasonable cost.
The ML channel estimate related to (56) is obtained as
hML = argmin

K−1


h

||xk − (S P,k ⊗ I NR )h||2 .

(57)

k=0

Given K ≤ NT (L + 1)/(NP − L) [121], the ML channel estimate can be expressed
as
⎞
⎛
−1
K−1
K−1



SH
xk .
SH
⊗ I NR ⎠
(58)
hML = ⎝
P,k S P,k
P,k ⊗ I NR
k=0

k=0

The MSE of the ML estimation is equal to the CRLB. It equals
⎛
⎞
−1
K−1



H
H
2 ⎝
E (hML − h) (hML − h) = σw
S P,k S P,k
⊗ I NR ⎠ .

(59)

k=0

Enhanced channel estimation
Conventional training based channel estimation only exploits the received samples
associated with the training symbols. An enhanced channel estimate can be obtained if we also take some surrounding received data samples into account. As
for Fig. 3, we consider the case where 0 < P ≤ ND /2. Since the unknown data
symbols are also involved, the estimation algorithm must estimate the unknown
data symbols as well as the unknown CIR. There are two ways of coping with the
unknown data symbols; one is to treat them as the deterministic parameters, the
other is to assume them to be the unknown random variables with Gaussian distribution. The former results in the deterministic ML (DML) algorithm, whereas
the latter leads to the Gaussian ML (GML). For the sake of simplicity, the DML
is brieﬂy reviewed in this section. More details about the GML can be found in
[123]. Neither algorithm takes advantage of the ﬁnite-alphabet property of the
data symbols. A method of viewing the data symbols as discrete deterministic
parameters has been proposed in [124].
From (55), the enhanced ML channel estimation is obtained by solving the
follow optimization problem
(hML , {sD,k }) = arg

min

(hML ,{sD,k })

K−1

k=0

||xk − (S P,k ⊗ I NR ) h − HD sD,k ||2 .

(60)
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This can be solved by alternating minimizations between h and {sD,k }. At the
ﬁrst step, assume ŝD,k to be zero. For a given estimate ŝD,k , the solution of h is
expressed as
⎞
⎛

K−1
H 
 −1

S P,k + Ŝ D,k
S P,k + Ŝ D,k
⊗ I NR ⎠
ĥML ({ŝD,k }) = ⎝
k=0

·

K−1
 

S P,k + Ŝ D,k

H


⊗ I NR

xk .

(61)

k=0

The solution for ŝD,k for a given estimate ĥ is
 


†
ŝD,k ĥ = ĤD xk − (S D,k ⊗ I NR ) ĥ .

(62)

The procedure iterates until convergence. The CRLB and MSE of such an algorithm can be found in [121].
Semiblind channel estimation
Due to the utilization of the unknown data symbols, the enhanced channel estimation described above can be viewed as a kind of semiblind technique. However,
another important semiblind channel estimation method is based on the combination of the conventional training based channel estimation algorithm with a purely
blind criterion. For instance, combining the ML training based channel estimation
algorithm with a quadratic blind criteria leads to a semiblind estimator
ĥsemi = argmin
h

K−1


||xk − (S D,k ⊗ I NR ) h||2 + α||Ωh||2 ,

(63)

k=0

where Ω can be obtained by some blind channel estimation methods, for example,
the subspace approach [125, 126] and least–squares smoothing [127, 128]. The
optimization of the weighting factor α is a well-known but essentially unsolved
problem in semiblind channel estimation; an extensive discussion can be found in
[129].
All the algorithms discussed above do assume no prior knowledge of the statical
property of the unknown channel. Such knowledge can be applied to further improve the performance of the channel estimator; for example, the MMSE algorithm
can improve the ML algorithm by optimum ﬁltering. The details can be found in
[120] and Chapter 4.

2.3.2 Channel estimation for the MIMO–OFDM system
As mentioned earlier, the frequency-selective channel can be transformed into a set
of parallel frequency-ﬂat channels in the OFDM system. As such, each subband
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of the MIMO–OFDM system is a special case of a single-carrier MIMO system.
However, many optimal channel estimation methods have been proposed by exploiting the OFDM structure, i.e., the dependencies between the subbands. These
channel estimation algorithms are brieﬂy reviewed in this section.
Using the frequency-domain correlation of the channel, an MMSE channel estimator for SISO–OFDM systems has been proposed in [130, 131]. In [132], the
MMSE channel estimator for a SISO–OFDM system which made use of both
time- and frequency-domain correlation of the frequency response of the channel
has been derived. Channel estimation for single–input multiple–output (SIMO)–
OFDM systems has been considered in [133]. A decision directed MMSE channel
estimator has been presented for an STTC–OFDM system in [134]. A similar idea
has been generalized to the MIMO–OFDM system in [135].
Signal Model
Given a MIMO–OFDM system with NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas, any channel between one transmit antenna and one receive antenna is
assumed to be independent of the other channels. The channel is assumed to be
block-fading with a ﬁnite impulse response. It is further assumed that the successive channel snapshots correlate mutually. We also assume that the cyclic preﬁx
(CP) duration is larger than the delay spread of the channels. The CIR vector at
time n can be expressed as

T
h[n] = h[n, 0], h[n, 1], . . . , h[n, L − 1] ,

(64)

where L − 1 is the number of the CP samples. The channel frequency response
(CFR) at time n can be expressed as
h̃[n] = F L
K h[n]

(65)

K×L
is composed of the ﬁrst left L columns of K-point FFT matrix,
where F L
K ∈C
and K is the number of the subcarriers in one OFDM symbol.
We denote by hi,j [n] the CIR vector and by h̃i,j [n] the CFR vector of the forms
(64) and (65) between the ith transmit antenna and the jth receive antenna during

T
T
block n. Vector hj [n] = hT
∈ CNT L denotes a concatenation
1,j [n], . . . , hNT ,j [n]
of CIR vectors from all the transmit antennas to the jth receive antenna at time
 T
T
T
n. Similarly, vector h̃j [n] = h̃1,j [n], . . . , h̃NT ,j [n] ∈ CNT K is the corresponding
CFR vector concatenation. The transmitted OFDM symbol from the ith transmit

T
∈ ΞK where Ξ is the
antenna at time n is ci [n] = ci [n, 1], ci [n, 2], . . . , ci [n, K]
modulation symbol alphabet. Thus, at time n, the received signal block r j [n] =

T
rj [n, 0], rj [n, 1], . . . , rj [n, K − 1] ∈ CK of the jth receive antenna after FFT can
be expressed as
(66)
r j [n] = C[n]h̃j [n] + wj [n],
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where



C[n]

=

C i [n]

=

C 1 [n]

C 2 [n]

. . . C NT [n]



∈ ΞK×NT K ,

diag(ci [n]) ∈ ΞK×K ,

wj [n] ∈ CK is the noise vector at the jth receive antenna at time n. Noise is
assumed to be white in both the time and the space domains.
Replacing CFR h̃j [n] by CIR hj [n] in (66) and combining the partial FFT
matrix F L
K into the data matrix C[n], (66) can be described in terms of CIR as
r j [n] = C[n]hj [n] + wj [n],
where
C[n] =



C 1 [n]F LK

C 2 [n]F LK

. . . C NT [n]F LK

(67)


∈ CK×NT L .

The ML and MMSE Algorithm
Since the matrix C[n] in (67) contains the pilot symbols independent of the block
index n ∈ SP , it is denoted as C, and (67) can be represented as
r j [n] = Chj [n] + wj [n], j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NR }.

(68)

From (68), the ML estimate of CIR hj [n] becomes
ĥMLj [n] = (C H C)−1 C H r j [n].

(69)

We assume that N OFDM symbols are considered in a processing window of the
MMSE channel estimator, NP pilot symbols within the processing window, and
{n1 , . . . , nNP } deﬁnes the set of indexes of pilot symbols. We deﬁne the ML channel
 T
T
T
estimate vector as ĥMLj = ĥMLj [n1 ], . . . , ĥMLj [nNP ] . It is shown in [120] that
the MMSE CIR estimate ĥMMSEj [n] related to the jth receive antenna at time
n ∈ S can be expressed as
ĥMMSEj [n] = Wj H [n]ĥMLj ,

(70)

where W j [n] is the so called Wiener ﬁltering matrix, the calculation of which can
be found in [120, 72]. The mean square error analysis of the MMSE estimator is
also referred to [86, 120].
Due to the high complexity of the matrix inverse encountered in the ML and
MMSE estimator, several reduced complexity channel estimation algorithms [136,
137, 138] for the MIMO–OFDM system have been proposed. Using the one–step
steepest gradient method, a simpliﬁed channel estimator has been addressed in
[136]. Partitioning the problem of estimating a multi-input channel into independent channel estimations, the expectation-maximization (EM) based channel estimator, which therefore avoids the matrix inversion, has been studied in [137, 138].
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All the above pilot based channel estimators need the training sequences to
probe the channel. The optimal training sequence for frequency oﬀset and channel
estimation in a SISO system has been considered in [139]. The training signal
design for uncorrelated MIMO and correlated MIMO has been proposed in [140]
and [141], respectively. Aiming at the minimum estimation error variance of the
LS based estimator, the optimal pilot allocation and design for a MIMO–OFDM
system has been given in [142], where also a recursive least squares (RLS) based
adaptive channel estimator was addressed. Subject to the constraints of the utilization of null carriers, an preamble design method for a MIMO–OFDM system
with null carriers has been studied in [143].

2.4 Mobile positioning
As mentioned in Chapter 1, most mobile positioning algorithms are based on
the parameters of the LOS propagation channels, i.e., TOA, TDOA and AOA
etc. Such parameters can be estimated by the algorithms reviewed in Section 2.2.
Obviously, the parameter estimation errors aﬀect the accuracy of the positioning algorithms. In particular, NLOS introduced position estimation error is the
dominant error factor. Several fundamental positioning algorithms are reviewed
in Section 2.4.1. Section 2.4.2 considers some proposed NLOS positioning error
mitigation techniques.

2.4.1 Positioning algorithms
Various mobile positioning methods, which range from low accuracy methods based
on cell identiﬁcation to high accuracy methods combining wireless network information and satellite positioning, have been proposed for the diﬀerent location–
based services in a wireless network. These methods are typically divided into two
classes, i.e., network centric methods and mobile centric methods. Network centric
methods determine the positions of the MS in the network and provide the user
via a speciﬁc service, whereas mobile centric methods may utilize motion models
to enhance estimation accuracy. All these methods exploit measurements or estimated parameters which either explicitly or implicitly relate the MS position to
the position of reference points (RP), for examples, positions of ﬁxed stations, or
to the speciﬁc behavior of the MS and its surrounding environment. For instance,
the AOA gives the direction between the MS and the RP, and TOA, TDOA and
received signal strength (RSS) imply the relative distance between the MS and
the RP. More information about positioning in wireless networks is provided in
[64, 69, 46, 62, 144].
In essence, position estimation is interpreted as a problem of solving nonlinear
systems of equations. The accuracy of the solution depends on the information
provided by the measurements in terms of the Fisher information matrix (FIM)
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[64]. In general, the solutions are approached by applying a stochastic gradient
algorithm or by numerically approximating the NLLS problem using Monte Carlo
based techniques. This section presents an overview of diﬀerent categories of measurements used for positioning in most wireless network and positioning algorithms
associated with diﬀerent measurements as in [64].
Measurements

T
Let p(t) = x(t), y(t) denote the 2-D mobile position at a time t. The ith known

T
FS position is deﬁned by pi (t) = xi (t), yi (t) . The FSs can move in time in the
case of some ad–hoc networks or sensor networks. A generic measurement yi (t)
obtained at the ith FS is a function f (p(t), pi (t)) of both the MS position and the
FS position, and it is contaminated by a noise item wi (t), i.e.,
yi (t) = f (p(t), pi (t)) + wi (t).

(71)

Typical measurements are listed below. As in [64], all measured times are multiplied by the speed of light to get a measure in meters rather than in nanoseconds.
 RSS:
(72)
yi (t) = fRSS (||p(t) − pi (t)||) + wi (t).
Given the transmitter and receiver powers, channel attenuation can be calculated,
which is averaged over the fast fading and depends on the relative distance between
the transmitter and the receiver and slow fading. According to the so called
Okumura-Hata model [145], (72) becomes
yi (t) = K − 10α log10 (||p(t) − pi (t)||) + wi (t),

(73)

where the standard deviation of wi (t) is 4 − 12dB depending on the environment.
Alternatively, fRSS of (72) can be obtained from a predicted or measured spatial
digital map with the RSS values.
 TOA:
yi (t) =
=

fTOA (p(t), pi (t)) + wi (t)
||p(t) − pi (t)|| + wi (t).

(74)

The signal’s absolute travel time can be estimated in a completely synchronized
network. Normally, the MS clock is not synchronized, so its clock bias is considered
as a nuisance parameter. In a GSM system, the propagation time of the signal
is estimated in the uplink at multiple FSs with the request of the network. The
performance is determined by the synchronization accuracy, i.e., the chip rate of
the system.
 TDOA:


yi,j (t) = fTDOA p(t), pi (t), pj (t) + wi (t) − wj (t)
(75)
= ||p(t) − pi (t)|| − ||p(t) − pj (t)|| + wi (t) − wj (t).
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The TDOA based methods eliminate the need for communicating the network
synchronization to the MS, and are not aﬀected by the MS clock bias. Therefore,
it is a practical mobile measurements related to relative distance.
 AOA:
yi (t) =
=

fAOA (p(t), pi (t)) + wi (t)
∠ (p(t) − pi (t)) + wi (t).

(76)

The AOA information can be obtained from diﬀerent methods ranging from low–
accuracy directionally sensitive antenna, e.g., 120o for a three–sector antenna, to
high–accuracy AOA estimation algorithm furnished by the antenna array.
 Database correlation (Digital map information):
yi (t) = fMAP (p(t)) + wi (t).

(77)

A digital map contains, for example, RSS measurements related to the relative
distance to the FS. It can be predicted or measured during the network deployment
phase for the service area. Most of the shadowing is included in the maps, and the
remaining shadow fading component has typically the standard deviation of 3dB.
The map can also be a commercial street map for automotive terminals [146].
 Position estimates:
(78)
yi (t) = p(t) + wi (t).
A direct position estimate may be also available, e.g., from GPS, provided that a
GPS receiver is equipped inside the MS.
Position Estimation
Given the measurement vector y(t) =


y1 (t), . . . , yN (t)

T

and associated measurement transform f (.), and assuming that measurement noise vector w(t) =

T
w1 (t), . . . , wN (t)
∼ N (0, Rw (t)), where N (0, R) deﬁnes the normal distribution of zero mean and autocorrelation matrix R, the position estimation can be
obtained by diﬀerent algorithms described below.
 NLLS algorithm: When the measurement noise vector w(t) is white noise, the
NLLS position estimator is an optimal approach equivalent to the ML algorithm.
The NLLS based position estimate is obtained by
p̂NLLS (t) = argmin||y(t) − f (p(t)) ||2 .
p

(79)

 Weighted NLLS (WNLS): Provided that the w(t) is a colored noise vector,
the NLLS estimation can be improved by the WNLS. The WNLS estimate is
formulated as

T


(80)
p̂WNLS (t) = argmin y(t) − f (p(t)) R−1
w (t) y(t) − f (p(t)) .
p

 ML estimation: In a more general case, the Gaussian noise vector might be
position-dependent, i.e., w(t) ∼ N (0, Rw (p(t))), the ML estimate is formulated
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as

T


(p(t))
y(t)
−
f
(p(t))
+ log detRw (p(t)),
p̂ML (t) = argmin y(t) − f (p(t)) R−1
w
p

(81)
where the term log detRw (p(t)) prevents the selection of positions with large uncertainty (large detRw (p(t))), which could be the case with WNLS algorithm.
In general, there is no closed form solution to the algorithms above; however,
numerical search methods are the natural choices, for example, steepest gradient
method or Newton type methods [147, 115]. These local search algorithms require
good initialization, otherwise the risk is to reach a local minima of the criteria
function. It is demonstrated in [66] that a close–form solution can be obtained for
the NLS problem. Further illustrations on computing the ML estimate for TDOA
measurements are reported in [148, 149]. All the performance limits related to the
algorithms mentioned above can be found in [64] and references therein.

2.4.2 Non-line-of-sight positioning error mitigation
All the algorithms considered in the preceding section assume that LOS propagation paths exist between the MS and the FSs. In the presence of NLOS propagation, the major positioning errors result from the measurement noise and the
NLOS propagation error, which is the dominant factor [63]. In an NLOS situation,
the time estimate will have a positive bias μ and probably larger variance. The
PDF of the NLOS measurement error can be described by a Gaussian distribution
[150] as


2
,
(82)
pE (wi ) = N μ, σNLOS
2
where μ deﬁnes the bias introduced by the NLOS propagation, and σNLOS
denotes
the variance of the measurement error. Detecting the NLOS paths is a diﬃcult
task in general, hence the PDF of the measurement error can be modeled by the
mixture of two Gaussian distributions [150] as
2
2
) + (1 − α)N (μ, σNLOS
),
pE (wi ) = αN (0, σLOS

(83)

where α stands for the probability of measurement wi being a result from LOS
paths. To mitigate the eﬀects of NLOS path, two methods are exploited in general.
One is to use a robust error distribution as shown in (83) to design the positioning
algorithm. The other is to include some searching mechanism to rule out NLOS
outliers [151, 152, 153]. Approaches of the latter type have been extensively studied
recently, and are brieﬂy reviewed in this section.
Various NLOS error mitigation techniques have been proposed in the literature [151, 152, 153, 154]. Most of these techniques assume that NLOS corrupted
measurements are a small portion of the total measurements. Due to the fact that
NLOS corrupted measurements commonly are inconsistent with LOS expectations,
they can be considered as outliers. As the GPS failure detection algorithm, measurement errors are ﬁrst assumed to be Gaussian noise only, then the LS residuals
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are calculated to determine if NLOS errors are present [151, 152, 153]. However,
these approaches suﬀer from multiple NLOS measurements, because the outliers
attempt to bias the ﬁnal estimate to reduce the residuals. This eﬀect can be mitigated by the use of deletion diagnostics [152, 153] where the eﬀects of eliminating
various FSs from the total set are computed and ranked. All the above-mentioned
algorithms in the literature only work well with a large number of samples and
a small number of outliers. However, in a practical cellular system, the number
of available FSs is always limited and multiple NLOS FSs are likely to occur. It
has been shown that typically only 3–6 FSs can be overheard by the MS at any
time [150]. The majority of these FSs cannot be assumed to be LOS FSs. In
macrocells, the propagation between an MS and its home FS is usually modeled
as NLOS when the MS is far away from the FS. The home FS can only be viewed
as LOS if we neglect small NLOS errors caused by local scatterers around the MS
and only take the large NLOS bias into account. All other neighboring FSs can be
NLOS since they are further away from the MS. In microcells, although the MS is
typically modeled as being LOS with its home FS, one cannot expect the MS to
be LOS with other surrounding FSs. As a consequence, only the home FS can be
assumed to be LOS FS, and all other FSs should be NLOS FSs in the worst case.
Several approaches have been proposed in [63, 155, 156] to reduce estimation
errors for TOA when the majority of FSs are NLOS. Since NLOS error always
causes a positive bias in TOA measurements, a constrained optimization is employed to reduce the NLOS bias in [63, 156]. Generally, the distributions of NLOS
errors are location dependent. When the MS is stationary or slowly moving, the
NLOS error can be assumed to be static. As such, nonparametric approaches
based on empirical data from various locations can be employed. For example,
a pattern recognition algorithm [157] has been proposed to improve the handoﬀ
performance. Based on the statistical pattern of the received signal strength, the
system can determine if a user has arrived at or is near a certain location, and if
a handoﬀ is necessary. To obtain a more accurate location estimate, other characteristics of the signal could be exploited, like a power delay proﬁle. A mapping
method utilizing a location database and a ray launch simulation tool is proposed
in [158] to improve GPS positioning accuracy for the NLOS situation. These approaches give signiﬁcantly better location accuracy at the cost of setting up and
maintaining an empirical database.
Assuming the knowledge about the Doppler shift of each single-bounce NLOS
path, the geometry based methods for mobile positioning in NLOS scenarios were
presented in [159] and [160] where the scatterers and the MS is also required to be in
the same straight line. Depending on how much a priori information is available,
two approaches are proposed in [150] to mitigate NLOS errors in TDOA and
TDOA/AOA location schemes: an NLOS state estimation (NSE) algorithm can
be used if some prior information on NLOS errors is available from the empirical
database; in the case of no knowledge about NLOS, an improved residual algorithm
can be applied to detect a small number of NLOS FSs. It is demonstrated that
location accuracy improvement with the methods in [150] is possible even in severe
NLOS propagation conditions.

3 Space-time MIMO channel parameter
estimation
The channel coeﬃcient estimation and mobile user positioning inherently depend
on the channel parameters of the underlying propagation channel, as discussed in
Chapter 2. In particular, the AOAs and the AODs of the propagation paths have
a signiﬁcant impact on the correlation properties of the MIMO channel matrix at
the receiver and the transmitter side, respectively. The variations of the channel
parameters are normally slow. As will be detailed in Chapter 4, the channel
coeﬃcient estimator can be improved signiﬁcantly by virtue of the correlation
matrix estimated from the AOAs and the AODs. Another important application
of the knowledge about the AOAs and the AODs is mobile positioning. Chapter 5
will demonstrate that the MS’s position can be accurately estimated in the NLOS
scenarios by capitalizing the information about both the AOAs and the AODs of
the NLOS paths.
On top of the generic MIMO channel model reviewed in Section 2.1, this chapter
categorizes the correlated MIMO channels into two classes , i.e., the correlatedreceive independent-transmit MIMO channel and the correlated-transmit-receive
MIMO channel. They correspond to two typical MIMO scenarios. Both models
assume the MIMO channel contains a number of clusters consisting of waves with
approximately the same time delay. The clusters related to diﬀerent transmit
antennas in the former model are assumed to be independent from each other,
whereas the latter model assumes diﬀerent transmit antennas to share a common
group of clusters. The correlated-receive independent-transmit channel is characterized in terms of the time delay and the spatial signature summarizing all the
contributions of the waves corresponding to the same cluster. In the correlatedtransmit-receive channel model, the spatial signature can be further decomposed in
terms of the AOA and the AOD of each individual path. Based on the correlatedreceive independent-transmit channel, the IQML algorithm proposed in [161, 162]
is extended to jointly estimate the time delay and the spatial signature of the
MIMO channels. Likewise, the 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm in [163, 117] is
applied to jointly estimate the AOAs and the AODs for the correlated-transmitreceive MIMO channel model. The CRLB and the identiﬁability related to these
two algorithms are also presented.
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The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes two correlated MIMO
channel models. The IQML based time delay and spatial signature estimation
algorithm for the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels is derived in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents the 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm for
jointly estimating the AOA and the AOD in the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO
channels. Finally conclusions are drawn in Section 3.4.

3.1 The space-time channel model
According to the diﬀerent MIMO system conﬁgurations, two types of practical
space-time channel models are considered in this section. One is termed as the
correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels. It corresponds to the
wireless MIMO systems where the structured antenna array, e.g., the ULA with
antenna spacing of λ/2, is exploited at the receiver side, whereas the transmit
antennas are separated far away from each other so that the MIMO channels are
correlated at the receiver side and uncorrelated at the transmitter side. The other
is called the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channels. This is for those MIMO
systems with the correlated antenna array equipped at both the transmitter and
the receiver ends.
The correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channel can be considered as an intermediate channel model between the independent MIMO channel
model and the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channel model. In addition,
the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channel can incorporate the
correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channel as a special case. Conceptually, if the
transmitter is located in a rich-scattering environment, while the surroundings of
the receiver have a lack of obstacles, then the correlation at the receiver will be
signiﬁcant, nevertheless the transmitter is assumed to be uncorrelated. Specifically, the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channel characterizes
several practical scenarios. For instance, when a distributed antenna array is employed at the base station, and a normal centralized antenna array is equipped at
the terminal, then the forward link is a correlated-receive independent transmit
MIMO channel. The dual case of such a forward link is also a correlated-receive
independent-transmit MIMO channel, i.e., the reverse MIMO link where the cooperative diversity furnished by multiple terminals is employed while the normal
centralized antenna array is equipped at the base station. The two types of channel
models are detailed in the subsequent sections.

3.1.1 The correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO
channel
Fig. 4 illustrates the correlated–receive independent–transmit MIMO channel model.
There are di clusters of scatterers associated with the ith transmit antenna. Con-
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Fig. 4. Correlated–receive independent–transmit MIMO channels.

NT
sequently d = i=1
di clusters of rays coming from NT transmit antennas arrive
at the receive antenna array1 . Each cluster of scatterers provides the receiver with
several unresolvable waves with approximately the same propagation delay, the
same mean AOA and the same angular spread which depends on the distribution
of the scatterers within the cluster. We only consider the estimation of the time
delay and the spatial signature, including the contribution of all the unresolvable
waves originating from the same cluster. The estimates of the mean AOA and the
angular spread could be obtained from the spatialsignature
 estimates [161]. Thus,
each cluster of waves is characterized by a pair τ, α(t) where τ stands for the
mean time delay of all the waves from the cluster, and α(t) ∈ CNR is its spatial
signature vector of the form


Nray

α(t) =

γi (t)a(θR,i ),

i=1

where Nray is the number of the rays arriving from the cluster, γi (t) stands for the
complex gain which is time-varying due to the Doppler spread, θR,i denotes the
AOA of the ith ray which is a random variable independent of γi , and a(θR,i ) ∈ CNR
is the array response vector of the receive antenna array.
The number of the clusters and the time delay of each cluster, corresponding to
a transmit antenna, change relatively slowly, and can be modelled as a constant
over a reasonably long time duration. The spatial signature from each cluster is
assumed to be block-fading, so that the spatial signature vector α[n] = α(nTB )
during the nth transmission burst2 is constant over the burst. We also assume
1 This does not imply that there are physically diﬀerent d clusters along the propagation
channels. In certain scenarios, some transmit antennas may share the same cluster due to the
larger size of the cluster.
2 It can correspond to an OFDM symbol in an OFDM system, or a time slot allocated to a
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Fig. 5. Correlated–transmit–receive MIMO channels.

that the spatial signatures of diﬀerent clusters are independent of each other.

3.1.2 The correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channel
When the structured antenna arrays are employed at both the transmitter and
the receiver side, all the transmit antennas share the same propagation paths to
the receiver, so that the MIMO channels become correlated at both the ends of
the link. The correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channel model is illustrated in
Fig. 5. There are d clusters of scatterers from the transmitter to the receiver.
Each cluster3 provides the receiver with several propagation paths which have approximately the same time delay, but various AOAs and AODs. For instance,
li paths with approximately
dthe same delay are assumed to come from the ith
cluster. As a result, L = i=1 li paths in the space-time domain exist between
the transmitter and the receiver. As with the DDCIR model described in Section
2.1, the jth path in the ith cluster is parameterized by a four–dimensional vector
(θR,i,j , θT,i,j , τi , γi,j (t)) , i = 1, 2 . . . , d, j = 1, 2 . . . , li , where θR,i,j , θT,i,j , τi,j and
speciﬁed user in a time division multiple access (TDMA) system. It is essential to note that one
transmission burst should be shorter than the coherence time of the time varying channel during
which the channel is assumed to be constant.
3 Cluster herein is deﬁned in terms of the time domain, i.e., all the unresolvable paths in the
time delay domain belong to the same cluster.
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γi,j (t) stand for the AOA, the AOD, the time delay and the complex gain, respectively. We assume that L resolvable MPCs are independent of each other. As
assumed in the preceding section, the number of resolvable MPCs and the parameter vector (θR,i,j , θT,i,j , τi ) associated with each MPC change relatively slowly. The
complex path gain γi,j (t) is assumed to be a block–fading cyclic Gaussian random
process so that γi,j [n] = γi,j (nTB ) during the nth transmission burst is constant
over the burst.

3.2 Joint time delay and spatial signature estimation
Based on the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channel model, the
estimation of the time delay and the spatial signature is considered in this section.
As addressed in Section 2.2.3, ML estimation of the time delay and the spatial
signature requires a multi–dimensional search which has prohibitive complexity.
Several simpler algorithms based on frequency domain processing have been presented in [161]. By virtue of the speciﬁc pilot sequences with cyclic structure for
the diﬀerent transmitters, we extend the IQML algorithm in [161] which is applied in the SIMO environment to the MIMO channel. The performance of the
proposed algorithms in terms of root mean square error (RMSE) is studied by
analysis and computer simulations. The CRLB for the variance of the time delay
estimate is provided as well for the benchmark of the performance comparison.
In addition, the estimates of the time delay and the spatial signature obtained
by the proposed algorithm can be employed as the initial searching point for the
RELAX-like algorithm reviewed in Section 2.2.3.

3.2.1 Signal model and training signal design
To estimate the time delays, the training signals of a known waveform are utilized. Let TS denote the sampling duration for the received training signal. M
denotes the number of samples of the training signal4 . Let si (t), 1 ≤ i ≤ NT
be the continuous time training signal transmitted by the ith transmit antenna.
The corresponding sampled training signal is denoted as si [m] = si (mTS ), 0 ≤

T
m ≤ M − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ NT . Let si = si [0], si [1], . . . , si [M − 1]
∈ CM , 1 ≤
i ≤ NT be the discrete time training signal vector transmitted by the ith transT

mit antenna. Vector τ i = τi,1 , τi,2 , . . . , τi,di
∈ IRdi , 1 ≤ i ≤ NT stands
for the delay vector related to the transmitted signal from the ith transmit antenna whose entries denote the time delays of diﬀerent clusters of scatterers.
4 In an OFDM system, the length of the training signal can be an integer multiple of OFDM
symbol duration, the optimal choice of the length of the training signal is beyond the scope of
this thesis.
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At the nth block, matrix Ai [n] = αi,1 [n], αi,2 [n], . . . , αi,di [n] ∈ CNR ×di deﬁnes the spatial signature matrix whose columns are the spatial signature vectors summarizing all the impinging waves through a cluster from the ith transT

∈ IRd and matrix A[n] =
mit antenna. Vector τ = τ 1 T , τ 2 T , . . . , τ NT T

T
A1 [n], A2 [n], . . . , ANT [n]
∈ Cd×NR deﬁne the delay vector and the spatial
signature matrix corresponding to all the transmit antennas, respectively. Vec
T
∈ CM , 1 ≤ i ≤
tor si (τi,j ) = si (−τi,j ), si (TS − τi,j ), . . . , si ((M − 1)TS − τi,j )
NT , 1 ≤ j ≤ di denotes the training signal of the ith transmitter with delay
τi,j resulting
 from propagation through the jth cluster of the scatterers. Matrix
S i (τ i ) = si (τi,1 ), si (τi,2 ), . . . , si (τi,di ) ∈ CM ×di denotes all the delayed training
signals through diﬀerent clusters originating from the ith transmit antenna. At the
training stage, during block n, the received signal X[n] ∈ CM ×NR at the receive
antenna array can be formulated as
X[n]

=

S(τ ) =

S(τ )A[n] + W [n],


S 1 (τ 1 ), S 2 (τ 2 ), . . . , S NT (τ NT ) ∈ CM ×d ,

(84)

where W [n] ∈ CM ×NR is the noise matrix, which is assumed to be white in both
the temporal and spatial domains with variance σN2 for each element.
As the basic maximum likelihood algorithm for estimating the time delay and
the spatial signature requires a d-dimensional search, we are motivated to design
a special training signal to reduce the complexity. With the aid of the proposed
training signals, an iterative approximate ML estimator, i.e., the IQML algorithm,
can be applied to the MIMO system in a similar fashion as that in [161].
The range over which the elements of τ may vary is usually known. For instance,
the maximum delay of the ETSI BRAN Channel Model A [164] is 390ns. In an
OFDM system, the time delay is always assumed to be shorter than the length of
the CP. We choose a cyclic shift of s1 with the shift iTCP , or iTCP /TS samples, as the
training signal for the ith transmit antenna si , i ∈ (2, 3, . . . , NT ). Fig. 6 illustrates
the structure of the training signals for multiple transmit antenna in a MIMO
system. The cyclic time delay shift corresponds to a phase rotation in the frequency
domain. Thus, the receiver can consider multiple transmitted signals as one signal
with diﬀerent known delays. By means of the estimation algorithm to be described
in Section 3.2.2, the estimated delay vector τ̂ is (τ̂ 1 , TCP + τ̂ 2 , . . . , (NT − 1)TCP +
τ̂ NT ), from which the real delays can be recovered. The design of an optimal
training sequence s1 for the ﬁrst transmit antenna is a cumbersome problem. As
in [161], we use a random sequence as s1 in our simulation model.
Due to the special structure of the proposed training signals used for the time
delay and spatial signature estimation, the IQML algorithm described in Section
3.2.2 assumes the known value of d. In many situations, the value of d can be
found by standard detection methods as mentioned in [161, 162] and references
therein. In addition, an over estimated d is a common practice in linear prediction
methods. Assuming an overestimate of d, the IQML algorithm can result in an
estimate of the number of clusters and the associated time delays. Given the
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Fig. 6. Training signals for multiple transmit antennas.

estimate of d and the assumption that the time delay related to each cluster is not
longer than the CP duration, the value of di can be found as the number of time
delays which are within the interval ((i − 1)TCP , iTCP ).

3.2.2 Iterative quadrature maximum likelihood based time
delay and spatial signature estimation
As shown in [161], the ML estimation of τ and A[n] requires a d-dimensional search
which leads to prohibitive complexity. The IQML algorithm used earlier [161] is
applied herein to reduce the complexity. The received signal in the frequency
domain can be expressed as


X̃[n] =
diag(s̃1 )V (τ 1 ), diag(s̃2 )V (τ 2 ), . . . , diag(s̃NT )V (τ NT ) A[n] + W̃ [n],


V (τ i )

=

v(τi,k )

=





(85)
M ×di

v(τi,1 ), v(τi,2 ), . . . , v(τi,di ) ∈ C
1, exp(−j

,

(86)

2πτi,k
4πτi,k
2π(M − 1)τi,k T
), exp(−j
), . . . , exp(−j
) . (87)
M TS
M TS
M TS

However, this property holds for the cyclically delayed signal only. In practice, a
truncated signal will be processed. Thus, (85) holds only approximately. Nevertheless, if an appropriate sampling rate is used [161], the errors in (85) can be very
minor compared to the additive white noise in the received signal. Furthermore,
the edge eﬀect resulting from the truncated FFT in an OFDM system is less signiﬁcant than in the usual single carrier systems, due to the existence of the CP.
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CP
Since s̃i = diag 1, . . . , exp(−j 2π(MM−1)iT
) s̃1 , i ∈ (2, 3, . . . , NT ), (85) becomes
TS
diag(s̃1 )V(τ̄ )A[n] + W̃ [n],


=
V (τ 1 ), V (τ 2 + TCP ), . . . , V (τ NT + (NT − 1)TCP ) ,


=
τ 1 , τ 2 + TCP , . . . , τ NT + (NT − 1)TCP ∈ Cd .

X̃[n] =
V(τ̄ )
τ̄

(88)

From (88), the problem of estimating the time delays for multiple transmit
antennas in a multipath channel is isomorphic to that for a single transmit antenna
in a multipath channel, and the time delay vector τ̄ can be estimated by the IQML
algorithm. The details including the complexity and convergence analysis can be
found in [161, 162]. After obtaining the estimate τ̂ , the spatial signatures can be
estimated by the least squares algorithm as follows
−1

S H (τ̂ )X[n].
Â[n] = S H (τ̂ )S(τ̂ )

(89)

The covariance matrix of the spatial signature αi,j can be estimated by averaging
the sample covariance matrices corresponding to αi,j as
Σ̂αi,j =

Nav
1 
α̂i,j [n]α̂i,j [n]H .
Nav n=1

(90)

3.2.3 Identiﬁability and the Cramér-Rao lower bound
The identiﬁability condition and the CRLB bound are similar to those in [161],
where identiﬁability conditions for three diﬀerent scenarios have been developed.
They included a synchronous case, identical signals in the asynchronous case and
distinct signals in the asynchronous case. By adopting the training signals from
Section 3.2.1, the received signal can be considered as the superposition of several
delayed versions of the identical training signal. Thus, the identiﬁability condition
for the identical signal in the asynchronous case, i.e., Theorem 3.2 in [161], applies
herein. As in [161], the signal is assumed to be unambiguous5 . Because we also
assume that the time delay of each cluster is within TCP , and taking the artiﬁcial
delay into account, the signal would need to be only locally unambiguous within
NT TCP . The identiﬁability from [161] is described in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Suppose an NR element array receives d identical waveforms with
distinct delays τ . If the signal is unambiguous, the delay vector τ and the spatial
5 The signal in the M -dimensional topological space is said to be unambiguous if every collection of M distinct vectors from the signal manifold is linearly independent.
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signature matrix A[n] may be uniquely6 determined, provided that
M + m
2

(91)

2m
M
2m + 1

(92)

d<
where m = rank(A[n]). If, instead
d<

τ and A[n] may be uniquely determined with probability one.
As in [161], Theorem 1 implies that d < M clusters can be uniquely identiﬁed if
d < NR and hence, m = d. It is also demonstrated that when m = NR , the upper
bound in (91) approaches d < M/2 for large M . If the identiﬁability condition of
Theorem 1 is met, and signal and noise are uncorrelated, the maximum likelihood
(ML) algorithms proposed in [161] can be developed to estimate τ and A[n]. Let
τi , 1 ≤ i ≤ d be the ith element of the vector τ . ds
dt (.) deﬁnes the derivative of
s1 (t) with respect to t.  denotes the Hadamard product. The ML estimates are
statistically eﬃcient and achieve the CRLB, and the CRLB can be expressed as
[161, 165]
CRLB(τ̂ ) =
P⊥
S(τ )

=

D(τ ) =
s (τi ) =

σ2
H T −1
,
[Re(D H (τ )P ⊥
S(τ ) D(τ ))  (AA ) ]
2
I M − S(τ )(S H (τ )S(τ ))−1 S H (τ ),


s (τ1 ), s (τ2 ), . . . , s (τd ) ∈ C M ×d ,
 ds
T
ds
ds
−
(−τi ), (Ts − τi ), . . . , ((M − 1)Ts − τi ) .
dt
dt
dt

(93)

The CRLB of the spatial signature can be extracted from [165]. However, it is
very complicated to derive. The simple alternative of deriving the CRLB of spatial
signature is assuming the time delays are known parameters, and consequently, the
signal matrix S(τ ) is a known matrix. The CRLB of the spatial signature A[n]
can be found in [86, Eqs. (15.56), (15.59)]. Furthermore, the LS based spatial
signature estimator [161] is the optimum estimator which achieves the CRLB.

3.2.4 Numerical examples
A numerical example based on computer simulations is presented to illustrate the
performance of the IQML algorithm for the time delay and the spatial signature
estimation in the MIMO–OFDM system detailed in Chapter 4. Two transmit
antennas and four receive antennas were employed, each channel from a transmit
6 As mentioned in [161], when the complex amplitude of the training signal is unknown, the
identiﬁability condition guarantees the uniqueness of the spatial signature within a scalar ambiguity. We assumed all the information about the training signal is known in this work, hence,
Theorem 1 grantees the uniqueness without any ambiguity.
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Table 1. Channel parameters

Source

Cluster

Delay [I/Q symbols]

Mean AOA

Power

1

1
2
3
4

2.3
4.5
6.2
8.0

π/4
π/3
π/4
π/5

0.3220
0.1184
0.0436
0.0160

2

1
2
3
4

2.0
4.2
5.0
7.0

π/4
π/3
π/4
π/5

0.3220
0.1184
0.0436
0.0160

antenna to the receive antenna array contains four clusters of scatterers. The
power delay proﬁle and the mean AOA of each cluster of rays from two transmit
antennas are listed in Table 1. The delay unit symbol in Table 1 refers to an I/Q
symbol rather than an OFDM symbol. Speciﬁcally, one OFDM symbol contains
K I/Q symbols. The powers of the clusters are normalized so that the sum of
the powers of the rays is normalized to unity. The delays are arbitrarily chosen
with the constraint that the support of the equivalent CIR is less than the length
of the CP. The length of the training signal is two OFDM symbols, which is
detailed in Chapter 4. In order to decrease the error from the mismatched model,
oversampling rate at 4 samples/symbol is performed. As in [161], to reduce the
computational load and to improve the numerical stability of the algorithm, the
frequency data X̃[n] within a window are utilized so that only the data with
signiﬁcant amplitude are processed. The CRLB is calculated correspondingly by
considering the data only inside the window.
Fig. 77 shows the RMSE of the time delay estimation and the spatial signature
estimation. The statistical eﬃciency of the IQML algorithm is demonstrated to be
valid, and the training signal of two OFDM symbols is enough to make the algorithm close to the CRLB. In addition, the training signals usually are periodically
retransmitted in practical systems. If the power delay proﬁle of the channel varies
slowly, the estimates of the time delays corresponding to several channel shots can
be averaged out, resulting in further reduction in the delay estimation error.

3.3 Joint the time delay, angle of arrival and angle of
departure estimation
Based on the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO model in Section 3.1.2, the spatial signature matrix A[n] deﬁned in the preceding section can be parameterized
7 The

unit samples of the y-axis are only for the measure of the time delay estimation.
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Fig. 7. RMSEs of the time delay and spatial signature estimation based on
IQML, NT = 2, NR = 4.

in terms of AOAs and AODs. On top of this, this section applies the ideas of
[163, 117] and shows that the spatial signature matrix in the correlated-transmitreceive MIMO model can be further decomposed into such a form that the 2-D
unitary ESPRIT algorithm can be utilized to jointly estimate the AOAs and the
AODs. As a result, by virtue of the training signal proposed in Section 3.2.1,
the IQML algorithm followed by the 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm provides a
reduced complexity method of jointly estimating the time delay, the AOAs and
the AODs compared to the RELAX-like algorithm reviewed in Section 2.2.3. The
identiﬁability and the CRLB of the algorithm are analyzed. The performance of
the proposed algorithm is also studied using computer simulations.

3.3.1 Signal model
The training signals given in Section 3.2.1 are employed for the MIMO system with
T
signiﬁcant correlation at both ends of the link. Let τ = (τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τd ) ∈ IRd
denote the delay vector whose entries stand for the time delays of the diﬀerent clusters shown in Fig. 5. As in Section 3.2.1, the delayed training signal
from the ith transmit antenna caused by the jth cluster is deﬁned as si (τj ) =
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T
si (−τj ), si (TS − τj ), . . . , si ((M − 1)TS − τj ) ∈ CM , 1 ≤ i ≤ NT , 1 ≤ j ≤ d. Ma

trix S i (τ ) = si (τ1 ), si (τ2 ), . . . , si (τd ) ∈ CM ×d denotes all the delayed training
signals through diﬀerent clusters originating from the ith transmit antenna. As
in (84), the received training signal X[n] ∈ C M ×NR during the nth block by the
receive antenna array is described as
X[n]

=

S(τ ) =

S(τ )A[n] + W [n],


S 1 (τ ), S 2 (τ ), . . . , S NT (τ ) ∈ CM ×NT d .

(94)

Provided that the identiﬁability conditions of Theorem 1 in Section 3.2.3 are met
in (94), the delay vector τ and spatial signature matrix A[n] can be estimated
by the IQML algorithm described in Section 3.2.2. It is of interest to note that
the delay vector estimate can be further improved by averaging the time delay
estimates associated with the same cluster. Consequently the estimate of the
spatial signature matrix A[n] can be improved accordingly.
Let us assume that a uniform linear array is employed at both the transmit side
and the receive side.8 The transmit and the receive antenna elements are spaced
at a distance of ΔT and ΔR wavelengths, respectively. We deﬁne the following
8 The elements of the ULA are assumed to be omnidirectional antenna elements, this is a
general assumption for all the ULAs in this thesis.
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expressions
θi,j

= exp(j2πΔR sinθR,i,j ), i = 1, 2, . . . , d, j = 1, 2, . . . , li ,

φi,j

= exp(j2πΔT sinθT,i,j ), i = 1, 2, . . . , d, j = 1, 2, . . . , li ,
T

γ i [n] = (γi,1 [n], . . . , γi,li [n]) ,
Δγ i [n] = diag (γ i [n]) ,
⎛
1
...
1
⎜ θi,1
.
.
.
θ
i,l
i
⎜
Aθ,i = ⎜
..
..
⎝
.
.
NR −1
θi,1

aθi,j

Aφ,i

NR −1
. . . θi,l
i
T

NR −1
=
1, θi,j , . . . , θi,j
,
⎛
1
...
1
⎜ φi,1
.
.
.
φ
i,li
⎜
= ⎜
..
..
⎝
.
.
T −1
φN
i,1

aφi,j

NT −1
. . . φi,l
i
T

NT −1
=
1, φi,j , . . . , φi,j
,

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟ ∈ CNR ×li , i = 1, . . . , d,
⎠

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟ ∈ CNT ×li , i = 1, . . . , d,
⎠

NT ×NR
Aφ,i Δγ i [n]AT
, i = 1, . . . , d
θ,i ∈ C
T

∈ CNT d×NR ,
A[n] =
A1 [n]T , . . . , Ad [n]T


s1 (τi ), . . . , sNT (τi ) ∈ CM ×NT , i = 1, . . . , d
S(τi ) =


S(τ ) =
S(τ1 ), . . . , S(τd ) ∈ CM ×NT d .

Ai [n] =

To extract the AOA and the AOD of each path from the spatial signature matrix
A[n], we reformulate the signal model in (94) as
X[n] =

d 



s1 (τi ), . . . , sNT (τi ) Aφ,i Δγ i [n]AT
θ,i + W [n],

i=1

=

S(τ )A[n] + W [n].

(95)

We denote ei,j ∈ IRj , i = 1, . . . , j as the j-dimensional unit vector with one at the
ith entry and zeros for the others. After some mathematical manipulations, we
ﬁnd that
S(τ ) =
A[n] =
Γ =

S(τ )Γ,
ΓT A[n],
⎞
⎛
I d ⊗ e1,NT T
⎟
⎜
..
N d×NT d
.
⎠ ∈ IR T
⎝
.
T
I d ⊗ eNT ,NT

(96)
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It is obvious from (96) that the estimate of A[n] can be calculated from the
estimate of the spatial signature matrix A[n] obtained by the IQML algorithm
considered in Section 3.2.2. Based on the transformed spatial signature matrix
A[n], a joint AOA and AOD estimation algorithm is derived in the noise–free case
in the subsequent section. The impact of the noise on the algorithm performance
is analyzed and studied by the computer simulations, the results being reported
in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.2 2-D unitary ESPRIT based joint angle of arrival
and angle of departure estimation
The shift–invariance structure present in the decomposition Ai [n] = Aφ,i Δγ i [n]AT
θ,i
can be exploited to jointly estimate (θi,j , φi,j ), i = 1, . . . , d, j = 1, . . . , li as in [117]
where the time delay and AOA are jointly estimated. We denote diagonal matrices
θ i = diag(θi,1 , . . . , θi,li ) and φi = diag(φi,1 , . . . , φi,li ). The main idea is outlined
as follows. For some m < NR , we deﬁne
⎞
⎛
1
···
1
⎜ θi,1 · · · θi,li ⎟
⎟
⎜
Ȧθ,i = ⎜
⎟,
..
..
⎠
⎝
.
.
⎛
Äθ,i

=

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

m−1
θi,1

1
θi,1
..
.

NR −m
θi,1

···

m−1
θi,l
i

···
···

1
θi,li
..
.

NR −m
· · · θi,l
i

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟.
⎠

(97)

We denote Aji [n], j = 1, . . . , m as the matrix constructed from the jth column to
(NR − m + j)th column of Ai [n]. As in [117], we construct a Hankel matrix AH,i [n]
by left shifting and stacking m copies of Ai [n], hence AH,i [n] can be expressed as
⎞
⎛
A1i [n]
⎟
⎜
..
N m×(NR −m+1)
AH,i [n] = ⎝
,
(98)
⎠ ∈C T
.
Am
i [n]
and
AH,i [n] =
Aφ,i

T

Aφ,i Δγ i [n]Äθ,i ,
⎞
⎛
Aφ,i
⎜ Aφ,i θ i ⎟
⎟
⎜
= ⎜
⎟,
..
⎠
⎝
.
Aφ,i θ m−1
i

= Ȧθ,i  Aφ,i ,

(99)
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where  denotes the column–wise Kronecker product. If we choose the parameter
m such that mNT ≥ li and NR − m + 1 ≥ li , and if all factors in (99) are full rank,
then AH,i [n] has rank li . By virtue of SVD, we can estimate Aφ,i up to an li × li
factor at the right. According to [117], determination of li is possible if there is a
possible integer m such that AH,i [n] becomes singular, which implies at least one
of these inequalities is a strict inequality.
The shift–invariant structures present in Aφ,i [n] can be employed to estimate
φi,j and θi,j from AH,i [n]. As in [117], let us deﬁne the selection matrices


J 1θ =
I m−1 , 0m−1 ,
J xθ
J 2θ
J yθ
J 1φ
J xφ

= J 1θ ⊗ I NT ,


=
0m−1 , I m−1 ,
= J 2θ ⊗ I NT ,


=
I NT −1 , 0NT −1 ,

J 2φ

= I m ⊗ J 1φ ,


=
0NT −1 , I NT −1 ,

J yφ

= I m ⊗ J 2φ ,

(100)

where 0K ∈ IRK is K-dimensional zero vector. We apply the selection matrices in
(100) to (98) as follows

X φ,i [n] = J xφ AH,i [n],
Y φ,i [n] = J yφ AH,i [n],

X θ,i [n] = J xθ AH,i [n],
(101)
Y θ,i [n] = J yθ AH,i [n].
These matrices have the following matrix factor decompositions

T
X φ,i [n] = Axφ,i Δγ i [n]Äθ,i ,
T

Y φ,i [n] = Axφ,i φi Δγ i [n]Äθ,i ,

T
X θ,i [n] = Axθ,i Δγ i [n]Äθ,i ,
Y θ,i [n] =

(102)

T

Axθ,i θ i Δγ i [n]Äθ,i ,

where Axφ,i = J xφ Aφ,i and Axθ,i = J xθ Aφ,i . If the decompositions in (102) are
low rank factorization, we can apply the 2-D ESPRIT algorithm [163] to estimate
θ i and φi from which the AOAs and AODs can be calculated straightforwardly.
Due to the fact from (102) that
T

Y φ,i − λX φ,i

=

Axφ,i (φi − λI li )Δγ i [n]Äθ,i ,

Y θ,i − λX θ,i

=

Axθ,i (θ i − λI li )Δγ i [n]Äθ,i ,

T

(103)
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θ i and φi are obtained by the rank reducing numbers of the pencil (Y θ,i , X θ,i ) and
the (Y φ,i , X φ,i ), respectively. This generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem
can be solved by ﬁnding the nonzero eigenvalues of X †θ,i Y θ,i and X †φ,i Y φ,i . Since
T

X †θ,i Y θ,i and X †φ,i Y φ,i have the same eigenvectors caused by the factor Äθ,i ,
the correct pairing of φi,j and θi,j is obtained by the joint diagonalization of the
following matrices
X †θ,i Y θ,i

=

T −1 θ i T ,

X †φ,i Y φ,i

=

T −1 φi T .

(104)

To improve the performance of the algorithm, some data extension techniques,
e.g., spatial smoothing and forward-backward averaging [117], are applied to the
matrix AH,i [n]. This is followed by the real processing, which transforms the
complex matrix into a real matrix. Finally, the simultaneous diagonalization of
two real matrices can be obtained from the SVD of the complex matrix with two
real matrices as the real and imaginary part. We detail the whole procedure of
joint AOAs and AODs estimation in the following steps.
Step 1: Spatial smoothing and forward-backward averaging
Spatial smoothing [166] was originally proposed for solving the usual AOA problem when coherent signals are present. This technique has been integrated into
the shift-invariance joint angle and delay estimation (SIJADE) algorithm in [117].
In the same fashion as [117], for integers 2 ≤ m1 ≤ NR and 1 ≤ m2 ≤ NT − 1, let
us deﬁne
⎞
⎛
···
Ai,r,NR −m1 +l [n]
Ai,r,l [n]
⎟
⎜
(r,l)
..
..
Ai [n] = ⎝
⎠ , 1 ≤ r ≤ m2 , 1 ≤ l ≤ m1 ,
.
.
Ai,NT −m2 +r,l [n] · · · Ai,NT −m2 +r,NR −m1 +l [n]
and redeﬁne AH,i [n] in (98) as
⎛
(1,1)
Ai [n] · · ·
⎜
..
AH,i [n] = ⎜
.
⎝
(1,m1 )

Ai

[n]

···

(m2 ,1)

Ai

[n]

..
.

(m2 ,m1 )

Ai

⎞
⎟
⎟ ∈ Cm1 (NT −m2 +1)×m2 (NR −m1 +1) .
⎠

[n]

(105)
We deﬁne the matrix ΠN as the matrix with reverse order of the rows of I N .
Let (.)* denote the complex conjugate of the matrix (.). The extension of the
matrix AH,i [n] by forward-backward averaging is obtained as


Ae,H,i [n] =
AH,i [n], Πm1 (NT −m2 +1) A*H,i [n] ∈ Cm1 (NT −m2 +1)×2m2 (NR −m1 +1) ,


T
T
(106)
=
Aφ,i Δγ i [n]Äθ,i , Πm1 (NT −m2 +1) A*φ,i Δ*γ i [n](Äθ,i )* ,
T

where Äθ,i =



T

T

T

Äθ,i , φi Äθ,i , · · · , φim2 −1 Äθ,i



∈ Cli ×m2 (NR −m1 +1) , and Äθ,i is
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shown in (97) with m1 replacing m. It can be shown that
 


Πm1 (NT −m2 +1) A*φ,i =
Πm1 (Ȧθ,i )*  ΠNT −m2 +1 A*φ,i ,
 


−(m −1)
−(N −m )
 Aφ,i φi T 2 ,
=
Ȧθ,i θ i 1


−(m −1) −(N −m )
=
Ȧθ,i  Aφ,i θ i 1 φi T 2 ,


−(m −1) −(N −m )
=
Aφ,i θ i 1 φi T 2 ,

(107)

where Ȧθ,i is denoted in (97) with m replaced by m1 .
Substituting (107) into (106), (106) becomes
Ae,H,i [n] =
Ai,1

−(m1 −1)/2

= Aφ,i θ i
=

Ai,2

Ai,1 Ai,2 ,
−(NT −m2 )/2

φi

−(m −1)/2
(Ȧθ,i θ i 1
)



,

−(N −m )/2
(Aφ,i φi T 2 ),

Δ
¯  Ā ,
= Ȧ
θ,i
φ,i


T
T
(m1 −1)/2 (NT −m2 )/2
−(m −1)/2 −(NT −m2 )/2 *
=
θi
φi
Δγ i [n]Äθ,i , θ i 1
φi
Δγ i [n](Äθ,i )* ,

¯
it is interesting to note that Ȧ
θ,i and Āφ,i have the conjugate centrosymmetric
property which is exploited by the unitary ESPRIT algorithm in the following
procedure.
Step 2: Real processing and rank reduction
To use the 2-D ESPRIT to perform the joint diagonalization [163] for the joint
AOAs and AODs estimation, real processing is needed to transform the matrix
Ae,H,i [n] into a real matrix so that the eigenvalues of the matrix are real. It is
shown in the following that complex matrix Ae,H,i [n] can be made real by two
transform matrices T L and T R which are left-multiplied and right-multiplied to
Ae,H,i [n], respectively. In detail, T L and T R are expressed as
TL
TR

H
= QH
m ⊗ QNT −m2 +1 ,

 1
I m2 (NR −m1 +1) jI m2 (NR −m1 +1)
,
=
I m2 (NR −m1 +1) −jI m2 (NR −m1 +1)

where j 2 = −1, the unitary matrices Qm and

⎧ 
⎪
IK
jI K
⎪ √1
⎪
,
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎨ ⎛ ΠK −jΠK
QN =
IK
0
jI K
⎪
√
⎜
⎪
1
T
⎪
√ ⎝ 0
2
0T
⎪
K
K
⎪
⎪
⎩ 2
ΠK
0 −jΠK

(108)

QNT are deﬁned as
N = 2K,
⎞
⎟
⎠ , N = 2K + 1.

(109)

¯
Due to the conjugate centrosymmetric property of Ȧ
θ,i and Āφ,i , we have the
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following real matrices
D θ,i

=

¯
QH
m1 Ȧθ,i ,

D φ,i

=

QH
NT −m2 +1 Āφ,i .

(110)

Consequently, Ai,1 becomes a real matrix Ai,1,R by left-multiplication of T L as
Ai,1,R

=

T L Ai,1 ,

=

D θ,i  D φ,i .

(111)

Similarly, Ai,2 is converted to a real matrix Ai,2,R by right-multiplication of T R
Ai,2,R

= Ai,2 T R ,

T
(m −1)/2 (NT −m2 )/2
φi
Δγ i [n]Äθ,i ),
= 2 Re(θ i 1

T
(m −1)/2 (NT −m2 )/2
−Im(θ i 1
φi
Δγ i [n]Äθ,i ) .

(112)

As a result, the complex matrix Ae,H,i [n] can be transformed to a real matrix
Ae,R,i [n] as follows
Ae,R,i [n] =
=

T L Ae,H,i [n]T R ,
Ai,1,R Ai,2,R .

(113)

In the next step, the li –dimensional subspace spanned by the Ai,1,R is exploited
to extract the information about the AOAs and the AODs. However, due to the
noise, Ae,R,i [n] is full rank in practice. We apply the SVD to Ae,R,i [n], and utilize
the li –dimensional dominant column spaces U i,R as the approximation of the space
spanned by Ai,1,R [n], i.e., Ai,1,R [n] = U i,R T where T ∈ IRli ×li is invertible.
Step 3: 2-D unitary ESPRIT
¯ and Ā , the following
By virtue of the shift–invariant structures present in Ȧ
θ,i

φ,i

expressions can be obtained
J xθ T H
L T L Ai,1 θ i

=

J yθ T H
L T L Ai,1 ,

J xφ T H
L T L Ai,1 φi

=

J yφ T H
L T L Ai,1 ,

(114)

where J xθ , J yθ , J xφ and J yφ can be obtained from (100) replacing m and NT by
m1 and NT − m2 + 1, respectively. It follows from (111) that
J xθ T H
L Ai,1,R θ i
H

J xφ T L Ai,1,R φi

=
=

J yθ T H
L Ai,1,R ,
H

J yφ T L Ai,1,R .

(115)
(116)

H
H
H
We pre–multiply QH
m1 −1 ⊗ QNT −m2 +1 and Qm1 ⊗ QNT −m2 to the both sides of
(115) and (116), respectively. As a consequence, we obtain




H
QH
A
Ai,1,R ,
J
Q
⊗
I
θ
=
Q
J
Q
⊗
I
1θ
N
−m
+1
i,1,
R
i
2θ
N
−m
+1
m1
m1
m1 −1
m1 −1
T
2
T
2



I m1 ⊗

QH
NT −m2 J 1φ QNT −m2 +1



Ai,1,R φi


=

I m1 ⊗

QH
NT −m2 J 2φ QNT −m2 +1

(117)

Ai,1,R .
(118)
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It is interesting to note that

*
QH
m1 −1 J 1θ Qm1 ⊗ I NT −m2 +1
*

I m1 ⊗ QH
NT −m2 J 1φ QNT −m2 +1
We deﬁne




QH
m1 −1 J 2θ Qm1 ⊗ I NT −m2 +1 ,


I m1 ⊗ QH
NT −m2 J 2φ QNT −m2 +1 .


=
=


QH
m1 −1 J 2θ Qm1 ⊗ I NT −m2 +1 ,

Bθ

=

Bφ

= B θ,R + jB θ,I ,


=
I m1 ⊗ QH
NT −m2 J 2φ QNT −m2 +1

θ̃i,j
φ̃i,j
θ̃ i
φ̃i

= B φ,R + jB φ,I ,


= tan πΔR sin(θR,i,j ) , i = 1, . . . , d, j = 1, . . . , li ,


= tan πΔT sin(θT,i,j ) , i = 1, . . . , d, j = 1, . . . , li ,


= diag θ̃i,1 , . . . , θ̃i,li ,


= diag φ̃i,1 , . . . , φ̃i,li .

(119)

We apply (119) to (117) and (118), and the following expressions can be obtained
with some mathematical manipulation
B θ,R Ai,1,R θ̃ i

=

B θ,I Ai,1,R ,

B φ,R Ai,1,R φ̃i

=

B φ,I Ai,1,R .

(120)

It follows that
T θ̃ i T −1

=

(B θ,R U i,R )† B θ,I U i,R ,

T φ̃i T −1

=

(B φ,R U i,R )† B φ,I U i,R .

(121)

Due to the fact that two matrices on the right hand side of (121) have the same
eigenvectors, i.e., the column vectors of T , the AOAs and AODs are able to be
jointly estimated by a complex eigenvalue decomposition as follows


Λi = EIG (B θ,R U i,R )† B θ,I U i,R + j(B φ,R U i,R )† B φ,I U i,R ,
 
θ̃ i = Re Λi ,
 
φ̃i = Im Λi .
(122)
It is observed from (121) that θ̃i,j and φ̃i,j corresponding to the same eigenvector, i.e., the column vector of T are associated with the same propagation path.
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3.3.3 Identiﬁability and the Cramér-Rao lower bound
As in [117], the necessary conditions for identiﬁng θ i and φi from (102) and (106)
are
a)
b)
c)

li ≤ (m1 − 1)(NT − m2 + 1),
li ≤ m1 (NT − m2 ),
li ≤ 2m2 (NR − m1 + 1).

(123)

Because all li paths within the ith cluster have the approximately the same time
delay τi , diﬀerent paths will have diﬀerent AOAs and AODs. Therefore, (123)
also guarantees the submatrices Axφ,i and Axθ,i of Aφ,i and Ai,2 are of full
rank li . As a consequence, (123) shows the necessary and suﬃcient conditions for
identiﬁability of li rays. Subject to (123), the maximum number of rays within
a cluster that can be identiﬁed for given NT and NR can be optimizing over m1
and m2 . When we assume continuous parameters m1 and m2 , analytical optimal
solutions are possible.
As shown in the preceding section, the AOAs θ R,i ∈ IRli , i = 1, . . . , d and the
AODs θ T,i ∈ IRli , i = 1, . . . , d can be estimated from the spatial signature estimate
Âi [n]. Due to the estimation error, Âi [n] can be expressed as
Âi [n] = Aφ,i Δγ,i [n]AT
θ,i + W i [n],

(124)

where W i [n] is the estimation error matrix whose elements are assumed to be i.i.d
complex Gaussian random variables with zero-mean and variance σS2 . vec(.) stacks
all the columns of the matrix into a single column vector. We deﬁne the following
expressions
âθ,φ,i [n]
Aθ,φ,i
wi [n]
âθ,φ,i [n]

= vec(Âi [n]),
= Aθ,i  Aφ,i ,
= vec(W i [n]),
= Aθ,φ,i γ i [n] + wi [n].

(125)

We assume the path gains γ i [n] are unknown deterministic parameters, as in
T

[165, 117], the CRLB of the AOAs θ R,i = θR,i,1 , . . . , θR,i,li
and AODs θ T,i =
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Table 2. Parameters of two–path cluster

Path

AOA [Degree]

AOD [Degree]

Path gain

1
2

15
-15

-10
20

1
0.8


θT,i,1 , . . . , θT,i,li

T

can be described as

CRLB(θ R,i , θ T,i ) =
Λγ,i

=

P

⊥
A

=

D

=

Aθ,i

=

Aφ,i

=

−1
σS2  H H ⊥
Re Λγ,i D P A DΛγ,i
,
2
I 2 ⊗ Δγ,i ,
−1 H
I NT NR − Aθ,φ,i (AH
Aθ,φ,i ,
θ,φ,i Aθ,φ,i )




Aθ,i  Aφ,i , Aθ,i  Aφ,i ,
 da

daθi,li
θi,1
(θR,i,1 ), . . . ,
(θR,i,li ) ,
dθR,i,1
dθR,i,di
 da

daφi,li
φi,1
(θT,i,1 ), . . . ,
(θT,i,li ) .
dθT,i,1
dθT,i,li

(126)

3.3.4 Numerical examples
A numerical example based on computer simulations is presented to illustrate the
performance of the 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm for joint AOAs and AODs
estimation. Two propagation paths are assumed to be present within a speciﬁed
cluster, the AOAs, AODs and the amplitudes of the path gain are listed in Table
2. Four transmit antennas and four receive antennas with one wavelength antenna
spacing were employed, and m = 3 in (97) is chosen.
Fig. 8 shows the RMSE of the AOAs and AODs estimation. The statistical
eﬃciency of the 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm is demonstrated to be valid. In
particular the algorithm is close to the CRLB in the high SNR region. To improve the performance of the algorithm in the low SNR region, we need more
spatial signature estimate observations. The training signals usually are periodically retransmitted in practical systems. The accuracy of the AOA and the AOD
estimates can be improved by averaging out several estimates of the AOAs and
the AODs obtained within the channel coherence time.
The algorithm presented in this section has the same computational procedure
as the SIJADE proposed in [117], hence the performance of the algorithm has
the same features as the SIJADE in [117]. Extensive numerical results about the
resolution of the SIJADE, the impacts of the stacking factor m1 and m2 on the
performance of SIJADE and comparisons to other algorithm such as 2-D IQML
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Fig. 8. RMSEs of the AOAs and AODs based on 2-D ESPRIT algorithm,
di = 2.

have been detailed in [117]. These results are not repeated in this thesis.
As proposed later in Chapter 5, the AOAs and the AODs can be applied to
the mobile positioning algorithm in the NLOS scenarios. We assume in Chapter
5 that the multiple FSs receiving the signal transmitted from the MS of interest
have knowledge about the AOA and the AOD of the NLOS path. One way of
obtaining the AOA and the AOD in the FSs is to employ the 2-D unitary ESPRIT
algorithm presented in this section. To demonstrate the performance of the proposed positioning algorithm which utilizes the practical AOA and AOD estimates,
the eﬀects of the SNR and the true values of the AOAs and AODs on the RMSE
of the AOA and AOD estimates are illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. We assume that
each FS utilizes the 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm to estimate the AOA and the
AOD of the NLOS path, and the ﬁrst NLOS path in the time domain employed
for positioning is the unique path within the cluster consisting of approximately
the same delays, i.e., the spatial signature matrix A1 [n] is rank one. The ULAs
of four antennas with half wavelength antenna spacing are equipped at both the
MS and FSs. Due to the symmetric property of the AOA and AOD estimates
in the 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm, the RMSE performance of AOD estimates
only are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. The results show that the CRLB and the
RMSE of 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm increase when the true value of the AOD
becomes larger. Also the RMSE of 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm approaches the
CRLB when the SNR increases and/or the true value of the AOD decreases. It
is implied that those NLOS paths with high SNR and small AOD/AOA values
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Fig. 9. RMSEs of the AOD estimates versus SNR, AOA: 30o .

should be given more weights in the positioning algorithm. The average CRLB
and simulated RMSE of AOD estimates are also shown in Fig. 11. It shows that
the RMSE is close to the CRLB when the SNR is higher than 10 dB. Consequently,
the CRLB can be approximately exploited as the RMSE of the AOA and AOD
estimates in Chapter 5 to demonstrate the performance of positioning algorithm
with a real parameter estimator.

3.4 Conclusions
Two practical MIMO channel models, i.e., the correlated-receive independenttransmit MIMO channels and correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channels, were
studied in this chapter. The former corresponds to a MIMO system where the
structured antenna array is employed at the receiver side, whereas the transmit
antennas are separated far away. The latter represents a MIMO system employing
a structured antenna array at the both ends of the link. The correlated-receive
independent-transmit MIMO channels are parameterized by the time delay and
spatial signature matrix. In the case of the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO
channels, the spatial signature matrix associated with a cluster consisting of all
the paths of approximately the same delay can be further decomposed in terms of
the AOA and the AOD of each path.
By virtue of the proposed training signals with cyclic shift structure, the IQML
algorithm in [161] was utilized to estimate the time delays and spatial signature
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matrix of the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels. The identiﬁability and CRLB of the algorithm were also presented. As a special case of
the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels, the time delay and
spatial signature matrix of the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channels can be
estimated by the IQML algorithm as well. Based on the spatial signature matrix
estimate corresponding to a speciﬁc cluster, the 2-D unitary ESPRIT algorithm
was given to jointly estimate the AOAs and the AODs of the paths within the
cluster. As a result, the IQML algorithm followed by the 2-D unitary ESPRIT
algorithm provide a novel method of jointly estimating the time delay, the AOA
and the AOD of each path for the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channels.
The performance of the algorithms was studied using computer simulations. It
was shown from the simulation results that the proposed algorithms are eﬃcient
estimators at a reasonable computational cost.
Although the 2-step algorithm, i.e., the combination of the IQML and the 2-D
unitary ESPRIT shows good performance at a reasonable computational complexity, it still could perform worse than the optimal ML algorithm for jointly
estimating the time delay and the AOAs and the AODs. The RELAX-like algorithms reviewed in Chapter 2 are supposed to be able to achieve the asymptotic
performance of the ML algorithm, but they have the risk of a low convergence rate
when the initial estimate is far from the optimal solution. Hence, the estimates
obtained by the proposed algorithm could be used as a good initial estimates of a
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Fig. 11. Average RMSEs of the AOD estimates versus SNR.

RELAX-like algorithm if better results are desired.
It is interesting to note that the CRLB and the RMSE of the AOD and the
AOA estimates depend not only on the SNR of the estimated spatial signature
matrix but also the true values of the AOAs and the AODs. This implies that
the positioning algorithms employing the AOA and AOD information can measure
the reliability of the AOA and AOD estimates based on the region where the true
values of the AOAs and the AODs are located.
It also should be pointed out that the AOA and the AOD estimates obtained
by the proposed algorithm are referred to the normal line of the ULAs equipped
at both the ends of the link so that the AOAs and the AODs deﬁned in this
chapter are relative angles with regard to unknown absolute directions, i.e., the
orientations of the normal line of the ULAs. To obtain the absolute AOA and
AOD referred to a ﬁxed known direction; for example, the direction to north, as
needed in the positioning algorithm proposed in Chapter 5, requires that the FS
and the MS exchange the information about the orientation of their ULAs. This
is not an easy task, and how to ﬁgure it out in practice needs further study.

4 Channel estimation for a MIMO–OFDM system
with spatially correlated channels
The previous work on the MIMO–OFDM channel estimation has mainly concentrated on frequency- and time-domain ﬁltering and has assumed that the channels
between diﬀerent transmit-receive antenna pairs are independent from each other.
As discussed in Sections 2.1 and 3.1, the practical MIMO channels can be correlated signiﬁcantly at the receiver only or at both the ends of the link. Therefore, the
spatial correlation should be taken into account in the channel estimator optimization. This chapter focuses on the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO
channels described in Section 3.1.1, and develops an optimal MMSE channel estimator taking advantage of the receive correlation in addition to the time- and
frequency-domain correlation. Moreover, the idea in this chapter can be straightforwardly extended to the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channels.
It is also of importance to study the impact of the channel properties and the
channel estimator on the MIMO system performance. The performance of STBC
over uncorrelated MIMO channels has been studied in [22, 24], and over an correlated MIMO channels in [167, 168, 169, 170, 171]. In all the aforementioned
references, ideal channel state information (CSI) is assumed in the receiver. Considering channel estimation errors, the symbol error rate (SER) of STBC over
uncorrelated MIMO channel has been given in [172]. However, to the author’s
knowledge, the eﬀect of channel estimation errors on the bit error probability
(BEP) of the STBC–OFDM system over correlated MIMO channels has not been
analyzed in the open literature.
In this chapter, we wish to optimize the mean square error (MSE) performance
of MIMO channel estimation in the presence of spatial correlation. The approach is
motivated by the desire to discover the ultimate channel estimation structures and
performance limits to be able to benchmark simpler suboptimal channel estimators, although this causes an unavoidable increase in the estimator computational
complexity. To still maintain practical relevance, a two-step channel estimator solution is derived and analyzed. The ﬁrst step consists of an IQML based algorithm
used for estimating the time delay and the spatial signature as proposed in Section 3.2. Since the power delay proﬁle and the distribution of the scatterers change
slowly, the time delay and the spatial signature can be estimated only in the setup
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phase of the link. The second estimation step consists of a joint spatio-temporal
(JST) ﬁltering based MMSE channel estimator for a MIMO–OFDM system. It
is based on the spatial correlation information acquired in the ﬁrst estimation
step. The frequency-domain correlation is also implicitly taken advantage of by
ﬁltering the ﬁnite length channel taps based on the estimated power delay proﬁle.
The performance of the proposed algorithms in terms of root mean square error
(RMSE) is studied by analysis and computer simulations. Finally, the BEP of
the STBC–OFDM with channel estimation errors is analyzed. We derive an exact
expression for the BEP of the quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulated
STBC–OFDM system over correlated MIMO channels. The closed-form BEP formula include the impacts, not only of fading and receiver noise, but also of the
channel estimation errors and spatial correlation that occurred at the receiver side.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 deﬁnes the frame structure of
the considered MIMO–OFDM system and the channel statistics of the correlatedreceive independent-transmit MIMO channels. The JST ﬁltering based MMSE
channel estimation algorithm is derived in Section 4.2. The BEP analysis of
the STBC–OFDM system with channel estimation errors in the correlated-receive
independent-transmit MIMO channels is presented in Section 4.3 and conclusions
are drawn in Section 4.4.

4.1 The correlated MIMO–OFDM system model
4.1.1 Frame structure
The block diagram of a MIMO–OFDM system with NT = NR = 2 is shown
in Fig. 12. We consider an OFDM frame structure similar to that deﬁned in
HIPERLAN/2 standard [173]. It is illustrated in Fig. 13. The sample rate is 20
MHz, each OFDM symbol has K = 64 subcarriers, the OFDM symbol duration
is TOFDM = 3.2 μs, the burst duration is TB = TOFDM + TCP = 4 μs, the number of
the cyclic preﬁx (CP) samples is L − 1 = 16. It is shown in Fig. 13 that a leading
SYNC pilot slot followed by N consecutive protocol data units (PDU) form one
receive antenna processing window. In each PDU, there are 16 OFDM symbols,
the 1st and the 9th symbol are pilot symbols termed as preamble and midamble,
respectively. The leading SYNC pilot signal is meant for initial synchronization,
and we use it to estimate the time delay and the spatial signature. The pilot
symbols inside the PDU are used to estimate the channel impulse response. Thus,
there are 16N blocks in one receive antenna processing window which are timeindexed by n ∈ S = {1, 2, . . . , 16N }, the pilot block time-index set is denoted by
SP = {1, 9, 16 + 1, 16 + 9, . . . , (N − 1)16 + 1, (N − 1)16 + 9}, and the data block
time-index set is denoted by SD = S \ SP . The cardinality of SP is denoted by NP .
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Fig. 12. The MIMO-OFDM system.

4.1.2 Channel statistics
Based on the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channel model described in Section 3.1.1, the statistics of the vector CIR at the receive antenna
array are derived in this section. We denote the impulse responses of the transmit
pulse shaping ﬁlter and receive pulse shaping ﬁlter as gT (t) and gR (t), respectively.
The impulse response of the overall pulse shaping ﬁlter is g(t) which is the conNT di
volution of gT (t) and gR (t). Let [0, Lg Ts ) be the support of i=1
j=1 g(t − τi,j ).
The equivalent vector CIR hi [n; t) ∈ CNR during block n from the ith transmit
antenna to the receive antenna array can be represented as
hi [n; t) =

di

j=1

g(t − τi,j )αi,j [n].

(127)
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The discrete time representation of the vector CIR hi [n; t) is
hi [n; l] =

di


g(lTS − τi,j )αi,j [n] ∈ CNR , 0 ≤ l ≤ Lg − 1.

(128)

j=1


T
∈ CNR denotes the lth vector
Vector hi [n; l] = hi1 [n; l], hi2 [n; l], . . . , hiNR [n; l]
tap of the vector CIR from the ith transmit antenna to the receive antenna array.
As with the assumptions in Section 3.1.1, the clusters are independent of each
other, and the correlation matrix Σαi,j [n],αi ,j  [n ] ∈ CNR ×NR of the spatial signature vector can be described as
H

Σαi,j [n],αi ,j [n ] = E(αi,j [n]αi ,j  [n ] ) = δ[i − i ]δ[j − j  ]ρi,j [n − n ]Σαi,j , (129)
where δ[.] is the Dirac’s delta function, ρi,j [n − n ] stands for the temporal correlation between the spatial signatures at blocks n and n , and Σαi,j ∈ CNR ×NR
denotes the spatial correlation of the spatial signature resulting from the jth cluster of rays corresponding to the ith transmit antenna. The temporal correlation
ρi,j [.] depends on the Doppler spectrum. To simplify the problem, we assume that
the Doppler spectrum is the same for diﬀerent values of i and j, and distributes
according to the Jakes’s model. Therefore, the indices i and j can be left out from
ρi,j [.] in the sequel.
We assume a uniform linear array at the receiver and the receive antenna spacing is ΔR wavelengths. We further assume that the AOA of the individual ray
from the jth cluster related to the ith transmit antenna at the receive antenna
array is Gaussian distributed with the mean AOA θ̄R,i,j and angular spread σθR,i,j .
When the angular spread is small, the spatial correlation matrix (Σαi,j )p,q can be
approximated as [174]
(Σαi,j )p,q

2

= |γi,j | exp(−j2π|p − q|Δcos(θ̄R,i,j ))
1
exp(− (2π|p − q|Δsin(θ̄R,i,j )σθR,i,j )),
2

(130)

where |γi,j |2 is the total power of the rays in the jth cluster for the ith transmit
antenna. Because the correlation between diﬀerent vector taps is minor, we only
consider the autocorrelation of the vector CIR hi [n; l] from (128) and (129). The
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Correlation Matrix of Space−Time Channel, Normalized Doppler spread: 0.02, mean AOA: π/4, angular spread: 3o
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Fig. 14. Amplitude of the correlation of the vector valued CIR, mean AOA:
π/4, angular spread: 3o , normalized Doppler spread: 0.02.

autocorrelation matrix Σhi [n;l],hi [n ;l] ∈ CNR ×NR , 0 ≤ l ≤ Lg can be expressed as
Σhi [n;l],hi [n ;l]

=

ρ[n − n ]
  
temporal correlation

di


g(lTS − τi,j )2 Σαi,j

j=1





spatial correlation.

(131)

With the assumption that only one cluster exists between the ith transmit antenna
and the receive antenna array, the mean AOA is π/4, the angular spread is 3o ,
and the normalized Doppler spread is 0.02, Fig. 14 shows the amplitude of the
correlation of the vector valued CIR hi [n, l] versus the antenna spacing and time.

4.2 Minimum mean square error channel estimation
By virtue of the leading SYNC signal with the structure described in Section
3.2.1, the IQML algorithm presented in Section 3.2.2 can be utilized to estimate
τ̂ and Â[n]. Given the pulse shaping function g(t) and estimates of τ̂ and Â[n],
the vector CIR estimate can be obtained straightforwardly as in (128). However,
the main usage of the SYNC signal transmitted during the initial stage of the
link is to obtain the estimates of the time delay and spatial correlation which are
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assumed to change slowly.1 Moreover, the spatial correlation of the vector CIR
hi [n, l] can be calculated as in (131). Based on the spatial correlation estimate
and pilot symbols in the receive processing window, a JST ﬁltering based MMSE
CIR estimation algorithm is derived in this section. As a consequence, a two-step
enhanced channel estimation algorithm, the IQML algorithm followed by the JST
ﬁltering based MMSE algorithm is formulated.

4.2.1 Signal model
To achieve a better accuracy of time delay estimation, the sampling rate 1/TS is
larger than the actual symbol rate, i.e., oversampling is applied. However, the
channel estimation for the synchronized detection will be performed at the symbol
rate. In an OFDM system, Tsymb = TOFDM /K denotes the sample duration at
the symbol rate. We also assume that the duration of the CIR is less than the
length of the CP. Thus, Lg TS ≤ (L − 1)Tsymb . When the range of the CIR taps
is 0 ≤ l ≤ Lg − 1, the CIR is the discrete representation of the continuous CIR
at the oversampling rate. On the other hand, if the range of the CIR taps is
0 ≤ l ≤ L − 1, the CIR is sampled at the symbol rate. Therefore, at the symbol
rate, the vector CIR of the ith transmitter at time n can be expressed in the matrix
form as

T
H i [n] = hi [n; 0], hi [n; 1], . . . , hi [n; L − 1] ∈ CL×NR .
(132)
Correspondingly, the channel frequency response (CFR) at time n can be expressed
as
K×NR
.
(133)
H̃ i [n] = F L
K H i [n] ∈ C
As with (131), the autocorrelation matrix Σhi [n;l],hi [n ;l] ∈ CNR ×NR , 0 ≤ l ≤ L − 1
can be expressed as
Σhi [n;l],hi

[n ;l]



= ρ[n − n ]

di

j=1



g(lTsymb − τi,j )2 Σαi,j

= Σhi [l]



.

(134)

T

T
[n],
.
.
.
,
H
[n]
∈ CNT L×NR
From (132) and (133), matrices H[n] = H T
1
NT
 T
T
T
T
and H̃[n] = H̃ 1 [n], H̃ 2 [n], . . . , H̃ NT [n]
∈ CNT K×NR denote the concatenations of CIR and CFR matrices from all the transmit antennas to the receive
antenna array at time n, respectively. The transmitted OFDM symbol from the

T
∈ ΞK
ith transmit antenna at time n is ci [n] = ci [n, 1], ci [n, 2], . . . , ci [n, K]
where Ξ is the modulation symbol alphabet. Thus, at time n, the received signal
1 According to (130), spatial correlation depends on the total power, mean AOAs and angular
spread of rays in the cluster of scatterers, they are assumed to change slowly.
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T
block R[n] = r[n, 0], r[n, 1], . . . , r[n, K − 1] ∈ CK×NR , r[n, k] ∈ CNR after FFT
can be expressed as
R[n] = C[n]H̃[n] + W [n],
(135)
where



C[n]

=

C i [n]

=

C 1 [n]

C 2 [n]

. . . C NT [n]



∈ ΞK×NT K ,

diag(ci [n]) ∈ ΞK×K , i = 1, 2, . . . , NT ,


T
W [n] = w[n, 0], w[n, 1], . . . , w[n, K − 1] ∈ CK×NR is the noise matrix at time
n. Noise is assumed to be white inboth the time and
 space domains so that the
noise covariance matrix is Σw = E vec(w)vec(w)H = σN2 I KNR .
Replacing the CFR H̃[n] with the CIR H[n] in (135) and combining the partial
FFT matrix F L
K into the data matrix C[n], (135) can be described in terms of the
CIR as
R[n] = C[n]H[n] + W [n],
(136)
where
C[n]


=

C 1 [n]F LK

...

C NT [n]F LK



∈ CK×NT L .

Since the matrix C[n], n ∈ SP , in (136) contains the pilot symbols independent of
the block index n ∈ SP , it is denoted as C 2 , and (136) can be represented as
R[n] = CH[n] + W [n], n ∈ SP .

(137)

4.2.2 Minimum mean square error channel estimation
The proposed MMSE channel estimator contains two steps, i.e, the ML based
unbiased estimation and JST ﬁltering. The block diagram of the proposed spacetime MMSE channel estimation algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 15, and JST ﬁltering
window is depicted in Fig. 16.
From (137), the ML estimate of CIR H[n] at time n ∈ SP becomes
−1 H −1
C Σw R[n], n ∈ SP .
Ĥ ML [n] = (C H Σ−1
w C)

(138)

We assume that the diﬀerent transmit antennas are uncorrelated, and diﬀerent taps
of the CIR are uncorrelated as well. Thus, each tap of the CIR can be estimated
separately from the other ones. We deﬁne the ML channel estimate vector for the
lth tap of the channel from the ith transmit antenna to the receive antenna array as
2 The pilot symbols constructing the matrix C are designed according to the optimal training
sequence method proposed in [134] which leads to the minimum estimation variance. Subsequently the more general optimal training sequence design for the MIMO-OFDM system has
been addressed in [142].
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Fig. 15. Space–Time MMSE channel estimator.

 T
T
T
T
∈ CNR NP , n1 , n2 , . . . , nNP ∈
ĥMLi [l] = ĥMLi [n1 , l], ĥMLi [n2 , l], . . . , ĥMLi [nNP , l]
SP , l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L − 1}.
It is shown in [120, Eq.(12-73)], [86] that the lth tap of the MMSE CIR estimate
ĥMMSEi [n, l] related to the ith transmit antenna at time n ∈ S can be expressed as
ĥMMSEi [n, l] = W i H [n, l]ĥMLi [l],
where

W i [n, l] = Σ−1
ĥ

MLi [l]

(139)

ΣH
.
hi [n,l],ĥMLi [l]

(140)

The crosscovariance matrix Σhi [n,l],ĥMLj [l] ∈ CNR ×NP NR and the autocovariance
matrix ΣĥMLi [l] ∈ CNP NR ×NP NR of the observed vector can be described as


Σhi [n,l],ĥMLi [l] = ρ[n − n1 ], ρ[n − n2 ], . . . , ρ[n − nNP ] ⊗ Σhi [l] ,
ΣĥMLi [l] = T ⊗ Σhi [l] + Σw ,

(142)

where
⎛
T

=

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

ρ[0]
ρ[n2 − n1 ]
..
.

ρ[n1 − n2 ]
ρ[0]
..
.

ρ[nNP − n1 ] ρ[nNP − n2 ]
Σw

=

...
...
..
.

ρ[n1 − nNP ]
ρ[n2 − nNP ]
..
.

. . . ρ[0]

σN2 (C H C)−1
iNT +l,iNT +l I NR NP ,

and Σhi [l] can be found in (134).

(141)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎠
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Fig. 16. Joint spatial-temporal ﬁltering window.

By looking at the structure of matrix ΣĥMLj in (142), it is found to be a blockToeplitz matrix. There are several fast and numerically accurate algorithms for
the inverse of the Toeplitz and block-Toeplitz matrices, e.g., the Levison algorithm [175] and the generalized Schur algorithm [176]. The complexities of these
algorithms are of O((NR NP )2 ) or even smaller. Compared to the conventional
temporal ﬁltering MMSE channel estimator [134], the increase in the complexity
of the JST MMSE algorithm is due to two reasons: the IQML algorithm for spatial
signature estimation and the larger JST ﬁltering window.

4.2.3 Mean square error analysis and examples
At time n, the estimation error vector is deﬁned as ehi [n, l] = hi [n, l]− ĥMMSEi [n, l].
From [120, Eq.(12-73)], the error covariance matrix Σehi [n, l] of ĥMMSEi [n, l] can
be described as
Σehi [n, l] = Σhi [l] − Σhi [n,l],ĥMLi [l] Σ−1
ĥ

MLi [l]

ΣH
, n ∈ S.
hi [n,l],ĥMLi [l]

(143)

Due to the edge eﬀect [120], within the processing window, the MSE of the parameter estimates for the blocks located close to the middle of the processing window
is less than the MSE for blocks located near the two ends. To evaluate the MSE of
the channel tap estimate for the whole processing window, we denote the average
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Fig. 17. Analytical NMSE (AMSE) for diﬀerent numbers of receive antennas,
Doppler spread 40 Hz, angular spread 5o , NT = 2 4PDUs/processing window.
LS: the estimator based on the LS algorithm, MMSET : the estimator based
on the temporal ﬁltering MMSE algorithm.

estimation error variance for each channel tap by σ 2ēh as follows
σē2h

NT L−1
 


=
tr Σehi [n, l] /(16N NT NR L).

(144)

n∈S i=1 l=0

By substituting (143) into (144), the average estimation error variance for each
channel tap can be computed, and the analytical NMSE (AMSE) can be obtained
L−1
as AMSE = NR Lσē2h / l=0 tr(Σhi [l] ).
In order to elaborate the performance gain by taking advantage of the spatial
correlation, we studied the impacts of the spatial correlation on the analytical
NMSE of the channel estimation. The number of transmit antennas is 2, the
receive antenna spacing is λ/2, the Doppler spread is 40Hz, and 4 PDUs are in
one processing window. The power delay proﬁle and mean AOAs related to each
cluster are shown in Table 1.3
Fig. 17 shows the analytical NMSEs of the channel estimator based on the
LS algorithm, the temporal ﬁltering based MMSE algorithm [134], and the JST
3 When the angular spread of each cluster is 5o , and the number of receive antennas is 4, the
mean amplitude of the oﬀ-diagonal entries of the spatial correlation matrix is 0.89.
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Fig. 18. Analytical NMSE (AMSE) for diﬀerent angular spreads, Doppler
spread 40 Hz, NR = 4, NT = 2, 4PDUs/processing window. LS: the estimator
based on the LS algorithm, MMSET : the estimator based on the temporal
ﬁltering MMSE algorithm.

ﬁltering based MMSE algorithm with diﬀerent numbers of receive antennas. It
can be seen that NMSE is signiﬁcantly reduced compared to the conventional
temporal ﬁltering MMSE algorithm by increasing the number of receive antennas
if the spatial correlation exists. The number of receive antennas herein refers to the
number of receive antennas considered in the spatio-temporal processing window.
It is interesting to note from Fig. 17 that there is a more signiﬁcant performance
gain when the number of receive antennas is increased from 1 to 4 than from 4 to 8.
This is understandable since the spatial correlation does not increase signiﬁcantly
when the number of receive antennas is increased from 4 to 8.
Fig. 18 shows the analytical NMSEs of MMSE channel estimation algorithms
with four receive antennas and diﬀerent angular spreads associated with each cluster of rays. It shows that the performance gain of the JST ﬁltering MMSE channel
estimation over the temporal ﬁltering MMSE channel estimation [134] will be reduced when the angular spread is increased. This is because the spatial correlation
is reduced when the angular spread is increased.
Fig. 19 shows the simulation results when the IQML based time delay and
spatial signature estimation algorithm were employed, spatial correlation was estimated from the spatial signature estimation and used for the MMSE channel
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Fig. 19. NMSE, Doppler spread 40 Hz, NR = 4, NT = 2, 4PDUs/processing
window, 6 samples/symbol for IQML. LS: the estimator based on the LS
algorithm, MMSE-T: the estimator based on the temporal ﬁltering MMSE
algorithm, MMSE-ST: the JST MMSE channel estimator.

estimator. During the simulation, we compared the estimated CIR with the ideal
CIR, then we obtained the estimation error, and we normalized it by the ideal CIR.
By averaging this normalized estimation error, we found the simulated NMSE. It
shows that the JST ﬁltering MMSE channel estimation outperforms signiﬁcantly
the temporal ﬁltering [134]. When the signal to noise ratio (SNR) increases, the
simulated NMSE of spatial-temporal ﬁltering MMSE channel estimator approaches
the analytical NMSE, since the accuracy of the spatial correlation estimation will
be improved along with the increased SNR as shown in Fig. 7.

4.3 Bit error probability of STBC–OFDM with channel
estimation errors
Channel estimation errors lead to a performance loss in terms of the BEP of
the system. Taking the channel estimation errors into account, the closed form
expression of the BEP of the QPSK modulated STBC–OFDM system over the
correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels is derived in this section.
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4.3.1 The signal model
The STBC–OFDM system considered herein is identical to that in [138]. The
information bits are ﬁrstly modulated by a QPSK modulator. Each STBC code
word is transmitted from NT transmit antennas and across several consecutive
OFDM symbol durations at a particular OFDM subcarrier. The STBC code
words at diﬀerent OFDM subcarriers are independently encoded. We also assume
that the channel is constant during one STBC code word transmission.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider the case of NT = 2, i.e., the Alamouti

T
codes [23]. We denote h̃j [k] = h̃1,j [k], h̃2,j [k] , where h̃i,j [k], i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , NR }, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} stands for the CFR at the kth subcarrier over the
channel
between the
 ith transmit antenna and the jth receive antenna. Let B[k] =

b2 [k]
b1 [k]
be the STBC code word transmitted at the kth subcarrier, all
b∗2 [k] −b∗1 [k]
the symbols in the same row of B[k] are transmitted simultaneously from the
diﬀerent transmit antennas. At the kth subcarrier of the jth receive antenna,

T
two consecutive received symbols r j [k] = rj,1 [k], rj,2 [k]
corresponding to one
STBC code word can be depicted as

γ
B[k]h̃j [k] + wj [k],
(145)
r j [k] =
NT
where γ is the SNR of the received signal. Due to the independence of two transmit antennas, the CFR vector h̃j [k] is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
random vector, i.e., h̃j [k] ∼ CN (0, I 2 ). The unit variance of h̃i,j [k] follows from
L−1
2
the normalization of the power delay proﬁle, i.e.,
l=0 E(|hi,j [l]| ) = 1. (See
Appendix A1.206).
ˆ
The CFR estimate vector h̃j [k] based on the MMSE channel estimator can be
approximately described as
ˆ
h̃j [k] = h̃j [k] + ξ j [k],

(146)

where ξ j [k] ∼ CN (0, I 2 σξ2 ) is independent of wj [k], and σξ2 is the MSE of the CFR
estimate. Due to the structure of Alamouti code, (145) can be reformulated as

γ
H̃ j [k]b[k] + wj [k],
(147)
r j [k] =
NT



T
h1,j [k] h2,j [k]
∗
, and b[k] =
[k] , H̃ j [k] =
where r j [k] = rj,1 [k], rj,2
−h∗2,j [k] h∗1,j [k]
T
(b1 [k], b2 [k]) .
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4.3.2 Bit error probability analysis
Based on (146) and (147), a simple calculation gives the conditional probability
density function (PDF)





1 + σξ2 + γσξ2
γ ˆ
1
ˆ
H̃ j [k]b[k],
I 2 . (148)
p r j [k]|h̃j [k], b[k] = CN
1 + σξ2 NT
1 + σξ2
The maximum ratio combiner (MRC) is employed in the receiver. Its output is
q[k] =

NR

ˆ H [k]r [k],
H̃
j
j

(149)

j=1



ˆ [k], b[k], j = 1, 2, . . . , N follows from (148) to be
the conditional PDF p q[k]|H̃
j
R
⎛
1
CN ⎝
1 + σξ2



⎞
NR
NR
2
2


+
γσ
1
+
σ
γ 
ξ
ξ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
h̃j [k]H h̃j [k] b[k],
h̃j [k]H h̃j [k] I 2 ⎠ .
NT j=1
1 + σξ2
j=1
(150)

We deﬁne the decision statistic vector q[k] as
⎞−1/2
NR

1 + σξ2 + γσξ2  
ˆ
ˆ
q[k].
q[k] = ⎝
h̃j [k]H h̃j [k] ⎠
1 + σξ2
j=1
⎛

(151)


T
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
∈ C2NR
We deﬁne the vector h̃k = h̃1,1 [k], . . . , h̃1,NR [k], h̃2,1 [k], . . . , h̃2,NR [k]


and β = (1 + σξ2 + γσξ2 )(1 + σξ2 )−1 . The conditional PDF of the decision statistic
vector q[k]4 becomes

⎞
⎛

 ˆ Hˆ
⎟
⎜ γβ h̃k h̃k
b[k], I 2 ⎠ .
CN ⎝
NT

(152)

The transmitted bits are to be demodulated by the following rules
Re(qi [k])
Im(qi [k])

Re(bi [k])=1

≷

0,

(153)

0.

(154)

Re(bi [k])=−1
Im(bi [k])=1

≷

Im(bi [k])=−1

The conditional BEP of the transmitted data at the kth subcarrier
based on


γβ ˆ
the instantaneous channel estimates can be expressed as Pk = Q
2NT h̃k  .
4 The decision statistic vector q[k] is a biased estimate of the transmitted bits, consequently,
it cannot be straightforwardly applied to the multilevel modulation case.
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Table 3. Channel parameters

Source

Cluster

Delay [Symbols]

Mean DOA

Power

1

1
2
3
4

2.3
4.5
6.2
8.0

π/4
π/3
π/4
π/5

0.6439
0.2369
0.0871
0.0321

2

1
2
3
4

2.0
4.2
5.0
7.0

π/3
π/4
π/3
π/6

0.6439
0.2369
0.0871
0.0321

If the eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λ2NR of the covariance matrix Σ ˆ˜ are distinct5 , the
hk
 

γβ ˆ

h̃

at
the
kth
subcarrier
is
now [177, p. 102,
average P k = E Q
k
2NT
(3-64)]
⎛
⎞
2N
R ζi
1
⎝1 −
⎠,
(155)
Pk =
2
1 + 4NT
i=1
γβλi

where
ζi =

2N
!R
i=1,i=j

The covariance matrix Σ ˆ˜

h[k]

Σ ˆ˜

h[k]

=

λi
.
λi − λj

becomes (See the proof in the Appendix)

L−1

l=0

Σh1 [l]
0

0
Σh2 [l]



+ σξ2 I 2NR .

(156)

It is observed from (156) that the covariance matrices Σ ˆ˜ , k ∈ 0, 1, . . . , K − 1 are
h[k]

identical. Hence the average BEP Pb over all the subcarriers of the STBC–OFDM
system can be also described as (155).

4.3.3 Numerical examples
Fig. 20 shows plots of the BEP, according to (155) for γ = 4, 8, 12, 16 dB, as a
function of σξ2 . The channel parameters are listed in Table 3, the angular spread
5 Because we assume that the transmit antennas are independent, hence the channel covariance
matrices corresponding to the diﬀerent transmit antennas are diﬀerent, this leads to the distinct
eigenvalues with probability one.
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Fig. 20. Impact of the channel estimation error on the BEP of 2×4 STBCOFDM over correlated MIMO channels.

of each cluster is assumed to be 2o , so that (130) is valid for calculating the spatial
correlation. For any ﬁxed SNR point, the BEP performance exhibits an error ﬂoor.
This occurs when the MSE of the channel estimate is reduced to a certain point
so that the system performance is dominated by the noise rather than channel
estimation errors. It can also be observed that when the system operates at a high
SNR, e.g., 16 dB, accurate channel estimates are required, otherwise the system
performance would deteriorate signiﬁcantly due to coarse channel estimates.
As in [172], we allow the SNRs corresponding to the pilot symbol and the
data, i.e., γP and γD to be diﬀerent. Fig. 21 shows the BEP of QPSK modulated
2 × 4 STBC–OFDM system with diﬀerent channel estimators. It can be seen that
with γD − γP = 6, 12 dB, the JST MMSE channel estimator outperforms about
by 0.5 and 2 dB, respectively, the temporal ﬁltering MMSE channel estimator at
BEP = 10−4 .

4.4 Conclusions
Joint space-time ﬁltering based MMSE channel estimation for the MIMO–OFDM
system over the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels has been
studied in this chapter. Based on the time delay and spatial signature estimation
investigated in Chapter 3, the spatial correlation matrix of the vector valued CIR
has been derived in Section 4.1.2. By taking the spatial correlation into account,
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1PDUs/processing window. LS: the estimator based on the LS algorithm,
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the JST MMSE channel estimation was derived. It was shown both analytically
and through computer simulations to outperform the more conventional temporal
MMSE channel estimator [134] in terms of estimate MSE when the signals in the
receive antenna array elements were allowed to be signiﬁcantly correlated. To illustrate the eﬀect of channel estimation errors on the BEP, a closed form expression
of the BEP for the QPSK modulated STBC–OFDM system over correlated MIMO
channels was derived. It was shown that the JST MMSE channel estimator can
achieve signiﬁcant reductions in the required pilot symbol power levels.
The price for the improved performance oﬀered by the JST MMSE channel estimator is the considerably higher implementation complexity which results from
the complex spatial correlation estimation and more complicated JST Wiener ﬁltering. The choice between two algorithms should depend on the performance–cost
tradeoﬀ and the setup of the system. It is shown from the analysis of the BEP
that the system performance is limited by both the operating SNR and the channel estimation errors. If the system is operating at a relatively low SNR, the SNR
dominates the system performance. In this case, the better channel estimator can
not furnish the better BEP performance due to the high noise value. Therefore,
the conventional MMSE channel estimator [134] and its simpliﬁed version [136]
can provide good enough performance.

5 Positioning for non-line of sight propagation
As reviewed in Section 2.4.2, most of the research on positioning in the NLOS
scenarios focuses on the NLOS error mitigation techniques, i.e., how to detect the
errors and remove their impacts. However, according to the author’s knowledge,
positioning techniques which beneﬁt from the NLOS propagation paths have not
been well studied in the open literature. In a rich scattering environment, most
of the propagation paths between the MS and FSs are NLOS, occasionally the
ﬁrst path between the MS and the home FS can be assumed as LOS. In this
chapter, we present a novel positioning algorithm which takes advantage of the
single-bounce NLOS paths by assuming prior knowledge about parameters of each
NLOS path. Similar to the correlated–transmit–receive MIMO channel model in
3.1.2, each path is characterized by a triple (θT , θR , d) where θT and θR stands for
the AOD and AOA, respectively, and d deﬁnes the distance of the propagation
path which can be calculated from the time delay of the path. Assuming the
parameter knowledge about the single-bounce NLOS paths, the geometry based
methods for mobile positioning in NLOS scenarios were provided in [159, 160].
In [159], the Doppler shift for each NLOS path is assumed. The special location
relation between scatterers and MS is required in [160], i.e., scatterers and the MS
have to be located in a straight line. Therefore, the assumptions in [159, 160] are
more diﬃcult to achieve than the proposed method in this thesis. In addition, the
analysis of the estimation error is not presented in [159, 160].
Prior information about the AOA, the AOD and the distance of each NLOS
path at the FS can be obtained using the algorithms proposed in Section 3.3
or reviewed in Section 2.2.3 when both the FS and the MS are equipped with
multiple antennas. In addition, two methods below also enable FS to acquire the
information about the AODs of the NLOS paths.
(a) For the time–division–duplex (TDD) system, the channels for the forward
link and the reverse link are symmetric. For the frequency–division–duplex (FDD)
system, while the gains/phases of the propagating paths between transmitter and
receiver would be diﬀerent at diﬀerent directions or carriers, one typically expects
the AOAs, AODs and delays to be the same. Therefore, if the MS is able to estimate the AOAs of forward channels which correspond to the AODs of reverse
channels, the MS can feedback the AOA information to the FS. The AOA estima-
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tion at the MS can be achieved by exploiting either antenna array or the Doppler
estimate with a known velocity [61].
(b) When the MS is equipped with a directional antenna, the signal transmission
of the reverse link is designed in such a manner that the received signal at the
speciﬁed time slot implies a predeﬁned AOD. This method is feasible also for
signals without a carrier, e.g., the pulse position modulated UWB system.
Based on these parameters and the geometrical relationship of the possible MS
location implied from each NLOS path, a novel positioning algorithm is proposed
and its performance is analyzed. It is interesting to note that the proposed algorithm is also able to take LOS paths into account as a special case shown in the
Appendix. To summarize, the main contributions of this chapter are three-fold:
1) Possible region and position of the MS: Based on the measurement (θT , θR , d)
of an NLOS path, we derive the possible region of the MS. It turns out to be a
line segment. With the aid of two NLOS paths, the position estimate of the MS
is derived as the intersection of two lines. We assume that all the measurements
are corrupted by Gaussian noise, the RMSE of the each coordinate of the position
estimate is analyzed.
2) Least squares algorithm considering multiple NLOS paths: Aiming at the
minimum equation-error norm [66], the LS algorithm is proposed for estimating
the position of the MS in the presence of multiple NLOS paths. Additionally,
LOS paths are incorporated into the general LS algorithm. The RMSE of the
coordinate estimate is also analyzed and compared to simulation results.
3) Maximum likelihood algorithm and the Cramér-Rao lower bound for joint
MS and scatterers position estimation: Based on the knowledge of the parameters
of multiple NLOS paths, we derive the ML algorithm for jointly the MS’s and
scatterers’ position estimation. The performance of the algorithm in terms of
RMSE is studied by analysis and computer simulations.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 includes the system model.
Section 5.2 derives the possible region of the MS with the knowledge about the
NLOS path, and the geometric approach is addressed to estimate the position
of the MS. The LS algorithm employing multiple NLOS paths is discussed in
Section 5.3. The ML algorithm and CRLB for the joint MS and scatterers position
estimation are derived in Section 5.4. Numerical results are presented in Section
5.5 and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.6.

5.1 System model
Fig. 22 shows the system model where we concentrate on positioning a single
mobile. Let Nf denote the number of FSs which perceive the transmitted signal
from the MS. As shown in Fig. 22, no LOS paths exist between the MS and any
connected FS1 . Each propagation path is parameterized by a triple (θT , θR , d), i.e.,
the AOD θT , the AOA θR and the distance d of the propagation path from the
MS to the corresponding FS. We assume each FS has knowledge of the number
1 As

shown in the Appendix, LOS can be included as a special case.
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Table 4. Setup of the positioning algorithm

Who?

What are dealt with?

the home FS

all the propagation paths
from the MS to the home FS
all the propagation paths from the MS
to all the FSs controlled by the IPC

IPC
IPC

all the strongest paths from the MS
to each FS controlled by the IPC

of paths corresponding to the MS, and the parameters associated with each path.
Depending on the requirement of the positioning accuracy and the positioning
algorithm to be performed, the proposed algorithm can be employed in either the
FS or the information processing center (IPC) which controls several FSs, such
as the radio network controller (RNC) in a cellular network. If the positioning
algorithm is performed in the home FS, only the propagation paths corresponding
to that particular FS can be utilized. On the other hand, if the positioning of
the MS is performed in the information processing center or RNC, the proposed
algorithm would take advantage of the information about either all the propagation
paths or only the strongest path related to each connected FS. In summary, the
proposed algorithm can be employed in three setups which are described in Table
4.
For simplicity, we will focus on the third setup in Table 4 where the positioning
algorithm is run in the IPC taking only the strongest paths corresponding to each
controlled FS into account. However, it is straightforward to apply the proposed
idea to the other two scenarios mentioned in Table 4.

5.2 Geometric approach with two ﬁxed stations
5.2.1 Algorithm derivation
To set up the stage for the proposed algorithm, we need to discover the possible
region of the MS when the FS has information on the AOD θT , AOA θR and
distance d of the strongest path. However, it needs to have knowledge about the
position of the scatterer (xs , ys ). As shown in Fig. 23, (xf , yf ) deﬁnes the position of
the FS, and r stands for the distance between the FS and the scatterer. Therefore,
the possible coordinates of the scatterer are
xs
ys

=
=

xf + rsinθR , r ∈ (0, d),
yf + rcosθR , r ∈ (0, d),

(157)
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(θ T , θ R , )

Fig. 22. System model in the NLOS scenario.

and the coordinates of the MS are expressed as follows
x
y

= xs − (d − r)sinθT , r ∈ (0, d),
= ys − (d − r)cosθT , r ∈ (0, d).

(158)

It follows by substituting (157) into (158) that the possible position of the MS can
be described as the following straight–line equation2 of the slope–intercept form
y = k(θT , θR )x + b(θT , θR , d),

(159)

where
cosθT + cosθR
,
sinθT + sinθR
b(θT , θR , d) = −k(θT , θR )(xf − dsinθT ) + yf − dcosθT .
k(θT , θR ) =

(160)
(161)

This implies that if we have knowledge about two propagation paths originating
from the MS, the position of the MS can be estimated as the intersection of two
lines which are derived from (159). For example, assume that the strongest paths
from the MS to two FSs located at the coordinates (xf1 , yf1 ) and (xf2 , yf2 ) are
parameterized by ϑ1 = (θT 1 , θR 1 , d1 )T and ϑ2 = (θT 2 , θR 2 , d2 )T , respectively. Let
2 Precisely speaking, the possible region of the MS should be a line segment instead of a line
of inﬁnite length, however the line expression simpliﬁes the derivation of the proposed algorithm
without the loss of accuracy of the positioning algorithm.
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Fig. 23. Possible region of the MS.

T

T
ϑG = ϑT
,
ϑ
be the parameter vector of both paths. The coordinates (x, y) of
1
2
the MS can be determined as the intersection of the following two linear equations:
y

=

k1 x + b1 ,

y

=

k2 x + b2 ,

(162)

where ki = k(θT i , θR i ), bi = b(θT i , θR i , di ), i = 1, 2. It follows that the coordinates
of the MS become if k1 = k2
x(ϑG ) =
y(ϑG ) =

b2 − b1
,
k1 − k2
k1 b2 − k2 b1
.
k1 − k2

(163)
(164)

For the simplicity of the exposition, we deﬁne x̂G = x(ϑG ) and ŷG = y(ϑG ) as the
coordinate estimates in the presence of parameter ϑG estimation errors.

5.2.2 Root mean square error analysis
Let θT oi , θR oi , doi , i = 1, 2 denote the actual AODs, AOAs and distances of the
propagation paths of interest. We assume that the estimated parameters θT i , θR i
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and di i = 1, 2 are independently Gaussian distributed random variables[165]3 ,
i.e., θT i ∼ N (θT oi , σθ2T i ), θR i ∼ N (θR oi , σθ2R i ) and di ∼ N (doi , σd2i ). We deﬁne
ϑoi = (θT oi , θR oi , doi )T , i = 1, 2 as the parameter vector of actual values. Let ϑG o =

T
T
T
ϑo1 , ϑo2
denote the actual parameter vector of two paths. When the variances
of the estimated parameters are small, according to the Taylor expansion, the
estimated coordinates of the MS can be approximated as follows
x(ϑG ) ≈
y(ϑG ) ≈

x(ϑG o ) + ∇x(ϑG o )(ϑG − ϑG o ),
y(ϑG o ) + ∇y(ϑG o )(ϑG − ϑG o ),

(165)
(166)

where
∇x(ϑG ) =
∇y(ϑG ) =

∂x(ϑG )
∈ IR1×6 ,
∂ϑG T
∂y(ϑG )
∈ IR1×6 .
∂ϑG T

(167)

Let (xo , y o ) = (x(ϑG o ), y(ϑG o )) denote the true coordinates of the MS. We
denote k1o = k(θT o1 , θR o1 ) and k2o = k(θT o2 , θR o2 ) as slopes corresponding to accurate
linear equations. Let bo1 = b(θT o1 , θR o1 , do1 ) and bo2 = b(θT o2 , θR o2 , do2 ) denote the xintercepts of accurate linear equations. The above gradient vectors ∇x(ϑG o ) and
∇y(ϑG o ) can be achieved from the following partial derivatives
∂x(ϑG o )
∂θT 1
∂x(ϑG o )
∂θT 2
∂x(ϑG o )
∂θR 1

− k1o ) + (bo1 − bo2 )

∂b(ϑ2 )
o
∂θT (k1

− k2o ) + (bo2 − bo1 )

∂b(ϑ1 )
o
∂θR (k2

− k1o ) + (bo1 − bo2 )

∂b(ϑ2 )
o
∂θR (k1

− k2o ) + (bo2 − bo1 )

o

=

o

=

o

=

o

∂x(ϑG o )
∂θR 2

=

∂x(ϑG o )
∂d1

=

∂x(ϑG o )
∂d2

∂b(ϑ1 )
o
∂θT (k2

∂b(ϑ1 )
∂d
,
k2o − k1o
o

∂b(ϑ2 )
∂d
,
k1o − k2o

(k1o − k2o )2
(k1o − k2o )2
(k1o − k2o )2
(k1o − k2o )2

∂k(ϑ1 )
∂θT
o

∂k(ϑ2 )
∂θT

,

(168)

,

(169)

,

(170)

,

(171)

o

∂k(ϑ1 )
∂θR
o

∂k(ϑ2 )
∂θR
o

(172)

o

=

(173)

3 The MUSIC estimator was shown to be Gaussian distributed for suﬃciently large measurements.
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and

o

∂y(ϑG )
∂θT 1

=

∂y(ϑG o )
∂θT 2

=

∂y(ϑG o )
∂θR 1

=

∂y(ϑG o )
∂θR 2

=

∂y(ϑG o )
∂d1

=

∂y(ϑG o )
∂d2

=

∂k(ϑ1 ) o
∂θT b2
o

− k2o

∂b(ϑ1 )
∂θT
o



(k1o − k2o ) + (k2o bo1 − k1o bo2 )

∂k(ϑ1 )
∂θT
o

(k1o − k2o )2

o
o 
o
∂b(ϑ2 ) o
o ∂k(ϑ2 )
o
o
o o
o o ∂k(ϑ2 )
(k
k
−
b
−
k
)
+
(k
b
−
k
b
)
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
∂θT
∂θT
∂θT
(k1o − k2o )2

o
o 
o
∂k(ϑ1 ) o
o ∂b(ϑ1 )
o
o
o o
o o ∂k(ϑ1 )
(k
b
−
k
−
k
)
+
(k
b
−
k
b
)
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
∂θR
∂θR
∂θR
(k1o − k2o )2

o
o 
o
∂b(ϑ2 ) o
o ∂k(ϑ2 )
o
o
o o
o o ∂k(ϑ2 )
(k
k
−
b
−
k
)
+
(k
b
−
k
b
)
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
∂θR
∂θR
∂θR
o
∂b(ϑ )
k2o ∂d 1
,
k2o − k1o
o
∂b(ϑ )
k1o ∂d 2
,
k1o − k2o

(k1o − k2o )2

,(174)

,(175)

,(176)

,(177)
(178)
(179)

where
∂k
∂θT
∂k
∂θR
∂b
∂θT
∂b
∂θR
∂b
∂d

=
=
=
=

−1 − cos(θT − θR )

2 ,
( sinθT + sinθR )
∂k
,
∂θT
∂k
(dsinθT − xf ) + kdcosθT + dsinθT ,
∂θT
∂k
(dsinθT − xf ),
∂θR

= ksinθT − cosθT .

(180)

Therefore, when the variances of the estimated parameters ϑG are small, the variance of the estimation error of the coordinates (x̂G , ŷG ) can be described as
E(x̂G − xo )2
E(ŷG − y o )2

≈ ∇x(ϑG o )diag(σθ2T 1 , σθ2R 1 , σd21 , σθ2T 2 , σθ2R 2 , σd22 )∇xT (ϑG o ),

≈ ∇y(ϑG o )diag(σθ2T 1 , σθ2R 1 , σd21 , σθ2T 2 , σθ2R 2 , σd22 )∇y T (ϑG o ).
(181)
"
(E(x̂G − xo )2 + E(ŷG − y o )2 ) /2 as the average
We denote the RMSE σG =
RMSE of each estimated coordinate of the MS.
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5.3 Least squares algorithm with multiple ﬁxed stations
5.3.1 Algorithm derivation
The geometrical approach in Section 5.2 can be generalized to the case where Nf
FSs located at (xf,i , yf,i ), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nf } can receive the signal from the MS. Let
T
T


T
T
and ϑo = ϑo1 , . . . , ϑoNf
denote the parameter vector
ϑ = ϑ1 T , . . . , ϑNf T
estimates and the parameter vector of actual values, respectively. In general, the
RMSE of the estimated position can be improved by exploiting all the observations
of diﬀerent FSs. Let bi and ki denote the x-intercept and the slope of the linear
equation associated with the strongest path received by the ith FS, respectively.
Let boi and kio be the actual counterparts of bi and ki , respectively. To achieve the
minimum equation-error norm, the LS coordinate estimate (x̂LS , ŷLS ) of the MS
can be obtained as
(x̂LS , ŷLS ) = arg min

(x,y)

Nf


(ki x + bi − y)2 .

(182)

i=1

It follows straightforwardly that
Nf

x̂LS (ϑ)

=

ŷLS (ϑ)

=
=

Nf
ki − Nf i=1
bi ki
2 ,
Nf 2 Nf
Nf i=1 ki −
i=1 ki
Nf
Nf
i=1 bi + x̂LS
i=1 ki
,
Nf
Nf
Nf 2 Nf
Nf
i=1 bi
i=1 ki −
i=1 ki
i=1 bi ki
.
2
Nf 2 Nf
Nf i=1 ki −
k
i
i=1
i=1 bi

Nf

i=1

(183)

It is interesting to note that (x̂LS , ŷLS ) equals (x̂G , ŷG ) if Nf = 2. The possible
region of the MS conducted from an NLOS path in the preceding discussion can
be expressed by a linear equation which has a ﬁnite slope. There are two cases in
which the slope k does not exist, one is the LOS case where the possible region
shrinks to a point instead of a line segment, the other is the case in which the
possible region is a line parallel to the y-axis. A more detailed discussion about
the LS algorithm dealing with two special cases is presented in the Appendix 2.

5.3.2 Root mean square error analysis
As in Section 5.2.2, all estimated parameters are assumed to be independently
Gaussian distributed random variables. When the variances of the estimated
parameters ϑ are small, we deﬁne σ 2i = (σθ2T i , σθ2R i , σd2i )T , i = 1, 2, . . . , Nf , the
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estimated coordinates (183) of the MS are described as follows
x̂LS (ϑo ) + ∇x̂LS (ϑo )(ϑ − ϑo ),

x̂LS (ϑ) ≈
ŷLS (ϑ) ≈

ŷLS (ϑo ) + ∇ŷLS (ϑo )(ϑ − ϑo ),

(184)

where
∇x̂LS (ϑo )

=

∇ŷLS (ϑo )

=

∂ x̂LS (ϑo )
∈ IR1×3Nf ,
∂ϑT
∂ ŷLS (ϑo )
∈ IR1×3Nf .
∂ϑT

(185)

The gradient vector ∇x̂LS (ϑo ) in (184) is calculated as
∂ x̂LS (ϑo )
∂θT i
∂ x̂LS (ϑo )
∂θR i
∂ x̂LS (ϑo )
∂di

∂ x̂LS (ϑo ) ∂k(ϑoi ) ∂ x̂LS (ϑo ) ∂b(ϑoi )
+
, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nf ,
∂ki
∂θT
∂bi
∂θT
∂ x̂LS (ϑo ) ∂k(ϑoi ) ∂ x̂LS (ϑo ) ∂b(ϑoi )
=
+
, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nf ,
∂ki
∂θR
∂bi
∂θR
∂ x̂LS (ϑo ) ∂b(ϑoi )
=
(186)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nf ,
∂bi
∂d
Nf o
∂k
∂k
∂b
∂b
∂b
where ∂θ
, ∂θ
, ∂θ
, ∂θ
and ∂d
are obtained from (180). Let P = i=1
ki , Q =
T
R
T
R
o
o
Nf o o
Nf o
Nf o 2
∂ x̂LS (ϑ )
∂ x̂LS (ϑ )
(k ) , W =
b k and Z =
b . Then,
and
,i =
i=1

=

i

i=1 i i

i=1 i

∂ki

1, 2, . . . , Nf are expressed as
∂ x̂LS (ϑo )
∂ki

=

∂ x̂LS (ϑo )
∂bi

=

∂bi







Nf boi P 2 − Nf Q + Z Nf Q + P 2 − 2Nf kio P Z + W (P − Nf kio )
(Nf Q − P 2 )

2

P − Nf kio
.
Nf Q − P 2

,

(187)

As in (186), the gradient vector ∇ŷLS (ϑo ) in (184) becomes
∂ ŷLS (ϑo )
∂θT i
∂ ŷLS (ϑo )
∂θR i
∂ ŷLS (ϑo )
∂di
∂ ŷLS (ϑ )
∂ki

=
=
=

o

where

∂ ŷLS (ϑo ) ∂k(ϑoi ) ∂ ŷLS (ϑo ) ∂b(ϑoi )
+
, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nf ,
∂ki
∂θT
∂bi
∂θT
∂ ŷLS (ϑo ) ∂k(ϑoi ) ∂ ŷLS (ϑo ) ∂b(ϑoi )
+
, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nf ,
∂ki
∂θR
∂bi
∂θR
∂ ŷLS (ϑo ) ∂b(ϑoi )
(188)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nf ,
∂bi
∂d
∂ ŷLS (ϑ )
,i
∂bi
o

and

= 1, 2, . . . , Nf are expressed as

∂ ŷLS (ϑo )
∂ki

=

∂ ŷLS (ϑo )
∂bi

=

o
(ϑ )
x̂LS (ϑo ) + P ∂ x̂LS
∂ki

Nf
o
∂ x̂LS (ϑ )
1+P
∂bi

Nf

.

,
(189)
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Therefore, the variance of the estimation error of the coordinates (x̂LS , ŷLS ) is
E(x̂LS − xo )2

o
≈ ∇x̂LS (ϑo )diag(σ 21 , . . . , σ 2Nf )∇x̂T
LS (ϑ ),

E(ŷLS − y o )2

T
≈ ∇ŷLS (ϑo )diag(σ 21 , . . . , σ 2Nf )∇ŷLS
(ϑo ).
(190)
"
As in Section 5.2.2, we denote the RMSE σLS = (E(x̂LS − xo )2 + E(ŷLS − y o )2 ) /2
as the average RMSE of each estimated coordinate of the MS.

5.4 Maximum likelihood position estimation and the
Cramér-Rao lower bound
5.4.1 Joint mobile station and scatterers’ position
estimation
Section 5.3 addressed using multiple FSs to improve the positioning accuracy of
the MS. Indeed, all the observed parameters ϑ provide information about not only
the position of the MS but also the positions of the associated scatterers. We deﬁne
o
), i = 1, 2, . . . , Nf as the accurate coordinates of the scatterers. According
(xosi , ysi
o
to Fig. 23, the real parameter ϑoi depends on the coordinates (xosi , ysi
) and (xo , y o )
as follows
⎧
xo −xo
o
arc tan ysoi −yo
xosi ≥ xo , ysi
≥ yo
⎪
⎪
si
⎪
o
o
⎪
o
⎨π + arc tan xsoi −xo
xosi ≥ xo , ysi
< yo
ysi −y
o
o
θT i =
xo
−x
o
⎪
π + arc tan ysoi −yo
xosi < xo , ysi
< yo
⎪
⎪
sio
⎪
⎩
xsi −xo
o
2π + arc tan yo −yo xosi ≥ xo , ysi
≥ yo
si
⎧
o
xo
o
si −xfi
⎪
xosi ≥ xofi , ysi
≥ yfoi
⎪
⎪arc tan ysoi −yfioo o
⎪
⎪
x
−x
o
⎨π + arc tan soi ofi
xosi ≥ xofi , ysi
< yfoi
ysi −yfi
o
o
θR oi =
x −x
o
⎪
π + arc tan ysoi −yofi
xosi < xofi , ysi
< yfoi
⎪
⎪
sio fi o
⎪
⎪
⎩2π + arc tan xsoi −xofi xo ≥ xo , y o ≥ y o
fi
fi
si
si
y −y
si

doi

=

fi

o − y o )2 +
(xosi − xo )2 + (ysi

o − y o )2
(xosi − xofi )2 + (ysi
fi

(191)

As in Section 5.2.2, all the estimated parameters are assumed to be independently Gaussian distributed random variables. We deﬁne
o
p (ϑ; xo , y o , (xosi , ysi
)i=1,2,...,Nf )

as the parameterized joint PDF of all the observed parameters. Due to the assumption that all the observed parameters are independently Gaussian distributed
random variables, the likelihood function
o
o
L (ϑ; xo , y o , (xosi , ysi
)i=1,2,...,Nf ) = lnp (ϑ; xo , y o , (xosi , ysi
)i=1,2,...,Nf )
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can be expressed as
o
L (ϑ; xo , y o , (xosi , ysi
)i=1,2,...,Nf )


N
f

1
ln
=
(2π)3/2 σθT i σθR i σdi
i=1
 

Nf

1 (θT i − θT oi )2
(θR i − θR oi )2
(di − doi )2
.
−
+
+
2
σθ2T i
σθ2R i
σd2i
i=1

(192)

By ignoring the constant term in (192), we deﬁne the objective function as

=

o
O (ϑ; xo , y o , (xosi , ysi
)i=1,2,...,Nf )


Nf
(θT i − θT oi )2
1
(θR i − θR oi )2
(di − doi )2
.
+
+
2 i=1
σθ2T i
σθ2R i
σd2i

(193)

The ML based joint MS and scatterers’ position estimator becomes
(x̂ML , ŷML , (x̂MLsi , ŷMLsi )i=1,2,...,Nf )
= arg

min

xo ,y o ,(xo
,y o )
si si i=1,2,...,Nf

o
O (ϑ; xo , y o , (xosi , ysi
)i=1,2,...,Nf ) .

(194)

The above minimization problem is a non-linear programming problem which
can be solved by various iterative procedures [115, Chap. 3], e.g., the steepest
descent or conjugate gradient methods. All the iterative methods require an initial
searching point. A good starting point leads to the global minimum, whereas a
badly selected one may result in convergence to a local minimum. For example,
the LS algorithm in Section 5.3 provides a reasonable initialization for the ML
algorithm4 .

5.4.2 The Cramér-Rao lower bound
T

o
o
o
Let us deﬁne ϕ = (xo , y o ) , xos = (xos1 , xos2 , . . . , xosNf )T , y os = (ys1
, ys2
, . . . , ysN
)T ,
f


T


ψ = xos T , y os T and ρ = ϕT , ψ T . The Fisher information matrix (FIM)

I(ρ) ∈ IR(2Nf +2)×(2Nf +2) can be expressed as


∂L (ϑ; ρ) ∂L (ϑ; ρ)
.
(195)
I(ρ) = E
∂ρ
∂ρT
"
Therefore, the RMSE σML = (E(x̂ − xo )2 + E(ŷ − y o )2 ) /2 of any unbiased positioning estimator has the lower bound
#



I −1 (ρ) 11 + I −1 (ρ) 22
σML ≥ CRLB =
.
(196)
2
4 Even though the LS estimator only produces the position of the MS, the positions of scatterers
can also be straightforwardly calculated from (157) and (158).
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We partition the FIM I(ρ) as follows

I 11
I(ρ) =
I 12 T

I 12
I 22


,

(197)

where

∂L (ϑ; ρ) ∂L (ϑ; ρ)
∈ IR2×2 ,
∂ϕ
∂ϕT


∂L (ϑ; ρ) ∂L (ϑ; ρ)
∈ IR2×2Nf ,
= E
∂ϕ
∂ψ T


∂L (ϑ; ρ) ∂L (ϑ; ρ)
∈ IR2Nf ×2Nf .
= E
T
∂ψ
∂ψ


I 11
I 12
I 22

=

E

(198)

To calculate the I(ρ), we need the following expressions
∂θT oi
∂xo

= −

o
y o − ysi
o − y o )2 ,
−
+ (ysi
∂θT o
= − oi
∂ysi
xosi − xo
=
o − y o )2 ,
(xosi − xo )2 + (ysi

=
∂θT oi
∂y o

∂θR oi
∂xo
∂θR oi
∂xosi
∂θR oi
o
∂ysi

∂θT oi
∂xosi

(xosi

xo )2

(199)

∂θR oi
∂y o
= 0,
=

=
=

o
− yfi
ysi
o
o − y )2 ,
2
(xsi − xfi ) + (ysi
fi
xfi − xosi
o − y )2 ,
(xosi − xfi )2 + (ysi
fi

(200)

and
∂doi
∂xo

=

∂doi
∂y o

=

∂doi
∂xosi

=

∂doi
o
∂ysi

=

xo − xosi
,
o − y o )2
(xosi − xo )2 + (ysi
o
y o − ysi
" o
,
o − y o )2
o
2
(xsi − x ) + (ysi
xosi − xo
xosi − xfi
" o
"
+
,
o − y o )2
o − y )2
(xsi − xo )2 + (ysi
(xosi − xfi )2 + (ysi
fi
o
o
ysi
ysi
− yo
− yfi
" o
"
+
. (201)
o
o
o − y )2
o
2
o
2
2
(xsi − x ) + (ysi − y )
(xsi − xfi ) + (ysi
fi
"
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.
For the simplicity of the exposition, we deﬁne L (ϑ) = L (ϑ; ρ). The partial
o o
o
o
derivatives of L (ϑ; ρ) with respect to x , y , xs , y s become


Nf

(θT i − θT oi ) ∂θT oi
(di − doi ) ∂doi
∂L (ϑ)
,
=
+
∂xo
σθ2T i
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σd2i
∂xo
i=1
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(di − doi ) ∂doi
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=
+
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σθR i
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∂L (ϑ)
o
∂ysi

=

(θT i − θT oi ) ∂θT oi
(θR i − θR oi ) ∂θR oi
(di − doi ) ∂doi
+
+
o
o
o , i = 1, 2 . . . , Nf .
σθ2T i
∂ysi
σθ2R i
∂ysi
σd2i
∂ysi
(202)

Due to the above expressions, and the assumption that all the observed parameters
ϑ are independently distributed Gaussian random variables, we can obtain the
following second order moments

2

2
 o 2 
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∂di
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1
,
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+ 2
2
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 o 2 
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+ 2
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+ 2
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(203)



∂L (ϑ) ∂L (ϑ)
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=
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1
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and
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The FIM I(ρ) can be derived by substituting (199), (202) and (203)–(205) into
(198) and (197).

5.5 Numerical examples
This section presents analytical and simulation results to illustrate the performance
of the proposed LS algorithm and the ML algorithm. Fig. 24 shows the distribution
of the MS and FSs along with the NLOS propagation paths. The positions of the
MS, FSs and scatterers are given in Table 5. We assume the parameters associated
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Fig. 24. The NLOS propagation path from the MS to the FSs.

to diﬀerent propagation paths have the same normalized estimation error variance,
i.e., σθ2T i = σθ2T , σθ2R i = σθ2R , σd2i = σd2 , for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

5.5.1 Least squares algorithm
We examine the eﬀects of the standard deviations of estimated parameters, i.e.,
σθT , σθR and σd , on the RMSE of the LS based positioning algorithm. We also
examine the impact of the number of FSs, i.e., the number of employed NLOS
paths, on its performance. As shown in Fig. 24, there is an NLOS propagation
path between the MS and eachof the
 four FSs. When we only employ two out of the
4
four NLOS paths, there are
combinations of two NLOS paths. Diﬀerent
2
combinations may lead to diﬀerent RMSE performances, e.g., the performance
yielded by the FS pair (1, 2) could be diﬀerent from that of the FS pair (3, 4). To
obtain the average performance of employing the same number of NLOS paths, all
RMSE performances under diﬀerent FS combinations are averaged out.
1) Eﬀects of standard deviations of parameter estimates: Figs. 25(a) and 25(b)
show the analytical RMSE of the LS based positioning algorithm by virtue of all
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four NLOS paths versus (σθT , σθR ) when the standard deviation of the distance
σd is 5m and 10m, respectively. It is found that the RMSE performance is more
sensitive to σθT than σθR in the environment shown in Fig. 24. Fig. 26 shows the
analytical RMSE performance with respect to (σd , σθR ) when σθT = σθR .
2) Eﬀects of the number of FSs: Figs. 27–29 show the analytical and simulated
RMSE performance of the LS positioning algorithm when 2, 3 or 4 NLOS paths
are exploited. Fig. 27 shows how the number of FSs and σθT aﬀect the RMSE performance given σθR and σd . Figs. 28 and 29 show the eﬀect of the number of FSs
employed along with σθR and σd , respectively. They show that the more NLOS
paths used, the higher accuracy the LS algorithm achieves. All the simulations
are performed with 1000 independent runs. The fact that the simulation results
are close to the corresponding analytical ones conﬁrms that the approximate analytical RMSE expressions derived in Section 5.3.2 are accurate when the standard
deviations of the parameter estimates are reasonably small.

5.5.2 The maximum likelihood algorithm and the
Cramér-Rao lower bound
Figs. 30–32 show the RMSE performance of the ML based algorithm and the
corresponding CRLBs against σθT , σθR and σd , respectively. To highlight the
performance gain of the ML algorithm over the LS algorithm, we also plot the
performance of the LS algorithm in the ﬁgures. The MATLAB function fmincon.m
is employed to ﬁnd the ML solution of (194). All the simulations of the ML
algorithm employ the solution yielded by the LS algorithm as the initial searching
point. It shows that the ML algorithm does improve the performance signiﬁcantly
at the cost of increased computational complexity. It is also found that the LS
algorithm is capable of providing a good starting point for the ML algorithm. It
is interesting to note that the performance of the ML algorithm is close to the
CRLB.
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed positioning algorithm utilizing
the practical parameter estimates, e.g., the AOA and the AOD estimates developed in Section 3.3, Fig. 33 shows the CRLB and the RMSE of the ML based
position estimates. In Fig. 33, the average standard deviations of the AOA and
the AOD estimate errors shown in Fig. 11 are used to calculate the CRLB of position estimates at diﬀerent SNR points. Accordingly, the simulation of the ML
algorithm is based on the parameter estimates with the average standard deviations at diﬀerent SNR points. The results demonstrate that the RMSE of the ML
algorithm aided by the practical AOA and AOD estimates is rather close to the
CRLB, provided that the FS has information about the orientation of the MS so
that the absolute AOA and AOD can be obtained.
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Table 5. Coordinates[Meter] of the MS, FSs and scatterers
MS
(25,25)

FS / Scatterer
(0,50)/(40,10)

FS / Scatterer
(-50,0)/(-25,30)

FS / Scatterer
(0,-50)/(-30,-30)

FS / Scatterer
(50,0)/(35,-40)

5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we considered the position estimation of the MS in the NLOS
scenario. With knowledge about the AOA, the AOD and the distance associated
with each NLOS path, a geometric approach to calculating the intersection of two
line segments which were derived as possible regions for the MS was presented.
To achieve the minimal equation-error norm, the LS algorithm was proposed for
exploiting multiple NLOS paths to improve the positioning accuracy. The ML
algorithm was further developed to improve the performance of the LS algorithm,
and it was able to estimate the positions of both the MS and scatterers. The CRLB
was also derived to benchmark the performance of the positioning algorithms. It
was shown both analytically and through computer simulations that the proposed
algorithms are able to estimate the MS position only by employing the NLOS
paths, and the ML algorithm can achieve the optimal RMSE performance, i.e.,
the CRLB.
Several interesting related open research problems still remain. All the error
analysis of the position estimates assume that the parameter estimates are independent random variables. In practice, these parameters are estimated from the
same measurements, e.g., the received training signals. As a result, the parameter
estimates can be correlated in practice. The error analysis of the position estimates considering the parameter estimate correlation needs to be further studied.
Furthermore, when a two-dimensional position model is considered, vertical diﬀerences in the positions of the FSs, the MS and scatterers would introduce additional
errors in the calculations. Another interesting problem is how to choose the NLOS
paths in the presence of multiple NLOS paths. It is noted in Section 5.5, diﬀerent
combinations of NLOS paths lead to diﬀerent performances. It was observed in
Section 3.3 that the estimation error variances of the AOA and the AOD estimates
depend on both the SNR of the received signal and the true values of the AOAs
and the AODs. Consequently, the selection of the NLOS paths can be based on
the accuracy of the parameter estimates associated with each path. This would
enable more detailed performance-complexity trade-oﬀ in real positioning systems.
As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, the task of obtaining knowledge
about the NLOS path, i.e., the AOA and the AOD at the FS is rather challenging in practice, in particular, it is extremely hard to obtain angle information in
impulse radio based systems. Assuming ULAs with omni-directional antenna elements, there is ambiguity about the side of the antenna array involved. Therefore,
directional antenna array could be a better option in the proposed positioning
system to resolve the ambiguity caused by the omni-directional antenna element.
Also, the proposed algorithms require that the FS and the MS refer to the same
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orientation. Obtaining the orientation of the MS at the FS side is obviously a
challenging task, and deﬁnitely requires further study. Even though this problem
were to be solved, the complexity of the whole positioning system would be relatively high, e.g, the AOD estimation needs an antenna array to be equipped at
the MS side. Moreover, the problem of antenna calibration at both link ends must
be taken into account. This makes it even more diﬃcult to acquire accurate AOA
and AOD values due to the frequency oﬀsets caused by the diﬀerent oscillators
in the MSs and the FSs. All of this restrict the practicability of the proposed
positioning algorithms. Their commercial use therefore requires further research
and development.
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Analytical RMSE versus standard deviations of AOA β estimate and AOD α estimate, σd = 5, 4 FSs
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Analytical RMSE versus standard deviations of AOA β estimate and AOD α estimate, σd = 10, 4 FSs
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Fig. 25. Analytical RMSE versus standard deviations of the AOA θR estimate
and AOD θT estimate, 4 FSs.
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Analytical RMSE versus standard deviations of distance estimate and AOA (= AOD) estimate, 4 FSs
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Fig. 26. Analytical RMSE versus standard deviations of the distance estimate
and AOA (= AOD) estimate, 4 FSs.

RMSE versus standard deviations of the AOD α estimate, σd = 5, σβ=2o
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Fig. 27. RMSE versus standard deviations of the AOD θT estimate, σd = 5m,
σθ R = 2 o .
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RMSE versus standard deviations of the AOA β estimate, σd = 5, σα=2o
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Fig. 28. RMSE versus standard deviations of the AOA θR estimate, σd = 5m,
σθ T = 2 o .

RMSE versus standard deviations of the distance estimate, σα = σβ = 2o
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Fig. 29. RMSE versus standard deviations of the distance estimate, σθT =
σθ R = 2 o .
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RMSE versus standard deviations of the AOD θ estimate, σ = 5, σ =2 , 4 FSs
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Fig. 30. RMSE of the ML algorithm and the CRLB, σd = 5m, σθR = 2o .

RMSE versus standard deviations of the AOA θ estimate, σ = 5, σ =2o, 4 FSs
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Fig. 31. RMSE of the ML algorithm and the CRLB, σd = 5m, σθT = 2o .
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RMSE versus standard deviations of the distance estimate, σ
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Fig. 32. RMSE of the ML algorithm and the CRLB, σθT = σθR = 2o .
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Fig. 33. RMSE of the ML algorithm and the CRLB, 4 FSs.
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6 Conclusions
6.1 Summary and discussion
Wideband MIMO parameter estimation and its applications to MIMO–OFDM
channel estimation and mobile positioning were considered. The literature on
MIMO parameter and channel estimation and on mobile positioning was reviewed
in Chapter 2. The problems to be studied in more detail were identiﬁed, based on
the review.
Two practical MIMO channel models, i.e., the correlated-transmit-receive channel and the correlated-receive independent-transmit channel, and the associated
space-time parameter estimation algorithms were considered in Chapter 3. Thanks
to the speciﬁed structure of the proposed training signals for multiple transmit antennas, the IQML algorithm [161, 162] was applied to estimate the time delay and
spatial signature for the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels.
For the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channels, the spatial signature matrix
corresponding to a time delay can be further decomposed in such a way that the
AOA and AOD can be estimated simultaneously by the 2–D unitary ESPRIT algorithm. Therefore, the combination of the IQML algorithm and the 2–D unitary
ESPRIT algorithm provides a novel solution to jointly estimate the time delay,
the AOA and the AOD for the correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channels. The
identiﬁability and the CRLBs regarding the time delay, AOA and AOD estimation
were also analyzed. It was demonstrated with the numerical examples that the
proposed algorithms can obtain good performance at a reasonable cost.
Considering the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels developed in Chapter 3, a channel coeﬃcient estimation for the MIMO–OFDM system
was the topic of Chapter 4. The whole idea in Chapter 4 can be straightforwardly
extended to the case of correlated-transmit-receive MIMO channels. Based on the
parameters of the correlated-receive independent-transmit MIMO channels, the
channel statistics in terms of the correlation matrix were developed. By virtue of
the derived channel statistics, a JST ﬁltering based MMSE channel estimator was
proposed, which takes full advantage of the channel property. The MSE of the
proposed channel estimator was analyzed, and its performance was also demonstrated in the computer simulations. It was shown that the proposed JST MMSE
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channel estimator outperforms the more conventional temporal MMSE channel
estimator [134] in terms of the estimate MSE when the signals in the receive antenna array elements were allowed to be signiﬁcantly correlated. To study the
eﬀect of the channel estimator on the system performance, the closed–form BEP
of the STBC–OFDM system with correlation at the receiver was developed by
taking the channel estimation errors and channel statistics, i.e., correlation at the
receiver, into account.
In addition to the application in channel coeﬃcient estimation shown in Chapter 4, the channel parameters also play an important role in the ﬁeld of mobile
positioning which has been discussed in Chapter 2. An important open problem
in mobile positioning area, i.e., the mobile positioning in the NLOS scenarios, was
considered in Chapter 5. With knowledge of the time delay, the AOA and the
AOD associated with each NLOS propagation path, a novel geometric approach
was proposed to calculate the MS’s position by only exploiting two NLOS paths.
In contrast to the conventional NLOS mitigation techniques in the open literature,
the proposed algorithm can beneﬁt from the NLOS paths rather than cancelling
them. In addition to ﬁnding of the geometric approach, the LS and the ML algorithms were developed to utilize multiple NLOS paths to improve the positioning
accuracy. An interesting result also demonstrated that the ML algorithm is able to
estimate the scatterers’ positions as well as those of the MSs. The CRLB related
to the positioning estimation in the NLOS scenarios was derived. It was shown
both analytically and through computer simulations that the proposed algorithms
are able to estimate the MS position only by employing the NLOS paths, and
the ML algorithm is an eﬃcient estimator, which can achieve the optimal RMSE
performance, i.e., the CRLB.
The results of the thesis show that accurate channel parameter estimates are
not only useful for characterizing the underling propagation channel, but also able
to improve the channel coeﬃcient estimation needed by the post-processing, such
as the equalization and the demodulation etc. Moreover, they are applicable to
the MS positioning in the NLOS scenarios. It is suggested therefore that the
practical future receiver, at least at a base station or a ﬁxed station, should have
channel parameter estimation capability so that it can be used to enhance channel
estimation and also enable positioning in NLOS conditions. In fact, the potential
usages of the channel parameters are not limited to the scope addressed in the
thesis. For instance, advanced radio resource management [51, 52, 53] and link
adaptation schemes taking advantage of the mobility and the position information
of the MSs, such as bandwidth reservation and interference avoidance etc., also
require the receiver to be able to achieve the necessary parameter estimates.

6.2 Future research directions
There are several interesting open problems in MIMO channel estimation and
mobile positioning requiring further study. Some of them are brieﬂy pointed out
here.
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An interesting approach to the time delay, the AOA and the AOD estimation
algorithm has been presented in Chapter 3. As reviewed in Chapter 2, some similar
approaches have been proposed in [118, 119]. A comparative study of these algorithms in more detail would be worth performing. For instance, the performancecomplexity trade-oﬀ between diﬀerent algorithms should be analyzed. As a consequence, the optimal selection between diﬀerent approaches can be made for a
certain scenario and application. Furthermore, all these algorithms are relatively
complex; fast and simpliﬁed algorithms related to them would be an interesting
topic for the practical usages.
Chapter 4 considered the MMSE channel estimation for the MIMO–OFDM system. The proposed JST structure improves the channel estimation accuracy at
the cost of increased computational complexity. It would be interesting to study
in more detail the realized gains with diﬀerent MIMO transmission schemes, like
spatial multiplexing and various space-time coding methods. The performance
with forward error control coding should also be analyzed in more detail. This
would enable a more detailed performance-complexity trade-oﬀ in real communication systems. Furthermore, an interesting further research topic would be the
application of spatial signature estimates in radio link adaptation or radio resource
management.
A mobile positioning algorithm which is able to utilize the NLOS paths was
studied in Chapter 5. As mentioned previously, the algorithm requires the assumption that the FS has knowledge about the orientation of the MS. Practical
implementation of such an assumption remains open and would be an interesting
topic to study in the future. The alternative to solving this problem is to utilize the
relative AOD information, for example, the angle-diﬀerence of departure (ADOD)
instead of the absolute AOD. The idea is to exploit two NLOS paths to obtain the
possible region of the MS. Six unknown coordinates in the 2-D coordinate system
are involved in the scenarios of two NLOS paths, i.e., the coordinates of the MS
and two unknown scatterers. Five relationships can be formed from measurements
of two NLOS paths, i.e., two AOAs, two time delays and one ADOD. As a result,
the possible region calculated from two NLOS paths would be a 1-D geometric
object. A similar idea to that of Chapter 5 can be applied in such a case. The
geometric approach, LS and ML algorithms can be employed to ﬁnd the MS’s position when three or more NLOS paths exist. Some preliminary research has been
carried out. However, more details of such an idea need to be further studied, in
particular, the error performance seems to be a crucial issue.
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Appendix 1 Proof of (156)
The autocorrelation of the kth subcarrier of the CFR h̃i,j [k] can be described as




H
L
H
E h̃i,j [k]h̃i,j [k]∗
= E FL
(A1.206)
K (k, :)hi,j hi,j F K (k, :)
=

L−1


σl2 = 1.

l=0

The covariance between the kth subcarriers of the CFR h̃i,p [k] and h̃i,q [k] can be
expressed as




H
L
H
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(A1.207)
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Due to the independence of transmit antennas, the covariance between the kth
subcarriers of the CFR h̃i,p [k] and h̃j,q [k] can be expressed as




H
L
H
= E FL
= 0. (A1.208)
E h̃i,p [k]h̃j,q [k]∗
K (k, :)hi,p hj,q F K (k, :)
In that the estimation error ξi,j [k] is independent of the ideal CFR h̃i,j [k], the
covariance matrix Σ ˆ˜ in (156) follows from the (A1.206), (A1.207) and (A1.208).
h[k]
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Appendix 2 Derivation of the LS Algorithm in the
General Scenario
As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, there are two cases where (159) does not hold, due
to the nonexistence of the slope k. This happens if and only if
sinθT + sinθR = 0.

(A2.209)

Because the range of θT and θR is [0, 2π), the solutions of (A2.209) are described
as
|θT − θR |
θT + θR

= π,
= 2π.

(A2.210)
(A2.211)

It is interesting to note that (A2.210) corresponds to the LOS case as illustrated
in Fig. A-34. Therefore, (A2.210) implies a new method of identifying the LOS
path. It is obvious that the possible region of the MS in the LOS case is a point
with the coordinates as follows
x̂LOS
ŷLOS

= xf + dsinθR ,
= yf + dcosθR .

(A2.212)

(A2.211) corresponds to the possible region which is a line parallel to the y-axis;
this is illustrated in Fig. A-35, when the possible region becomes
x̂⊥ = xf − dsinθT .

(A2.213)

We assume that Nf paths consist of N1 LOS paths, N2 NLOS paths from
which the derived possible regions are lines with slopes of ﬁnite values and N3
NLOS paths from which the derived possible region are lines parallel to the y-axis,
Nf ≥ Ni ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3. The LS based position estimate (x̂LS , ŷLS ) of the MS
considering this general case can be derived as
(x̂LS , ŷLS )

=

argmin

(x,y)

N1



(x − x̂LOSi )2 + (y − ŷLOSi )2
i=1

N2
N3


2
+
(ki x + bi − y) +
(x − x̂⊥i )2 ,
i=1

i=1

(A2.214)
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where (x̂LOSi , ŷLOSi ), i = 1, 2, . . . , N1 and x̂⊥i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N3 can be calculated
from (A2.212) and (A2.213), respectively. We deﬁne the objective function as
O(x, y) =

N1



N2
N3

 
(x − x̂LOSi )2 + (y − ŷLOSi )2 +
(ki x + bi − y)2 +
(x − x̂⊥i )2 ,

i=1

i=1

i=1

(A2.215)
the LS solution (x̂LS , x̂LS ) of (A2.214) can be obtained by
x̂LS

=

ŷLS

=

∂O(x, y)
= 0,
∂x
∂O(x, y)
= 0.
∂y

(A2.216)
(A2.217)

It can be derived that
∂O(x, y)
∂x

=

∂O(x, y)
∂y

=

x

N2


ki + y(N1 − N2 ) +

N2


i=1

x(N1 + N3 +

bi −

N1


i=1
N2


ki2 ) − y

i=1

N2


ŷLOSi ,

(A2.218)
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We denote
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(A2.222)

According to Cramer’s Rule, the LS solution (x̂LS , x̂LS ) can be calculated from
x̂LS

=

ŷLS

=

E
,
G
F
.
G

(A2.223)

(A2.223) shows that the LS based position estimate of the MS takes all the propagation paths including LOS paths and NLOS paths into account.
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(a) θT − θR = π

α

β

(b) θR − θT = π

Fig. A-34. The LOS case.
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Fig. A-35. Possible region: a line parallel to the y-axix.
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